AouentBemcnte.

The Burrill National Bank
OF
Authorized

of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fuller. Rev. J, P. Simonton officiated.
They have the beat wishes of
NKtt ADVKKThKM »NTS THIS WKKK.
their many friends.

LOCAL AFFAIRS

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

pioneer

National Bank

INDIVIDUALS,

FIRMS and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT
WITH SAFE

Geo M Wntrcn—Exec
ItoinTt II Itennett—Notlr.u of foreclo ure.
otiaMlali * lien—Notice of foier) *u«e
Henry M Mall A im.Mention for A'lndsfdon as
attorney and counselor of circuit court.
KG Moore—Apothecary.
Patrick Kearns—Grocerl e. canned aoods, etc.
Floyd A ll yne-*—Meats fish and groceries.
C ft Clrone—City lunch room.
Portland Me
Eastern Argus.
SCHKHULK OF

W.

&

F.

1_.

MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME

notice:.
Insurance costs but
the

property insured.

trifie

a

Why

with
go without it?

Write

W.

O.

the

compared

value of

call on

or

TAPLEY,

Ellsworth,

through 1900,
Groceries, Meats, Fish

of

ALL

is to do

year

We

guarantee

to

with

quality

and

popularly

low

entirely happy

an

buying

your

and Provisions of

make you

us.

supremely happy

quantity

of

and

goods,

prices.

FLOYD & HAYNES,

Ellsworth Ne

•

CHEER UP

CHEER UP!

THE HOLIDAYS
ARE

ABOUT

OVER,

SELECTING

THE

BUT

SUITABLE
STILL

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

REMAIN

IF YOU AHE IX UOTJBT, call at my store and your
doubts will vanish as you look over my stock of

Silverware and

In

effect

December

4, J906.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7 16 a
From East—ii.f« a

m,
m,

6.1} p m.
6.30 and 10.17 p

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT I*<>8TOFFICK.

Going East—7 a m and ft.80 p ia.
Going Wert—1I.S0& ni, 5 and Ppm.
No Sunday mall

Jewelry

XO MATTER WHO IT’S FOR, I can furnish you
with a suitable Rift which will be within your means.
SPECIAL ATT EXIT OX will be given to orders received from my out-of-town customers, and those who
have not already dealt with me I can assure entire satisfaction in anything they may order of me.

|

William Jones, 2d, is quite ill at his
home on the Surry road.

Edward F. Doyle, who is employed as
in Bangor, spent Christmas
with his parents.
The city schools-the high school and
schools in districts 3,15 and 18—will open
Tuesday, Jan. 2.

freight agent

Mrs. Hannibal Hamlin, of Bangor, is
spending a few days in Ellsworth with her
son, Attorney-General H. E. Hamlin.
Arthur Abram, of Ellsworth, brother of
Charles I. Staples leaves to-day for PortAt a meeting in Boston last week, rep- the
grOom, was best man. After the cereland on business. His wife accompanies
resentatives from all the New England mony a wedding breakfast was served at
him. They will be away about a week.
states organized the New England associ- the home of the
After about a
groom.
Mrs. Marshall Rogers, of South Or- ation for ths restriction of immigration. week
here, Mr. and Mrs. Abram will go to
and
Miss
Ida
rington,
Baker, of Boston, M. Beckwith, of Ellsworth, was elected Eastport, where Mr. Abram is employed.
spent Christmas at their former home here. president. Gov.-elect Curtis Guild, jr., of
Clifton Woodward lost one of his heavy
Capt. J. A. Bowden arrived home Satur- Boston, Was elected an honorary member. t3am horses last week the sorrel which
Prof. Harry C. Emery, of Yale, who was he has driven eleven years.
day from New York, where his vessel, the
A pecuWillie L. Maxwell, is hauled up for the at home for Christmas, left Monday night liar circumstance
showing the intelliwinter.
for Baltimore to attend the annual meetgence, reasoning power, iustinct or whatSheriff Mayo
made another descent ing of the American Economic associa- ever one chooses to call it, of horses, was
held
there
under
the
of
the
End
Bar
tion,
West
rooms
at
club
the behavior Of the mate of this horse,
auspices
upon
Prof. Emery which had been driven with him five
Harbor last week, and seized a quantity o Johns Hopkins university.
will return hero for the remaining week
liquors.
years. Heretofore this horse would follow the other about like a dog,
and
Miss Bernice Giles and Misses Helen and of the holiday recess.
Tho
Bar
Harbor &
Union .Fiver w’hinney for him constantly if out of his
Harriet Rollins are spending their holithe work sight. The morning after his mate died,
days in Washington, Annapolis, Md., and Power Co has completed
of
water
service to this horse was driven by him as he lay on
New York.
extending the
the floor of the stable. He has never
Miss Helen Bonsey left Monday for Washington Junction, and the water was
since whinnied for him. Did he reason
on last Saturday. About two miles
Hartland, where she has taken a position
that his mate could no longer hear him
in the office of the Fuller, Os bon Manu- of pipe have been laid, and the work has
been pushed forward with an expedition call?
Co.
facturing
which reflects credit on Supt. Cushman
Among the Ellsworth people at home
Harold T. Ball, of Bangor, and Miss
and his assistants.
for Christmas or the holidays wer« Fred
Mabel Sweet, of Holden, were Christmas
Another former Ellsworth resident, who W. Joy, from New York, George S. and
guests of Mr. Ball’s sister, Mrs. N. C.
is interested in and working hard for the Walter R. Foster, from Portland, Miss
King, in Ellsworth.
success of the reunion of Ellsworth people
Mary H. McFarland, from Augusta;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Torrents, of Banin and around Boston on Jan. 10, is Mrs. Harold H. Clark, from Schenectady, N. Y.;
gor, are receiving congratulations on the
Nellie Lord Clough, and to whom, a cor- Miss Catherine M. Simonton, from Portbirth of a daughter. Mrs. Torrents was
respondent writes, is due the idea of land, Ct.; Misses Grace C. King and
Grace Lord, of this city.
bringing about the reunion. Everbody Paulene Foster, from Wellesley college;
Miss Mary Cole, who is teaching in the here sincerely
hopes the meeting will be a George E. Packard, from New York; Miss
Wellington training school at Cambridge, great success in every way.
Sophie Walker, from Boston; George P.
from
Harvard
Mass., is spending the holiday recess here
divinity school;
the services at the Congrega- Paine,
During
with her mother, Mrs. Charles R. Cole.
Charles C. Knowlton, George Parcher,
tional vestry last Sunday morning the
C. A. Hanscom and wife, of Baltimore, flooring in the southeast corner of the Frank D. Rowe, and W. F. Jude, from
spent Christmas here. Mr. Hanscom ex- audience room settled about six inches, Bowdoin college; Dr. Harry C. Mason and
pects to leave this week, but Mrs. Hans- with a sharp cracking sound. The effect wrife, from Stonington; Howard Adams,
from Boston; Miss Florence Smith, from
com will remain until after New Year’s.
was startling, but nothing happened beNew York; Dr. Arthur L. Gould, from
Stephen Monaghan has been seriously yond the shock to the nerves of those who
Miss
Julia
Cushman, from
were seated in that part of the room.
ill with pneumonia since last Saturday at
The P>angor;
!
normal
school;
the home of his son-in-law, John E. settling was due to decayed floor timbers. Bridgewater (Mass.)
Albert McKenzie, from Brockton, Mass.;
Doyle. To-day he is a little more comfortThe city of Ellsworth has formally peFrank Raymond, from Manchester, N.
able.

mere

win

oe a

special meeting

F.

ROBINSON,

titioned the State board of railroad commissioners for permission for a highway
crossing over the track of the railroad for
the extension of the new Mariaville road
to the old Bangor road according to plans
already announced. The road will cross
the track of the Maine Central railroad at
a point about 375 feet above Charles Dun-

oi eso-

teric lodge next Friday evening, when the
third degree will be conferred upon three
candidates. Supper will be served after
O. H. Bradbury and wife have returned
Nashua, N. H. Mr. Bradbury will

from

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH.

be back in his old

stitching

room

at

place as

ham’s cattle pass under the railroad.

foreman of the

the Union shoe factory

when it starts up.

•%««%««%%«%%««% «%•

KEEP YOUR

SAVE
MONEY

FEET WARM

AND

TIME

when RIDING in cold
weather by using the cele-

BREAKFAST,
III NXE It and

Carriage

SUFFER

Heaters

Sold

city lun:h rooms,
Franklin Street-

J. A. McOOWN,

R.

C.

GIRONE.

Manufacturer and Jobber of

Harnesses, Trunks, Whips, Robes, Blankets, Rubber and Oiled Clothing.

ELLSWORTH.

Main Street,

5 OOOOOOOOOOOOOO1XXJOOOOCH5D :

Holiday
*

ORGANS Cleaned, Repaired and
Tuned. Sewing Machines
Cleaned and
Leave

orders

Moody's,

“Organs,"

or

Box

at

mall

Staples,
a postal

Smith

and

addressed to

Ellsworth Maine.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Bugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.

Carpets cleaned clean. Bend for circular.

L. 1. MORRISOVi, SKOWHcQAM, ME,

\
I

Advertising brings the customer a and
assists the salesman.

The failure of a merchant to advertise
an advertisement of hi" lack of enter•
B>ris

*

*

made

Holiday gift highly appreciated.
Don't wait; come In now. You know the
quality of his work, and also know that
it gave him the distinction of being
awarded one National Medal and a New
be

Repaired.

as

!
|

year will be made up.

Albert M. Hopkins

was

down town and

the second time

yesterday
!
His many friends
January.
see him, and he held someglad
thing very like a reception at the store.
Miss Marion D. Fuller, of Ellsworth,
and Walter Wilson, of Calais, were married last Thursday afternoon at the home
for

since last
were

to

'Afcucrttsrmnita.

Photos

by FKN'LKY at the
JOY STUDIO, Ellsworth. Me., would
Such

The county commissioners are in Ellsthis week, for their final session of
the year. The plantation taxes are being
assessed, and the annual report for the

at his store

AT THE

by

a

Manufacturing Co., Hartland, as travelling salesman. He will travel in Vermont
;
and New Hampshire.
worth

BY ORDER1NO YOUR

brated

Friend will leave next week to
position with the Fuller, Osbon

Abie L.

take

LATEST DESIGNS
IN

a

England prize.

HOLLY

That’s ail.

AND

SOUVENIR
POST CARDS

WREATHS
AND FLOWERING PLANTS.

Drug

Store.

Subscribe fur Tms America*

ELLSWORTH,

the fracture.

Blanquefort

coramandery, E. T., obChristmas Day in time-honored
form at noon Monday, when a good number of sir knights gathered at the asylum.
The sentiment of the toast was: “To our
most eminent grand master, George M.
Moulton, “A merry Christmas with health
and prosperity to all the goodly fellowship
of the Cross.” The response sent out by
the grand master was: “To all the loyal

served

[

Moore's

(Corner opp. Postofflce),

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., last Wednesday evening nominated officers as follows:
Munroe Y. McGown,
chancellor commander; John rt. Silvy, vice chancellor;
John A. Lord, prelate; Hollis B. Estey,
master of work; Harry L. Crabtree, keeper
of records and seals and master of finance;
Embert C. Osgood, master of exchequer;
Gilman L. Wiswell, master of arms;
Eugene L. Warren, inner guard; George
H. Thompson, outer guard.
Goodwill council, J. O. U. A. M., on
Tuesday evening elected officers as follows:
Councillor, Milton Beckwith;
vice-councillor, H. W. Dunn, jr.; recording secretary, David Shorey; assistant recording secretary, Hollis Smith; financial
secretary, Charles Pic; treasurer, Charles
Moore; conductor, Harvey Salisbury;
warden, John Coleman; inside sentinel,
Willis Jordan; trustee, Fred B. Osgood.
Officers will be installed next Tuesday
night.
George, the three-year-old son of Mrs.
Agnes Cahill, broke his leg last Thursday
afternoon, while at play about the house.
Just how the accident happened is not
known.
The little fellow was playing
alone in the Sitting-room, and when his
mother heard him crying she ran to the
room and found him lying on the floor
with his leg bent under his back. It was
broken at the thigh. The boy said he
“just stumbled.” Dr. A. C. Hagerthy reduced

LAUREL

aimnusrmnitg-

A MATTER OFHEALTH

Absolutely Pure

>

The alliance of the Unitarian society
will give a supper at its vestry Wednesday, Jan. 10.

the work.

E.

announced

I lies Mabel Lord, who is employed in the Junior Order of United American
Be iton, spent Christmas with her parents, Mechanics, to be held here on Thursday,
There will
Fr nk 8. Lord and wife. 8he returned Jan. 11, are about completed.
Mi nday night, accompanied by her sister, be a large representation from the councils
M
Ruth Lord, who will spend several all over the State, and State and national
are expected to be in attendance.
da; s among friends and relatives in Bos- officers
The degrees will be worked by Sullivan
toi and vicinity.
and Bluehill councils. Good Will council
( harles E. Alexander received a Christof Ellsworth will work the Oriental
mfl
present in the shape of a certificate of
degree. The general committee of arrangeref Istration from the State board of pharments from Good Will council consists of
Out of twenty-seven candidates
macy.
Frank Echenagucia, chairman; Charles
for: registration, only eleven successfully
Moore and Samuel Chapman.
parsed the examination, Mr. Alexander
The wedding of Miss Ida H. Brown, of
being one of them.
Eden, and John F. Abram, of Ellsworth,
William H. Busier, Lewis and Lloyd H.
took place this morning at St. Joseph’s
Higgins and Ernest C. Davis left yester- Catholic
church, in this city. Rev. J. D.
day for Mamaroneck, N. Y., where they O’Brien
officiated, using the ring service.
have secured jobs at carpentering. BuildThe bride wore a travelling suit of dark
ing operations in the suburbs of New blue. She was attended
by Miss Margaret
York city are brisk, good workmen are in
Hurley, of Ellsworth, as bridesmaid.
demand, and wages are high.

“--‘"V----

Mrs. A. P. Wiswell arrived home Saturday night from Boston.

The W. C. T7 U. is arranging for another
dime sociable to be held early in January
at Grand Army hall.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR!
The surest way to have

MAILS

AT ELLSWORTH P08T OFFIOR.

Correspondents, National Shawmut Bank of Boston; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.

was

Congregational
votary next Thursday evening under the
of the subscription and collecting
News was received here this week of the
agr-pices
cfmmittee has been indefinitely post- death at San Francisco, Cal., on Dec. 18, of
Lester S. Cook, eldest son of Mrs. Gideon
poned.
piiss Ray N. Whiting was the lucky S. Cook, of this city. The deceased was in
giieasor on the weight of the Crocker foun- the forty-ninth year of his age. He leftj
tain pen at J. A. Thompson’s store. The Ellsworth for the West twenty-eight
He leaves a widow and five
co Tect weight was five and one-fifth sixyears ago.
te< ntLis of an ounce.
Miss Whiting’s children. Of his own family, besides his
mother, he leaves four sisters and a brother
gi S88 was five-sixteenths.
bn excellent supper was served at the —Mrs. F. W. Brackett, of Brookline,
B* t>list vestry last Wednesday evening by Mass.; Mrs. F. E. Smith, of Gardiner;
th
ladies’ aid society of that church. Mrs. G. F. Newman and Mrs. H. E. Davis,
T! ere was also a sale of fancy articles. of Ellsworth, and Hervey E. Cook, of
Tt ere was a large attendance, and a goodly Brooks, Mass.
Preparations for the State convention of
supi was added to the society treasury.

—

AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.

C.

■The sociable which it
whuld be given at the

and loving soldiers of Christ enlisted under
the banner of our order, wheresoever dispersed throughout the world: Peace be
unto thee, and that contentment which
cometh from a firm and unfaltering reliance
our
Father who art in
upon
Heaven.”

|

MAINE
Head Clement's Co-operatic Club
advertisement.

[

HAS NO SUBSTITUTE
A Cream of Tartar Powder,
free from alum or phosphatlc acid
ROYAL BAKING POWDER

CO., NEW YORK.

GILMAN JORDAN

DEAD.

Waltham

Loses Its Wealthiest and
Most Distinguished Resident.
Gilman
Waltham, De^. 27 (special)
Jordan, one of the wealthiest citizens of
this town, and for years its most distinguished resident, died at his home here
this morning.
He was about seventythree years of age.
He had been ill of
cancer for nearly a year.
Mr. Jordan leaves a widow and five
children—Elizabeth, wife of W.B. Jordan,
Roland H., Herman, and Maud, wife
of Wilson Googins, all of Waltham, and
Minnie, wife of Alden Morse, of Bar
—

Harbor.

CHURCH NOTES.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev. J, P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday, Dec. 29-Prayer service at 7.301
Sunday, Dec. 31—Morning service it
10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
school at 11.45. Epworth league at 7. Pastor’s service at

7.30.

Bayaide—Preaching Sunday

at 2 p.

mu

Mr. Simonton.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J.

M. Adams, pastor.

Sunday, Dec. 31— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
UNITARIAN.

Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 21—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.
Rev. 8. W.

a. mu

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A, Killam, pastor.

Sunday, Dec. 31
Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7.
Evening praise and preaching service
at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service 30 at 7.
—

Friday evening.

2H>&ertiattnnrt0.

SPECIAL

H.; Leon R. Moor, from University of
Maine; Miss Helene Bellatty, from Colby
college; Miss Muriel G. Davis, from Dana
hall, Wellesley, Mass.; Hollis C. Joy, from
Boston; George F. Goggins, from Holyoke, Mass; F. E. Cooke, from New York.
Rodick Realty Co.
Rodick Realty Co. has been organised at Bar Harbor for the purpose of
The

dealing in
stock, of

estate, with $500,000 capital
$300 is paid in. The
officers are: President, Fountain Rodick,
of Bar Harbor;
treasurer, George H.
Morse, of Pittsfield.
real

which

Navel Oranges
UNTIL
NEXT

COMING EVENTS.
ELI JS WORTH.

Jan. 10, at Unitarian vestry
Supper by woman’s alliance; 15 cents.
Thursday, Jan. 11, afternoon and evening, at Odd Fellows hall—State convenWednesday.

YEAR.

—

tion Junior Order United American Mechanics.

MOSES’

To show
Society

Fo-al Emblem*
are always correct..
Addr a* HAlt HAKBOR only.
Open a»l I be year 'round.

fUrtjrrtisnnrnta.

our

gratitude for

the busiest Christmas
ever

had,

quote

we

we

have

have decided to

special prices

on

NAVEL ORANGES

Fancy Articles
Perfumery

for the
serve

rest

the

of the year.

Ob-

following:

CALIFORNIA NAVEL ORANGES
33c PER DOZ

Choicest of both. Just the things
for Holiday presents.
My old

patrons know what to expect.
New ones will be welcomed—they’ll
be surprised, too, at the goods and
the

prices.

Remember

:
this cut price
good only until January 1,
1906. Buy TO-DAY, if you
possibly can.

is

PARCHER, PHARMACIST Patrick Kearns,
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Ellswortli. Maine.

CHRISTIAN

Illutaal Bcnrfit <£oluimt.

ENDEAVOR.

fraytr IteetinBt Topic For (lie Week
EleKiiiolnp Dee. SI.

EDITED BT

E.v REV. S. H. DOTLE.
Topic.—Rooking backward. What haw
I learned this year?—Deut. vlii, 2-20.
Edward Bellamj’3 "Looking Backward” was In reality a looking fa:1

|

us.

n.s ieau.ug i.i.i.-

to

us,

I.

nor

BIBLE

READINGS.

Ps. xxiii, 1-0; mix, 1-5; xc, 12;
cxlx, Sl-88; Eeei. xii, 13, 14; John is.
4; I Cor. ri, 10, 20; Eph. v, 15-21; Col.
lr, 1-6; II Pet. lii, 8-14.
The "Film"

Sljtn

In

Oar

Work.

This mathematical sign is au excel
lent one to appeal to every effort vre
put forth in these (lays. In mathematics It is the sign of addition. In Christian Endeavor it is the sign of "inAnd just at this particular
crease.’'
Juncture in God's heavens this sign is
In the ascendant. A large Endeavor society—"plus.” That means larger than
ever, by the grace of God. Missionary
enthusiasm
still
meaning
“plus,'’
greater enthusiasm. Splendid interim1
dlate and junior societies -"plus.” The
[call to improvement, enlargement, bet
ferment, expansion, is as natural as
breathing and as insistent as your
heart beat. “Anywhere, so It be forward.” There are no statics in Christian experience. Life is ever pushing
•nward and outward and upward. You
say you had a fine society last year.
Very good. Press on to a better one
this year. This year does not look back
Into last year for its model, neither
does this mouth look to last month for
its ideal. These conceptions of wbat
we ought to be and what we may become lie just before ns. They are to he
wrought out in living, loving, everyday characters in the months to come.
—Eev. J. Webster Bailey, President of
the Indiana Christian Endeavor Union,
in Christian Endeavor World.
—

Mak^r of Character.
I like Christian Endeavor because
Christian Endeavor makes character.
I like it, too, because it makes Christian character, and there is no currency in this world that passes at such a
premium an/where as a good Christian character. The time is going by
when a young man or a young woman
has to apologize for being a Christian.
Christian character swings wide open
every door of opportunity to the young
men and the young women of the
United States.—William McKinley.
I suppose that the basis of Christian Endeavor is the consciousness of
ChrUt In the hearts of Christian workers.—Dr. Home.
To Christian Endoarortra,
You serve with zest
Your cause—the best
That any may espocse;
It Is yov.r plan
In every -nan
The l;i7hr«t to u route.
W
G
•-8.
"an.
"Christian
Endeavor
Welt o ne’ poera In Baltimore Amu:,can

i
j
1

Thanks for all your good suggestions.
Next week, expect a good letter from O.
In closing the column this week, I want

DRIVING <11 T A
own wish wish I thee In every place.
The C hristmas joy, the song, the feast, the
cheer!
Thine i*e the light of love lu every face
That looks on line to bless thy coming year.

Thy

Thy

own

wh>b wish 1 tine, what

dost thou

y dear hopes be thine, wh. te er th« y be.
fulfllle * may make thee king or slave;
1 wish thee wisdom’s eyes wherewith to see.
A

il

it

a wish

Behold -be stands and waits,the youthful year!
A i.ret zc of morning stirs about her brows;
She holds thy storm aud sunshine, bltss and
ft*:> r.

Blossom and fruit, upon t^e

j She

bending hofghs.

brings the gifts, what blessing wilt thou
choose?
Life’s crowu of good, lu earth, or heaven

above,
Tl*e one immortal joy thou canst rot lose
Is love! Leave all the rest and choose thou
Love
—Celia Thaxter.
Sell cled by Elma
■

| Dear Aunt JJadff* and Af. B.

Show Ilfct.iK,

P

c.

9, lt05.

Sisters;
have understood ail Ills dealmay
1 have beeu Be usual much
are you nil?
H
ings with us, but lie has led us ail the
iitit-rctieU lu the col •mu aud very gi>l U see
way and iu the way that has been for some of those who haven't written lor eo lung
This does not mean that tin- come back a*ain.
our good.
way has always been pleasant and deJoan, you think you know one. 1 hups you
Israel was often afflicted in | •to, but i haven’t placed you yet. You must
sirable.
have had a lovely time on your trip; wish i had
the wilderness, as we are iu the jour
Uen with you, for 1 so want to go klouueai.
ney of life to our heavenly Canaan.
but dou’t want to (go alone.
God's people were humbled, they wore
1 have been on a visit down to my old home,
made to surer hunger pud to meet
then 1 went to Ellsworth for a short stay, then
hardships and difficulties, but God's to Frankilu. Let me tell you, slaters, If you
hand was in it all. He humbled them want a nice visit that's a great place to go. 1
that He might exalt them. He canned vltdied an old frle* d there whom 1 hadn't seen
them to hunger that He might feed fur years. Now didn’t we do so*: e talking, as 1
He afflicted them that they was only there a few hours!
them.
Auul Emma, 1 didn’t get to your place as 1
might seek comfort and consolation in
1
so didn't see you, but nope to
He weakened them that they ! thought should,
Him.
some day.
There were two places In East
was
realire
that
their
strength
might
Franklin I wanted to go to. but bad golog hinAs you look over the past dered me. 1 took
In Him.
Thanksgiving dinner with
year do you recall dark days, diffl-u't four slat< r* and their families Each sister
roads and times of affliction and <;ibiouKht her Thanksgiving dinner, and didn't
tress?
If so do not argue that ti ll we have a dinner to be tbauklul for!
These families have a camp at George’s pond,
has not been with you. but be concalled camp Lauahlng Viator, and they ha>e
vinced that He has been and that even
great sport taking tnelr dinners and going out
In these things He was manifesting il
to this camp, which Isn’t a great way fiom iheir
glory and administering to your good. homes. 1 spent two days at this camp, and 1
Then recall as against these thing; t!
could have spent a week there and enjoyed
bright days, the days of plenty, the every day of It. The pond is great, aud such
successful achievements and the mani- nice water.
1 went to a birthday p.rty of a fine oli lady
fest blessings of God, and be tilled
with submission to His will and grati- of “seventy nine years young”. 1 used to see
this lady often when 1 was In trade, as she
tude for His goodness.
called at my place when she v'sited her daughGratitude for tbe blessings of the
ter in bteuben. There were about eighteen of
should
obedience
for
the
past
inspire
us in lite part., and we ail enjoyed it so much.
future. With the command to rear
It was a day to be remembered.
ber there is also the exhortation 11
1 also attended a church supper, and at
"Therefore
thou
sbalt keep the another time 1 went to a concert which was
obey.
commandments of the Lord thy Go! gotten up by the young people of the town,
and was fine. 1 spent one eveulug at the
to walk in His ways and to fear Him.”
we

j

j

of the year and to recall especially
what Go 1 has taught us as the days
have gone by.
Looking backward in

iuu n3u k

U). <8.

to aay, if any of the family of niecea who
communications, and Its success depend* largely !
Com | have ever contributed to the column have
on the support given It lu this respect
munirations must l>e signed, but the name o« I not received an M. R. Christmas card from
Aunt Madge, the omission has been uninwriter will not be piloted except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or tentional, and will such please send a posrejection by the editor or the column, but none tal to me, giving their address, so that
will be rejected without good reason. Addresthey may receive their remembrance from
all communications to
Anrr Madge.
The America*.
Ellsworth, Me.

Our looking backward on the
la-t day of the year 1900 is, however,
We are
to be of a different cliaracter.
actually to look back upon the 305 days

<

M

|

lure.

always Lave been evident

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes cf thl« column are succinctly :
•laid In ih2 title lad motto—It 1* for the mutual
benefit, an<2 ah.** V> be helpful and hopeful
Being f* r the com non good. It Is for the com ;
man use—a public servant, a purveyor of In !
formation aud suggestion, a mallum for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits i

ward. Before looking bock be place!
hi;..self in the distant future au 1 theu
prophesied what were to be the social
changes from the present to that fu

tills sense should lie a profitable exercise. The memory is one of the most
marvelous attributes of mind that Go.I
has givgn to us. and we should use it
for our a .caucemeu! to spiritual thing
in secular affairs.
as well a
Many
will m all .he successes aud failures of
the past year, its gains and its losses,
but will give little thought. If any, to
God in these remembrances. Yet Go 1
in His Word teaches us a different doctrine. Of this fact we have au illustration in the passage selected for our
study. The children of Israel upon
their entrance into the land of Canaan
were ins', tutted to remember how God
had led Ewart—“And thou chalt remoraher all the way which the Lord thy
God led thee these forty years in th.
And to us, the dill 1
wilderne
of God. there comes the command oa
■this last day of the year. "And thaa
sbait remember all the way the Lord
thy God hath led thee these 3 to da;
of the year 1905.”

Motto:

It*

“AUKT MADOk”.

the least possible expense. How much we aceni
like
**oblpt that pass In the night, and speak ea:b
other In passing.
So on the oceau of life we pass and speak one
another.”
1 et us
speak as often as p »satb)e to help Auut
Madge In her duties, for without the aid of the
army the commander would he helpless. Let
Erse STlnk.
us hare more literature.

DEMON.

llnrer Means by Which Tartar Lamas
Cared a Fever.

anj (Juliet,
French travelers who
crossed tnein threescore or more years
t go,
witnessed the struggii-s of the
learned men to drive out one of the
demons.
The neat of the chief of an encamp
incut in the valley of the dark waters
was ill of u feeer. Her nephew waited
in patience, but she did not get wed.
His
and at last he called in the lamas.
worst fears were com:ruled. A demon
of considerable rank was present lu
her an i must lie cost out, a task for
which the lamas would need to be well
paid. 1light others were at once cnllel
lu by the tirst. and together they made
from dried herbs au image which they
called the "demon of intermittent fevers.” This Image they put lu the patient's tent.
Au hoar before midnight the lamas
ranged themselves lu a semicircle in
one end of the tent, with cymbals, seashells, bells, tambourines and other
noisy Instruments. The remainder of
the family made up the circle, while
the patient crouclie l opposite the image
of tile cemou. The chief lama had tiefore him a copiier basin filled with millet and some little paste images. The
teat was full of smoke from the hearib
fire.
*.1WU

{•<

a

witnesses

vu

VUV

v.a-1 m.ui

V"I

noisy overture, the lay
beating time with their

chestra began

a

The diabolical concert over, the
naa opeuol the bo.»k of exorcisms and began ehautlug the forms.
Fron time to time he scattered millet
to tiie four points of the compos
SometU .es? U»* would <iuit *W* regular
cadence of prayer and indu ge ft an
outburst of apparently in xbmitable
rage, abusing the herb image with
fierce Invective and furious gestures.
When he in l finlshe I he gave a signal
with his arms, aud the other lama:;
burst into a tremendously uoisy chorus, setting all the noisy instruments to
work at the same time.
The lay congregation. having started
up. ran out of the tent and three times
circled round it. beating it with sticks
and yelling In the most blood curdling
manner all the while, and then re-enkleihidist parsonage and we were entertained
tered' the tent as precipitately as they
with a phonograph with some very choice
had quitted it. Then, while tl;e others
selections which we enjoyed very much.
hid their faces, the grand lama set tire
1 enjoyed my visit at Franklin, loo. Everyto the herb image and carried it from
one 1 visited was so nice and good to me, and
the tent into the plain, where he watchthose I met seemed so kind 1 just enjoyed my
ed it burn and anathematized it.
In
visit there. 1 am now with my daughter for a
the tent the other lamas tranquilly
little while.
chanted prayers in a solemn tone.
auiii Maria, neuo, you aear uu iweri
now
The expulsion having been thus acW ell, 1 hope, and enjoying yourself,
are you?
but do give us one of your Dice letters In the
complished in the finest manner, the
column. I so enjoy them, and so do the others.
members of the family secured torches
1 1 ave been ast^d so often: ''Did you see and, accompanied
by the nine lamas,
and
1 say, “Oi
Aunt Marla at the reunion?"
all making night hideous with cries and
and
she
is
all
that's
course;
lovely."
beating of instruments, escorted the paAnn, did you mean me to write you or to
tient to another tent, where she fell
write the column. I have thought 1 would
asleep, to awaken later without her
write you, but hate to wr'te first, so think you
The incantations succeeded, to
better write the first letter if you want me to | fever.
the amazement of the traveler* and
write you. Now wishing you and yours and
all other sisters and brothers much success and
j the illness did not return. Youth’s
Mem.
a Merry Christmas, with love to all.
<
Companion.
hands.

grand 1

think you had a fine outing, Meb, with ;
The more eyes an advertisement catches
great variety of pleasures in it. We !
the more dollars it is worth
have all been glad to hearjof the different
tripe the nieces have taken.
Drop by drop the offensive discharge caused
by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back of the nose
Into
the throat, setting up an Inflammation that
have
mentioned resuming
To those who
Is likely to mean Chronic Bronchitis. The chtour occasional literary column:
Perhaps
ttln, rational cure for Catarrh is Ely's Cream
when the new year opens and we make or
I

a

remake
we

a

few of

will add

annual

uur

resolutions,

that to the list.

You will all welcome

Stine, though the
Wymam, where we
happy days, comes in

a

letter from Erne
from Camp

echo
have
a

minor

spent

present

that, day.

relief that follow* even the first
application cannot be told In words.
Don’t
suffer a day ioniser from the discomfort of
Nasal Catarrh. Cream Balm is sold by all
drutffflbis for AO cents, or mailed by Ely Bros
5d Warren Street, New York.

acquaintance for a short time to most of us, yet
each one, surely, Is weaiiug In tier heart a bit oi
crape for Mrs. Mayo.
I have taken my pen several times to write a
"thank you” to you all for wanting to appropriate the dlsh-washlng job, but would lay it
down for lack of come useful information.
Now 1 can tell you of soiuerblng new, at least
to me, and I think If any of jou had known of
It you would surely have passed It along before
have

position as an energetic news gatherer.
Every event in Maine is fully reported at
the earliest possible moment.
Beside* the
news of the Associated Press, it has ample
special correspondents, and by the use of
the telegraph gives all the happenings of
the State in each evening’s issue. The
price of the daily is (6 a year by
mail, or 50 cents a month.

j

caiuraay

piuius rracueu
and evening trains be-

journaiui

by the afternoon
more popular year by year.
The
terms are but fl.50 a year.
Orders
addressed Journal, Lewiston,
Me., will receive prompt attention.
comes

The habit of expression reacts on the
man who speaks.
The habit of exaggeration in speech distorts the observation and
makes the
conscience itself unreliable.
E. E hale.
—

£tSurrtisnnrni&-

New Amsterdam Hotel
Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of 'he

city,

one

block east of Broad-

two blocks south

way,

from

Square. House newly
decorated and
refurnished.
Madison

Rates # 1.00 per

day and

up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard M<r.

professional CatSs.

F. SIMON TOX, M. D.

Y,

PHYSICIAN*

and

Office and Residence
No.*iO MAIN

SURGEON*.

(J.
hous*-),
STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME
M. Bale

TKLKFmiWK.

L. L.

I)li.

LARRABEE,

Dentist.
Office: Room8

formerly
Parlors.

First National Bank Building,
occupied by Ellsworth Denial
Telephone 57-5.

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
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Train# |<*MTlng R* la worth 7 Ik a m ant
u
ra, and arriving KM- w.-ril- 1 < .V; a m, u JT p
ufib W addngton Go Rj
tv»up o«» *ig jiI or nolle to Conductor.
Totoa* trains eonnret at llangor uim tnrou.k
iral .a t«n Main Line, to and from
FortUml. lu«
too a «J f>i
-»«*nn
«

con•>«*• I

>

Passengers

are

earnestly

itoui-mi-.; to nroru’e

tkde'- !*.•!.ire filtering the trains, and rfi«*:lali»
Kll worth *«• Falls and Falls to BH«wortn
F. fc. Bourii BY. G. P. 4 T. A.
GKn r KVASS
I'ke
and GenM Manse--

EASTERN

I,

Steamship

Com pain.

WINTER SCHEDULE.

So I will lake thing- a they are,
Can’t help !i, don't you see.
For ever/ y arl« bound to brine
A change to you and me.

Two

Trlpa A Week.

8.

FIL1JSG TI1K MOLDS.

Iron

I"!
Ji

at

Portland..

...

air Is all tu my boyhood days
Wa bed dishes twl
a day,
ut now the mothers d > thilr work
While th y the organ * lay

an

*
6

10 (0
a

tie

16, t'Jllft.

A *

9

MAKWti

..

i>t *»► k the milted why the change—
“That kind of crup don't pay,
iiuto raising is ptsyed out,
*trawneirua have tue day.”

in

»* M
f> $8
u 0’>

Sullivan
Sorrento
..
BAR HARBOR.

•)

Instead of youthful, dark-haired la
As 1 was In Umt .ay.
The glass shows the refkctlon
Of a man that's od .ml gray.

i

HAH

Boston...

then,

ml every fall we
The old potato rot

Novlff's First

......

BANGOR TO

ut what’s the use for a.e to growl
Of changes down In Maine?
It I so look lntu the g ass
1 see anutber change.

A

'[*'■
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Ciop,
used to dread

Dec.
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Portland.
Boston ......................
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Green Lake.
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Nicolln.

The farmer. In my boyhood days,
hud keep a hor-e or walk.
Hut now ti« y have a r«l road train
That ruua tb.ouKb to New York.

1

imnoo

10*20

...

Th peop’e, too, have sadly changed;
I bey don't say boss'- or “critter”,
1 Ik y diop) e«i he good, old county laugh
And u»e the city twitter.

l

maUuB To

HAK HARBOR.
horrenio..
Sullivan
Mi I►*?s»-rt Ferry,
Waukcag 9 Fy..,
Hancock
Franklla Hoad
Wa»h'Kton June
KLLti WORTH
Rilsaorth Falla..

'll now lit. Detart Ferry,
’I was Oatcotnb'a cote one day.
Hut all the good, ok! fashioned name*
(lave Log since pasted away.

its

m*

Coiiimeiirlng Deo. 4. 1906.

Hut what wonderful changes
Since I bad been away I

:

e.

•trnm+T*

Day's Ksperlencr
Foundry.

Finally the molds were all dosed
and clamped with Iron liars as though
they were expected to withstand dy-

leuvta

Hur«l*y*nt

»■« m
rl* m*
'«» ronnemlng at

N

lUr llnrbor M»< day* and
I* urMinr at neal Hartor,
HouiltwcMt M»-imr, ator.ln*.
Hoc* land with »Uaruer tor

iHmmrr Na*e- Hliiohtll
wM|*yw a'd Thuraa) at V a in for -"kiulti rtlurhl'l, Bio-klln, S<?tlgwirk, »er l ie, S irat-nmile. I>ar* ilari or nod
ftorklainl, conne* ting wltl »teauu«?i lor Boston.
RKTUKVINi.
Krvm fto-ttm Tu«Hl«y» * ml Fr'iiiyi mi 3 p m.
Kruui Bockiarol Wrdnt-*«ta) a and saiurvataai
a
in. tomtiln* at MtunlnstuB.
S«»u hwpat
II rli r, S>»rth**a»t Ilnroor a d ~e*l H*ru»r.
From K>«'fcUn<] IVnliiml»]r* mdSutunlay'.ti
ft t> a m. touctitinr at
»ark 11
Aargenivllir,
IK«r l-li*. 'taftfwicfc. BrookUa. South Itlueblll
an<! Biu* h II
From " eat T.emont Noml»f«
All mry..,« xc* p. lire stock. \ta the 'ti-amera
vf Mila
1<* li lurei against fire and
*•

The men left off work and I
namite.
stood In groups. Jolting one another ns
though the day was done. But It was
fnr fr mi done.
Presently from the
cupola, which l:ad 1 eo.i roaring with
a
strong forced draft and glow ug j
red at the peepholes. Issued a siendi
stream of tire, first iluil red. then ye:
low as a canary. As It eonrsed down ;
the spout gild fell splashing to the I luartt «• ruk.
F. S. MlhKVAji, (Jrn’i Agent. Rix'k'and. Me.
floor n myriad of tiny hvld heads K;«:t
a* vi'
«i>aria. v. P.
Jt vkd’i iiataKer.
ter-sl in the air. each bursting with r.
FoatciV Wharf. Boston, Ma»».
hiss lido a S-,a.uric of light like t* e
most delicate tv
lieauthh.l sort of
attocr’.tsrntrm*
Ves. it was
miniature Pcyrocketa.
Iron, and a very strange thing it wa
to see si dull and sold a metal tr.a
ning like simp.
Soon the crane set down a big ladle
Having contracted with one of the
under the scream, and as it tilled the i most successful iirius of Heal Estate
fireworks increased to a very torrent Broker* and Promoters in this country
of sparks, falling upou the bystanders, (a firm having a clientage of thousands
front almost every state in the union,
to their obvious discofnfort. and tf eat
florals of light rose from the molten and to whose untiring efforts the Mate
Maine owes two of its most imporof
pool, illuminating the black rafters tant
industries) to establish an agency
and transforming my somber assofor this State w ith headquarters tor the
ciates to ml (lends who brandished
present at Kllsworth, 1 feel that we
glow lug "skimmers" in the air.
can sell your Heal Estate or Business
At the right moment a man with a
for cash at a fair price, and that we can
clay ping on the end of a long pole find a buyer for your property in less
stopped the flow, and the ladle, with time than anyone else.
It makes no difference whether y ur
much shouting of "Histe away." went
is worth $200 or $200.00o, or
property
the
crane,
overhead
on
swinging high
in what part of Maine it is situated.
As
It
weird
shadows.
stopped
casting
If you w ant to sell, send me descripover the opening of a mold my curiostion and lowest cash price. If >»u
I
near.
drew
and
climax
ity teached a
want to buy, write me the aim 'unt
There was a moment's hesitation by you wish to invest, and state what you
the men at the turning handles, as if want No charge unless purchase or
waiting for something, and then a sale is made.
I have cash customers for two wood
man clapped me ou the shoulder, spylots within short distance (four m les;
ing. "Here, you'll do; take this and of Ellsworth
postottice, and for small
hold it so. to skim bocs the slag.” mul
house $750 to $1,000.
a
1 found myself, willy nllly, holding
We can furnish experts to explore
bar across the lip of the ladle within timber lands arlow rates, and furnish
three feet of the fearful stream that abstracts of title to real estate in any
already began to pour Into the mold county in Maine.
Now
with a gurgle like boiling oil.
G. B. STUART. Ellsworth. Me.
this w:as my very' Inst hour. I felt sure
A
blinding, shriveling heat played
{tanking,
upon my f.: e and arms when the ladle
tipix-U toward me. as though I were
looking down the throat of a small
volcano.
Breathing was out of the
is what your money will earn if
question for the moment. I felt ny
Invested in stuires of the
countenance ready to crack open like
a roasted chestnut.-From •‘Ti e Meld
era." by Benjamin Brooks in Scribner's

ANNOUNCEMENT.

6°/

Ellsworth Loan aod Bnilin Ass'i.
NEW SERIES

A
The hope of the country, after all, is in
the young men. The heritage is in your
hands. The nation has been intrusted to
your keeping. If you fail in your duty,
all will be lost. If you succeed, the honor
of the nation will be maintained and the
problem of self government will be solved.

Is

now

open.

ments,

WHY

month

Short.*, 81 earh

PAY

r"-f

81 per than.

RENT

when you can borrow on >■• *'
shares, give a first mortgage ami
reduce it every moBth? Mont u>
payments >>du interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, aud in about ten years >ou
will

—Mayor Pingree.
An
English gentleman was pigeonshooting in his grounds the other day
Maine readers during 1900.
with an Irish friend. He shot a pigeona State Campaign to be fought out, and
the Argus will be in the thick of the fight, fearless in Its battle for Municipal, very high up, and it came down with a OWN YCUR OWN HOME.
s ate and National Good Government, Advocating Democratic
Principles as it plump at their feet. “Faith, that was a
For particulars Inquire of
waste of powder and shot,” said his Irish
has for over 100 years.
Hunky W. CyshkaN. Sec y.
friend.” “Why?” “Because, sure, the
First Nat Bank Bldfr
As a Newspaper, it will put before its readers The Latest Happenings The fail alone would have killed the
bird
A.
poor
IV. King, President.
In
“World Over, Told
Its Own Peculiar Yrein, which has made it a welcome without any of the shooting!”
guest in the home. All Of Its Departments Will Be Greatly Augmented and
Notice
New Ones Added to meet the demand for a Thoroughly Up-To-Date Daily or

1803

will be of

more

than

ordinary

interest to
There will be

1906

Weekly.

frying doughnuts,
your
The Weekly Argus—whose readers also receive the Saturday Daily Argus
frying-pan a dish of boiling water. When your
covers the same ground as that of the Daily, in condensed
doughnuts are done, lift each one separately Free—practically
form,
special attention being given to Maine News, Business, Financial,
and plunge It very quickly into the boiling
Market and Shipping Reports.
water. Keep your water boiling and dip them
with rapidity. Set the water out to cool, and
you will be surprised at the amount of lard on j
The Daily Argus is sent for 50 cents
lop that can be used again. This process re i
moves the grease from the doughnuts, and they
j per mouth or *6.00 per year in advance,
will keep moist longer.
and $7.00 at the end of the year.
If Anon will carefully pack the plates and
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING
T
Trip
at
this
?*»*».
send them
THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
,,*y express
l.
an<t
m
m
who
desire
a
will
office;
picture
Daily—One copy, one year, $1.50 in ;
drop uie a caru, or express a desire through the advance or $2.00 at the end of the year.
MAINE.
column for a picture, they will receive one at Clubs of 5, $5.00 in advance.
When

On

Stcambon,

so

I reached Mt. heart

the Journal will do this in an
admirable manner. While dealing principally with Maine matters and advocating matters of Maine interest, its spacious
columns give room for an ample review of
what is passing both at home and abroad.
No event of importance is suffered to pass

3bbrrti»tnunt«,

an

|

»ni

Boy.]

And for quite a number of years
I lived In Jiru y state.
Hut finolly nuntc up my miod
A vUlt Ea«t to n.ake.

ill find

Its plan of fathering news is improved
from year to j ear, while its illustrated
articles on matters of interest to Maine
readers have attracted favorable attention
in all quarters. The Journal is at once a
news, agricultural, political and business
paper. The plant, admitted to be the best
to be found outside the largest cities, ena hies it to furnish the latest news on all
occasions. The weekly has the freshness
of a daily sheet. It is running at present
some
new*
stories of unusual interest.
The price, with magazine, is $2.00 a year.
The Lewi* on Jt/urnal always maintains

Hancock

I salKd earl and s lied west,
To many a fort lgn shote,
Hu* one day 1 made up my mind
Tb.it 1 would roam no more.

Among the newspapers of Maine for
general circulation, the Lewiston Journal
has won a high poslton, and the reader
who wishes to supplement his home paper,

without noti

Uailtoafi*

AND NOW
er

many down-east boys,
I could not contented be
Tilt 1 ba seen some of the world,
So off 1 wait to sea-

Hut, like

Lewiston .Journal.

w

Forn

a

Of course you know, to bear me apeak,
1 bai f was Yankee burn;
1 Bimi m« daylight dowj In Maine
One Plight October moru.

The Y. W. C. T. U. held its meeting at
the church vestry Friday evening, Dec. 15.
Number pres?nt, fifteen. The society decided to arrange boxes for Christmas, and
(Catherine Freeman, Gladys Mayo and Hebecca Gilley were appointed as a committee to attend to same.
A half-pound party was held at the close
of the meeting.
Friday, Dec. 29, we are invited to meet
with Katherine Freeman. Will members
please come and bring their friends?
PRESS SUPT.

those

Although only

l By

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

tne

key.

Dear Mutuals:
One dsy last month 1 hail occasion to go again
to the place of uur reunion. All around was
perfect stillness. Perfect stillness often produces a sadness, and It certal* ly did then as my
mind reverted to the day of the reunion when
the house resounded with many footsteps, and
joyous laughter mingled with happy voices told
of a merry gathering.
Since then "tbs angel with the amaranthine
wreath” has knocked at the door of one who
was

Balm. a»»d

THEN

[The editor Invitee secretaries of local unlonr
of the W. Ok T. D. lu Hancock county, ami
wMie rlbtioaen fvaanily, tu contribuH) to tWf
column report* of me«ttiiiin or lieni» that will ti
of interest to workers In other parts of tb<
county. We would like this to be a llvecolmno.
r»ut It need* some effort oo the part of If.C. T
U. women to make it so. It li a column of theti
making, not ours, and will be what they mak«
it.
Items and communication* should bo short.
r»l are, of course, subject to approval of tin

On the plains of Tart-try, the .“land
of grass," tl»e struggles between goo 1

spirits and demons often occasion considerable annoyance for tile ignorant
tribesmen and afford profitable employment for the lamas. I’eres Hue

Column

u

near

TERMS.

EASTERN ARGUS PUB. CO.,
99 EXCHANGE STREET,

PORT L-AISID,

It's the little colds that grow Into big colds;
the big colds that end In consumption and death.
Watch the little colds.
Dr. Wood*s Norway
Pine Syrup.—Advt.

Pauper

CItjMrf KJjJ,
lor
worth
HAVING
support
**}*•*
ae-d as«istHnce during the next
contracted With u>©

to

nmy
ami

and care

n
a

nve

*■
*s
legal reaideuU of Kllawortln*
all person* trusting iheiu on m Jf
w
accommodation
and
there is plenty ol ioun
care lor them at the City Farm iwuse.
are

jSWjrrtianntnts.

M. -I

r>FPM*xT_

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. —Dr.
<0

PAY,

NO

WA8HKK.'

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called for and delivered

H.
WEST RHD

B. E8TCY A CO.,

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH,

MR.

LaFronco's-^

Compound
Reliable

Safe. Quick,
Superior to other
Cinpurulml' Prior

13

«l*« 5.■ b. «.*U- Tcuimoi.*.
*
Or. UPr.nco,

ReguljW'

(.J.Sftfilrur
, l(n».

Pfc

Abigail Pecker, Nov. 27, 178ft. She was
born at Bradford, Mass., Nov.
27,1786, and
died March 16, 1854, in her
eighty-eighth
Brookline,
had
a
of
ten children,
year. They
family
Society.J

NEW YORK LETTER.

BLUEHILL HISTORY.
by R. G. F.
^Compiled
1

< andaare,
for the Bluehlll Historical

follows:

as

The Bluehlll Historical society will be glad to
resident, I»r. Otis Little
receive through Its
11, -hi of Riuchlll, sug cstlons, corrections, etc.,
which will assist In making th.se papers as

complete

anti

ns

correct us

possible

£(vntt0emnte

Fashionable Coiffures at the Opera—
Hath downs and Lunging Robes.
BY BENE

Daniel, born April 11, 1790; married
Polly Tenney.
2.
Cheever Russell, born July 20, 1792;

DKVERAUX.

1.

lost at

sea

when

a

young

York

man.

so far is a splendid
during the week New

The opera season
success,

and

fashionables

and

music

lovers

3.
Sally, born Nov. 5, 1794; married first generally divided their evenings with
past the “Granger Mine” and
Mine. Nordiea, Sembrieh, Caruso, Bell“Lover’s Leap”, one arrives at the Dodge Benjamin Clay; second John Osgood.
4.
John, bom Jan. 27, 1797; married Kesky, Jour net and a host of other
house and farm, the house upon it having
Jane Limeburner.
members of the various casts. Never
been built by Reuben Dodge, son of Jonah
5.
Asa, born Jan. 8, 1799; married first has the Metropolitan presented a more
Dodge, born at Beverly, Mar^s., Nov. 18,
brilliant spectacle than at this opera
second Louis Ray.
1711, who came to Bluehill in June, 1784, Abigail Sinclair;
6.
Leonard, born Sept. 3, 1801; married season, the lavish display of jewels
His first
and died in the town in 1788.
and handsome gowns eclipsing anywife was Mary Edwards, born March Mary Jane Wood.
7. James, born Sept. 3, 1803; married thing seen publicly in New York for
7,1719; married Feb. 22,1737; died July 30,
many years.
Children by her born at Beverly Mary Marshall Carman.
1761.
The elaborate arrangement of the
8. Lydia, born Oct. 22, 1805; married
were as follows:
Putnam Ingalls.
coiffure which bring} into play such
Nov.
born
1.
19,1738.
Jonah,
9.
Zelotes, born Nov. 2-1, 1807; married beautiful gold and jeweled combs, or2.
Abraham, born Feb. 4, 1741; died Jane Grover.
naments and aigrets adds to the gen1741.
July 28,
10.
Louisa, born Sept. 27, 1811; married eral brilliancy 01 the house. From an
died
Feb.
born
4,
3.
1741;
July
Benoni,
Isaac Merrill.
orchestra seat ihe back view is of

Passing

23, 1741.

Asa Clough, sr., was a farmer owning a
Abner, born March 6, 1743; resided in
large farm upon both sides of the main
Sedgwick; died Dec. 29, 1831.
road extending from the line of the Wood
6.
Mary, born July 5, 1746; died July 27,
4.

1707.

Abigail, born Sept. 10, 1750; married
Simeon Dodge, of Waltham, Mass.
7.
Benjamin, born March 19, 1763; died
Nov., 1784.
8.
Sarah, bom Sept. 29, 1750; died Oct.
12, 1704.
9.
Abraham, bom April 6, 1700.
Sarah
Mr. Dodge married, second,
Thorndike, May 29, 1770; she was bom
Dec. 21,1731; died April 12,1809. Children
by the latter marriage were:
10. John Prince, born Aug. 21, 1771;
died July 21, 1827.
11.
Reuben, born Feb. 19, 1773; married
Sally Peters, daughter of John Peters, esq.,
Jan. 10,1797; she was bom Feb. 2,1780; died
Sept. 19, 1850, aged seventy years. He
died Dec. 16, 1830, aged fifty-seven years
0.

and ten months.

He

was

town clerk

for

selectman thirtyfifteen years,
treasurer
one
years;
and one of the foremost citizens of the
town. He is supposed to have built the
house now standing at the beginning of
1800, in which he and his wife resided
until their death, and in which the following-named children were bom to them:

twenty-four years;

a

1. Addison, born Feb. 25,1799; died Sept.
4,1808.
2.
Charlotte, born Feb. 25,1800; married
Isaac Somes, of Mt. Desert.
3.
Lucretia, born Feb. 6, 1802; married
Salvin P. Jordan.
4.
Elvira, born April 17, 1804; married
Jeremiah Nichols.
5.
Sally Prince, born Dec. 12, 1808; married first, Capt Moses Clough; second,
Weston Merritt.
6.
Addison, born Jan. 16, 1809; married
Mary Newell; drowned in Union river
June 27, 1864.
7. Julia, born Nov. 22, 1810; married
William P. Abbott; moved to Illinois.
8.
Mary Peters, born March .23, 1813;
•died Oct.

25,1815.

George Washington, born
March 15, 1815; married first, Betsey J.
9.

5*

on

Reuben

•Cheever; second, Laguira Morgan; third, j
Caroline A Allen. He died May 29, 1886.
10.
Mary Peters, born April 24, 1817,
married Dr. Lyman Hall.
11.
Almira Ellis, born Sept. 4, 1819;
married 1st Mr. Lord; 2nd George Somes.
12. Emily Walker, born August 25,
1821; married John Langdon and died
Dec. 1,1870.
13. Harriet Maria, born Feb. 23,1824.
Reuben George Washington Dodge succeeded his father in occupancy and ownership of the house and place. He was an
influential citizen of the town, interested
in shipbuilding, in historical and genealogical research, etc., etc. He built the
“Antioch” upon the shore near his
owned at Cafctine, Boston, and
went to California, where she was sold and
ran in the lumber trade for some years and
afterwards wrecked. The bark “R. G. W.
Dodge” was named for him, in which he
was part owner, and he was also interested
in other vessels.
By his first wife, Betsey Jackson, he had
bark

residence

'four children,

as

follows:

1. Agnes llanette, born Dec. 1, 1849;
died March 22, 1850.
2.
Anna Gardner, born Jan. 17, 1852;
married a Mr. Sawtelle; resides at Haverhill, Mass.
Sarah E. 8., born Nov. 13,1853.
3.
4.
George A., born June 16, 1856.
■Child of Laguira Morgan, second wife:
5.
Agnes L., born May 30,1859.
Children of Caroline A.

Allen, third

Amy Maua, Dorn alarm i, i™.
Cora, born Nov. 10,1867.
Ernest Fitz Allen, born Jan. 29, 1870.
9. Carrie McNair, born April 1,187-.
Mrs. Betsey Jackson Dodge died April
6.

7.
8.

farms to that of Jeremiah Stover on the
west, and to his son Daniel’s on the east,
amounting to more than a hundred acres.
He was hardworking and industrious, as it
was necessary for one to be with a family
of

children,

ten

him in

and his

sons

were

like

habits of industry.

Nearly

opposite

Zelotes built

his

house

a

house his

previous

son

1840,
family of
to

and reared a
twelve children. His wife’s maiden name
was Jane Grover, to whom he was married
Oct. 1,1831. She was the daughter of the
wife of Robert Robertson, sr., by a former
husband, and resided with the Robertson
family until her marriage. When the
writer was born she nursed his mother.
She then was living with her mother’s
family in the house that stood in the
upper part of the field of the writer’s
where he resided

father,

his house

as an

moved and

neighborhood

were

fond of

and

he of

1.

Q3orge R1193311} born

lost at

sea in

NEIGHBORHOOD.

Clough’s hill

Upon the right side
stood for many years a story-and-halfhouse painted red, with barn and outbuildings, owned by Asa Clough, sr., and
built by him when he first came to the
town about 1795, and torn down twentyof

—

Corn

Cheaper.

“Follow the

Through

Car Service is operated between

NewYork, Boston and Chicago and StXouis
And with but

one

Kansas City

change to

and

Omaha.

Tourist cars every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, from Boston to
Chicago,
which New York passengers can take at Rotterdam Junction, New York.

Creamery per lb.28 3 SO
.203 Jo
Dairy
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.leafiest dairy (new).It
Dutch (imported).
Neufchatel.of

11, 1832; i

Hag"

Wabash R. R.

country FroUace.

Connections made with Tourist Cars for Los Angeles, San Francisco and other
Pacific Coast points, daily.

.........

1853.

Reclining Chair Cars, Seats FREE.
Mary Susan, born Feb. 18, 1831; died
IPrfrnege of Stopping Off for Ten Days at Niagara Falls.
Chelsea, Mass.. Aug., 1874.
3.
Erastus Parker, born Jan. 3, 1836.
H.UoCEELLAS,U^,a87B-ins,H.Y. J. D.McBEATH, H.E.P.A., 176 Washington St .Boston.
Kgs:*.
C. S CRAKE, O.F.ATA., St.Loau, Ho.
4.
Alvaro Jewett, born Dec. 8, 1837.
Fresh laid, per doz.85 3-39
5.
Robert Bruce, born July 25, 1840; !
Poultry.
died at Callas, Peru, March, 1869.
Chickens.18 a.2 j
Leonard Foster, born Dec. 20, 1841.
6.
Turkeys...25328
ib
Fowl.
7. Ruby Ann, born June 27, 1843; died
FOR WOODLOT OWNERS.
to do so. By taking a tree here and
there,
Hay.
at Chelsea, Mass., Feb. 12, 1867.
where it can best be spared or is actually
=
Best loose, per ton.10 3 2
Minerva Brown, born March 4, 1845.
8.
Baled.<b Good Things to Avoid in Using the better
down, you will secure just as much
Straw.
9.
Edgar, born Jan. 5, 1847.
Home Supply of Wood.
wood, and at the same time draw as lightA CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTION—IMPORTED
Loose... 8® 11
10.
Parker Granville, born Jan. 14, 1849. ;
TURKISH TOWELING BATH ROBE.
as possible on your
future supply.
15
Baled.
There is a right way to do everything, ly
11.
Charlotte Gordon, born Feb. 25,1851. j
Where the stand is composed only of old
and the care of the woodlot is not an examong the millionaire set, and the ever
Vegetables.
12.
Georgiana, born Jan. 9, 1854.
01 ception to the rule. The right way, more- trees you may, of course, often make clear
75 Onions, lb
popular algret and velvet bow with Potatoes, bu
SO Beets, lb
3
Mr. and Mrs. Clough lived to reach
cutting to advantage, especially where
diamond cabuchon center were again Celery, bunch
15 Cabbage, tb
02 k over, is often quite'simple, the good reLettuce,
Their house
more than lour score years.
In evidence.
lb
01
lb
<2
Carrots,
sults which follow being out of all pro- neighboring seed trees will reseed the
Squash,
tb
tb
0.»
is still standing.
1* Parsnips,
opening to a new crop.
The newest belt buckles are made to Turnips,
or labor expended.
50 portion to the time
Spinach, pk
The next house to that of Zelotes Clcugh
Don’t let the carelessness of other percurve In at the waist line with slightly
Too many woodlots are simply neglected,
Beans—per qt—
sons do the damage to
was of two stories, with a square roof,
1231ft and
Yellow-eye
your woodlot by
pointed ends, a charming design being
by far the greater number of them are
i0
Pea,
He a pair of
owned and built by Jeremiah Stover.
misused for want of foresight or a true fire which you refrain from doing yourJewel studded bat-wings with
Fruit.
self. A fire in a neighboring field
was born in Penobscot Dec. 5, 1770; came
a corresponding slide for the back of
may
12 Apples,(cooklng)pk
appreciation of their value.
Cranberries, qt
to Blue Hill a young man, built the house
2ft§30
creep into your woodlot and burn over
303*0
the girdle.
Oranges, doa
The first principles of right woodlot
j
35
Lemons
doz
35340
Apples,
(table)pk
referred to before 1800. He married, Dec.
Modish slides for holding up the
forestry may be summarized in a brief list it, scorching the trunks of the trees or
Groceries.
even
16,1793, Abigail Devereux. She was born sides of soft ribbon stocks, so mnch
setting the crowns ablaze. It is
owner
lb
.060.08 of Don’ts, by which every w’oodlot
Rice,
per ft
toflee—per
worth while, in the dangerous
Nov. 11, 1770, and died Jan. 8, 1854, in her
the rage In Paris, are beginning to be
20 325 may profit with very little trouble.
.160.25 Vinegar, gal
season, to
Rio,
35
Cracked
.up
see that the borders of the woodlot are
wheat,
Mocha,
eighty-fourth year. Her husband died seen occasionally, though as yet they
Doi’t dis KH3 of .yoar woodlot. You !
.04
35 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
March 16, 1824, in his fifth-fourth year. are beyond the limit of modest purses.
.20 need it for your own usj. It can be made : clear of inflammable material. Espec ially
’ea— per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
clear away the leaves so as to form a
-450.65 Graham,
He was a farmer and tanner and currier.
Japan,
In a certain exclusive New York
to give you fuel, posts poles, fence rails,
.04
.300 65 Rye meal,
Oolong,
miniature fire lane about the forest. ForThe family consisted of pine children, as
02k
Granulated
ft—
even such timber, boards and shingles as
meal,ft
shop may be found some delightfully
ugar—per
j
05 * Oil—per gal—
bid the careless use of matches and the
Granulated,
follows:
will keep the farmstead and barns in re- |
practical bath gowns, whose daintiness,
6
Coffee—A A B,
.650.71
Linseed,
comfort and delicious softness of tex12 pair.
Lois Hibbert, born April 20, 1794;
With a little encouragement, its j building of camp fires, and see that your
1.
.05*
Kerosene,
Yellow, O
08 a lo
P< wdered,
ture commend them as ideal holiday
value for home supply will increase year directions are obeyed.
died June 19,1837.
j Don’t be in too
lolasses—per gal—
great a hurry to realize
.35
2.
Havana.
Abigail, born May 24, 1796; married gifts. One can scarcely fancy a more
by year. W’hile you use i]b, it will renew ^
.50
on your woodlot investment.
Porto Rico,
Be satisfied
are
and
of
its
the
Moses Pills bury.
appropriate fabric for such purposes iyrup,
products
itself,
price
.60
j
with a permanent revenue, which is the
3.
Jonathan, born Oct. 15, 1798; died than Imported toweling, and those seen
certainly not decreasing.
Meats ami Provisions.
here were us soft as velvet to the touch. Beef, ft:
Don’t turn your woodlot into a pasture. J interest on your forest capital. You may
Jan. 27, 1872.
Pork, tb.
18 Tree
Steak, lb
150.ro
Steak,
A smart bath gown was of white and
4.
Hannah, born March 15, 1801; marseedlings are quickly bruised and j materially increase this interest by man15
.10 0.25
Roasts.
Chop,
the woodlot itself so that the
buff striped toweling, the stripes being
ried Capt. Joshua Norton.
Ham. per ft
.16 0 j0
160.22 crushed by the trampling of live stock, j aging
Cornea,
]«'
18
Shoulder,
Tongues,
cattle browse upon them. The j thinnings always bear a wise proportion
5.
Newton, born Aug. 23, 1803; married wide and rich looking.
Upon each
If 320 Hungry
to the yield. Meantime the steadv rise
Bacon,
.05008
soil becomes packed bard and unable to j in the value of
Loi9 Dodge, of Sedgwick.
10
stripe were soft raised figures, resem- Vesa:1'6’
Salt
all forest products will
09 31. retain moisture so much needed for the
25
'Lard,
Steak,
These gowns were
6. Jeremiah, born April 9, 1806; married bling brocade.
J add little by little to the market value of
.100.14
Roasts,
timber.
Years
your
of
with
fashioned
Lord.
sleeves
hence, when you
Louisa
loosely
flowing
encouragement,
young growth.
Lamb
need it, the woodlot which has
05
supplied
Tongues, each
Don’t thin your woodiot too. heavily.
7.
Lydia, born July lb, i»u&; married and hooded back, the fullness being
all
^
will
in
all
you
along
10320
probability bring
Spring lamb,
are
made
If you do, large openings
confined at the waist line by a handHerrick Allen.
you far more than at present. Or you may
Fresh Fish.
8.
through which the sunlight streams in leave it to your children, who in turn will,
4
Cynthia, born March 22, 1811; died some silk cord and tassel.
06
Scallops, qt
Cod,
22 drying the soil and encouraging the find it a most acceptable bank account.
06 Lobsters, 11>
An equally charming gown was of Haddock,
Oct. 16,1812.
1-5
12018 Smelts, lb
should never be
9.
Martha Luther, born Oct. 23, 1814; pink and white toweling, the washable Halibut,
3o growth of grass, which
50 Shrimps, qt
Oysters, qt
itorrtisrmntta.
20
suffered to replace the spongy humus that
material enhancing Its value.
married Elvira Hopkins.
Clams, qt
Fnel.
forms the natural top layer of soil in a
Eiderdown long gowns and dressing
Jeremiah Stover, head of this family,
Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
healthy forest. A crow n canopy, formed
n 5<
died, and the house and place continued jackets are prettily trimmed with Per5 0006 50
Broken,
Dry hard,
7 50 by the leaves and branches, should alwrays
3 0005 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
to be occupied by his widow and son sian banding, short jackets being fin7 5( shade the forest floor. Too much
Egg,
Roundings per load
with silk frog fastenings.
light
7
Jeremiah, he succeeding to his father’s ished
Nut,
10001 25
7 Ot encourages the formation of branching,
Blacksmith's
5.00
Exquisite French lounging robes of
Buttings, hard
business of farmer and tanner.
2.

at

<

Jeremiah, jr., pulled dowm the old house
and erected upon its site, about 1840, the

7,1867; Mrs. Laguira Dodge Bept. 4, 1869,
Mr. Stover was not
and Mrs. Carrie Allen Dodge a few years house now standing.
a first-class currier, his leather losing in
ago. R. G. W. Dodge died, as before
snow' water its color and turning gray,
stated, May 30,1886. The house and place
which led Robert Robertson, sr., to call it
are still owned by the Dodge heirs, who
“Jerry’s tripe”. Before his death he gave
use the house a few months each year as a
This completes the de- up that branch of business, and devoted
summer place.
himself to farming. The farm was upon
scription of the old places along the shore
side of the road between Asa
road from the Falls district to the village, the w'est
and John Clough, and not of large
the other houses to the corner of Main Clough
The family of Jeremiah
dimensions.
street being of modern design and build.
Stover, jr., consisted of nine children, as
CLOUGH AND FREDERICK PARKER

•THE

MARKETS.

Local Prices

Butter.

follows:
Nov.

Changes

In

cheaper, being quoted this week
at $1.25 a bag.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

pleasant evenings spent
the years of long ago when be and his
wife were in their prime, surrounded by a
young and growing family of children,
were as

always fresh, always crisp, always

Corn is

at his house in

of whom

are

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

There are few changes in the local
market quotations. Eggs hold at 35 to 38
cents. Potatoes stick at 75 cents a bushel.
The hog killing season has made no difference in retail pork prices. The dealers
are paying about 6*4 cents for whole hogs,
Boston buyers having been picking up live
hogs around here, and have shipped three
carloads. They have been paying from 4
to 5y2 cents live weight.

The writer can never forget the
corn-huskings at his place and the many j

names

That Uneeda Biscuit
nutritious.

is

them.

the

That soda crackers are the best of all food made from flour.
That Uneeda Biscuit are by far the best of all soda crackers.

R*JV |KLLSWORTH

.Mrs. Clough was
her boy, from the above circumstance.
Zelotes Clough carried on his father’s
farm, and was a hardworking, goodnatured man, whom the boys of the

package of

teaches you many truths:

Few

to

a

Uneeda Biscuit

rows and
rows of handsome combs,
the unadorned coiffure being the exception rather than the rule th.s season.
Back combs worn singly are rather
higher than were those of last season,
the upper portion affording unlimited
opportunity for ornamentation. Shell
combs set with amethysts are exceedingly fashionable, and amber and topaz
are effectively worn in dark tresses. A
set of silver combs, rather low and
small, was adorned with tiny rhinestone settings which twinkled as stars,
and there were many less conspicuous
combs of tortoise shell with a quite
simple gold beading outlining the top.
A front view of the boxes showed a
few diamond tiaras and butterflies

joined
L, as previously related.
fond of calling the writer

afterwards

invested in

follows:
1.

Jonathan, born Nov. 25, 1834;

died

Dec. 1857.
2. Sarah Eliza, bom Oct. 28, 1836; died
Jan. 7, 1860.
3.
Albion Paris, born April 8, 1840; died
March 7,1860.

hand embroidered matclasse with soft
albatross lining are of extra warmth
and remarkably light weight, their collars, in broad sailor shapes, being
adorned with eyelet embroidered patterns.
Achieving? a Rcpntnllon.
Professor Phelps used to tell with
glee of the way he achieved a reputation for knowing a thing he hated. lie
took a walk with Professor Newton,
who lived in the world of mathematics, and started ofT at once to discuss
an abstruse problem. Mr. Phelps’ mind
could not follow and wandered to othAt last he was called back
er things.
when the professor wound up with
“which, you see, gives us X." “Does

It?” asked Mr. Phelps politely. “Why,
doesn't It?” exclaimed the professor
Harlan Page, born April 8,1840.
4.
five or more years ago.
excitedly, alarmed at the possibility of
5.
Newton, born April 8, 1842.
Quickly his
Asa
s flaw in his calculations.
Clough was born at Haverhill,
6.
George Gilbert, born Dec. 6, 1847.
i mind ra:i back and detected a mistake.
Mass., Aug. 26,1764; died Jan. 2, 1861, in
7. Byron Varnum, born April 15,1849.
He married
“You are right, Mr. Phelps. You are
’his eighty-seventh year.
Frank Wellington, born March 3,
8.
right!” shouted the professor. “It
1850.
Torture of a Preacher.
doesn’t give us X; it gives us Y." And
9. Ida M., born Dec. 20, 1855.
The story of the torture of Rev. O. D.
from that time Professor Phelps was
Moore, pastor of the Baptist church, of
Jeremiah Stover died Jan. 14,1882, aged looked upon as a mathematical prodiwill
interest
N.
you.
Y-,
Harpersville,
and his wife, Louisa
the
He says: “I suffered agonies, because of seventy-six years,
gy, the first man who ever tripped
a persistent cough,
resulting from the Lord, died Nov. 16, 1866. The house and professor.—Christian Register.
grip. I had to sleep sitting up in bed. place are still owned and occupied by
I tried many remedies, without relief, members of the Stover family.
Adam was showing Eve the beautiful
until I took Dr. King’s New Discovery
(To be continued.)
for Consumption,
Coughs and Colds,
sights in the garden of Eden. “How do
which entirely cored my cough, and
you like it, dear?” he asked. “It’s too
saved me from consumption.” A grand
What makes Peck look so worried?” lovely for anything,” she said, “but I’m
cure for diseased conditions of Throat and
wife’s
will.”
his
been
contesting
sorry about one thing.” “What’s that?”
Longs. At E. G. Moorh’s, druggist; “He’s I didn’t
know his wife was dfead.”
Trial “Why,
“I|havfi no friends to send souvenir postal
guaranteed.
price 50c and .fl.00,
"*
“That’s just it—she isn’t.”
v
cards,to!” she answered, with a dry sob.
<bottle free.
*•,

5

Corn,100Ik bag
Corn meal,bag
Cracked corn,

1359l4f
1 25 Mldftllngs.bag 14501 5ft
125

Cotton seed meal,

who had ad-

confidential c'.erk, “you want
too much salary.” “I’ve had a great deal of
experience in the brokerage business,
urged the applicant.” “But you ask too
much for it.” “My dear sir, 1 assure you
I’m offering it to you for much less than
it cost me.”
a

over

of the soil would

irreparable damage

to young
the litter w'hich ought
humus, and destroy the very
conditions which nature seeks to establish

still

A bushel of Liverpool salt s^all weigh 60
poundB, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6
51
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions,and
rye
pounds; of carrots, Fngl'sh turnips,
Indian meal, 60 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

“But,” protested the broker,

were, the burning

155

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

vertised for

short-stemmed trees.
Don’t burn over the woodiot. It has
been pointed out that the w oodiot is not
fit for pasturage purposes, but even if it

50
00 46 00 Shorts— bag— 1.25 $• 30
1 25 Mixed feed, bag,

Oats, bu

Flour—per bbl—

do

|I growth,
to rot into

consume

! and

j

preserve.
Don’t select only the best trees in a
which needs w'eeding. Nearly

w'oodlot

wroodlot is composed of a mixed
| every
unsound trees,
; stand in which dead and
i weed trees and sound, use ful trees are

HOOD RUBBERS

intermingled. If you select and remove
only the choicest living trees, the stand
w'ill grow poorer instead of better, and in
time will become almost worthless. An

improvement cutting, which,

even

at

a

the w’eed trees and
those which are dead, crooked, or otherwise of little worth, will give the remaining stand a clear start. The woodiot
quickly responds to such treatment, improving vigorously under the new conditions. The larger yield of better quality
Furious Fighting.
in due time more than repays the labor.
Don't forget reproduction. In thinning
“For seven years,” writes Geo. W. Hoff“I had a bitter
man, of Harper, Wash.,
your woodiot, have an eye to the young
liver
and
battle with chronic stomach
it’as much as you can in
trouble, but at last I won, and cured my growth. Spare
I felling and hauling the logs. Give the
diseases, by the use of Electric Bitters.
unhesitatingly recommend them to all, seedlings the chance, and they will seize
and don’t intend in the future to be with- it and
grow into saplings and poles. Sapout them in the house. They are certainly
lings and poles are already valuable, and a
a wonderful medicine, to have cured such
a bad case as mine.”
Sold, under guaran- little later still are themselves grown trees.
tee to do the same for you, by E. G.
Don’t do all your cutting in one spot,
Moore, druggist, at 50c. a bottle. Try
just because it is a trifle more convenient
them to-day.
little

cost,

removes

-HARK

;

NOT MADE BY A TRUST
//" you cst/wor
c£r r»ess s?uass/fs r/fo/v roust £t£M£ff-jm/rs us

A

P°J‘Etlve CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Kestores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., nt Druggist* or by mail; Trial 8i*e 10 cts. by mail.
ork.
J&ly ^pothers, 56 Warren Street,
'.fir
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Maine Folk

ItaT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

California
Hear of It.
In

little while I will be at the old house that
sheltered me from storm and cold for more
than twenty rears.

HOME.
Like

to

BAR HARBOR.
Christmas Cbefi

A. O. tk W.

Senlffs at Sun- ; Annual

Meeting of the Ellsworth
day Schools and * nurches.
Ah, we are passing over the Carrying
Dodge 1-aat Evening.
On
‘^corner”
Christmas
tome
the
of
the
Th"
annual
Place
forty
boyi
Day
j
bridge;
steeple
meeting of Ellsworth lodge
IPaperreadat a sute of Matae reeeUac U
meeting boose has come into view. Now partook of a Christmas dinner at the Y. No. 13, A. O. U. W., <u held
Piiedvai, UL, by f. b. Wooatar |
Tuesday
COUNTY
M. C. A., which was given by Mn*. George evening. There was . good
we are at the little station by the schoolattendance
On August 6, present year, at 8.25 a. m.. I
house; and there by the country store W. Vanderbilt and Mrs. Ernesto G. Officers were elected aa followa:-p.
Pot hunters in the vicinity of Bar Har\|
find myself at North Union station. Bosstands the team that is to take us the rest Fabbri. of New York, two of Bar Harbor’s W., Elmer E. Howe; M. W., Dr.
bor evidently believe in lengthening the
Harvard
to meet a niece who is to go with me of the
HanTbe
ton,
South
summer
visitor*.
two
to
miles,
gener- Greelv; F., Ethan A. Dermond;
prominent
journey,
O.. Edpartridge season at both ends.
We start on the Maine Central
to Maine.
cock.
My mece recognises her brother, osity of these ladies provided a hot turkey ward E. Springer; R., John F.
9 a. m., and as we are to go to : who is in
at
railway
of
and
was
the
team
the
affair
charge
dinner,
largely enjoyed Fin., Edward F. Robinson; Kec., Frank
The snow will fly some in Bar Harbor
we haw ahead of us a
Of course we sre very soon in the car- by the boya.
lord; G., Edward P. Robinson, Jr,; 1, \y
this winter. Owners of speedy bits of Hancock, Maine,
is
nine
hours.
It
of
about
going
and
The
Bar
Harbor
Dick, who has the spring-halt,
kindergarten cloaed for William C. Bowd n; O. W„ John g
riage.
horse flesh have organized a driving club. journey
to be a hot day. We feel the muggy. { is making his best time
a
ChristInland; trustee, David Friend;
along this crooked, the winter last Wednesday, with
lepreeenWaltham is now connected with the new at icky heat already.
uphill, downhill, narrow country road. mas tree for tbe children. Invitations tative to grand lodge, Elmer E. Rowein
we
arrive
Portland,
noon
At
about
But I, at any rate, enjoy the ride. Every %werc sent to the parents of the children, alternate, Frank 8. larrd.
A switchboard
up-river telephone line.
on a clam stew
homestead we pas# I knew in boyhood, and the large room was well tilled. An
has been put in the house of Mrs. Alden where we dine. I begin
The supreme master of this order re1 haven't and
K. Haslem, and the first instrument was and end with blueberry pie.
many, many a time had f crossed a interesting programme of games, singing,
cently spoke at meetings held in Portof these for a long time. I am
had
either
was
The Christ- land, Augusta and Bangor, and
carried out.
threshold to nearly every house now etc.,
connected there yesterday.
stated
very fond of both; and in thoae other standing; but upon inquiry 1 And that inas tree was prettily
decorated with that be had been in every state
where the
and
clams
WueI
use
to
repick
days
dig
almost everyone of the family heads occu- colored electric lights, bright omam^pts order ezialed, and brought mo.-t
Our North Penobscot correspondent,
encourIn j
ferring to the State grange meeting in berriea in the “Old Pine Tree State.”
pying those dwellings when I left home and strings of pop-corn. There was a aging reports to the membership in
the former case my back would ache as if
Bangor last wsek. writes:
j thirty-two years ago, are now at rest in bag of candy for each child. The only j Maine.
broken; in the Utter, my lips and teeth ; ponder cemetery, and occupants, many of presents on the tree were articles made by
not «iu>sithcr
Interest in this order is
Th •- 9Uiv nuet r*» ««1 'res*
increasing in
were black for days at a time.
Something them with stranger names, have taken the children for their parents. Tbe two
p4Uilb)e tA a Urge number vt ihe ^ranger*.
nearly all parts of the eentry, and ronthe
It
of
went
into
aired
half
like
pail their places. This is a very sad part of my kindergarten tear hers. Miss Hawley and fideupe ia being rapidly restored.
vtHln n cualalnwt ran *tnr*f |wi*K
my picking
This
iim. u»«*y
a»*»*eee*»«r!*jr reflected on I carried; and the other half into my fae*
trip to the town and home of my child- Miss Madolin Tbompkins, left for their is the oldest of all the fraternal orders
individual*, and tra* st. Ill ugly Illogical in some
I well remember it was a long, hard pull 1
will return the in the United States, and hence
and young manhood; but homes Thursday.
hood,
They
boyhood
was the
were
weaknesses
ll«
»f lu nraumrdons.
and push Jot one of my brothers and me,
there is a brighter side in the coming days first of April, when the kindergarten will very first to feel the effect of the
It represented
m w apparent than It* atrengtti.
large
as we hauled in our hand cart a bushel or
of
and
will
bear
death
rate
its
older
j
my
visit;
reopen.
perhaps
you
among
members.
Bro laardtner raider turnn the grangers of
But
more of clams to our house on the hill
it hss met the aifficalty, and established
about
them
later.
It
re
and
Is
something
there
In union
Maine.
strength
BOWLHta TOrEXAMElfT.
rates that are acknowledged to he
Sometimes there were no broth
adequate
ire a Miuug and cuinprehenaive mind and yonder.
sister would
Following is the score of completed tor the emergency.
tactful genius lu lead aw Urge a body of ers at home to help; then
REFORMING A NEWSPAPER.
games to date in the bowling tournament:
push on the cart behind.
lint*pendent thinkers.
JUrtimtSfmntta
I well remember how I fought fires’when Editor’s Determination to Tell Whole
The proposed new lighthouse on Isle au father burned the pastures over so that
Truth—What f 'amc of It.
Haut. if placed on Isle ac Haut bead, blaeberries might come in, and then when
The ShelbyviUe Banner tells of a great
would be a valuable aid to navigation in
I 1 8 ° « «oo
they grew and ripened, how a whole fam- wave of reform which has swept the town
the
at
sxxxai..
au
Haut
head,
Isle
this vicinity.
ily of us went blueberrying and kept it up in which It is published, and of the efforts Red men (1)
X
1 1 1 1 1
entrance to Jericho bay, is the usual point for weeks.
We had blueberry sauce, bluemade to bring the paper also into the fold. Red men (3)
X.
I
of departure for vessels going to sea from
I am now
.settleberry cake and blueberry pie; we pickled j We are buttonhole*! at the street corner sod K of P 0)
Biuehill and Union river bays, and is blueberries and we dried them for use in
P
K
j
of
txboitrd to denounce the corruption of Shelbyfl)
ment with the
for
all
unin
alter
made by vessels coming
departure winter, and we sold a few quarts occa- rtile
politics; we are tackled In our own office Masons (1)
taxes under my contract
from Matinicus Bock. Making land on a
sionally and so obtained a few dimes j by t .o#e who ac**u#e u« of unreliable state- Masons (i)
dark or thick night is not always the which we made
1 11..
which I am
to pay
go a long way buying ment# and jaundiced opinions, our right# are ioor ft)
11 1..
easiest thing to do, snd the entrance to necessaries of life.
baunte 1 bj honest creatures who beseech us to i o o r (t>
if
not
collected.
on
the
foresters
leave out all reference to murder# and ptlze(1)
Jericho bay is not the safest place
I only allow my thoughts to ramble a
au«l «»ou**H-ead our
I cannot allow my bondsII the
description# of Foret ters (f)
Maine coast to lose your bearings.
little while we are taking our nooning B|hu,
school
picnic#.
i 8
Games lost
12 4 1 3 1
light is located on Isle au Haut head, it here in Portland. The bell ring*. The Sunday
men to settle your tax, and I
j
and gentlemen, the worm ha# turned.
will be a welcome beacon to the mariners train moves, and we are on it and off
j W« have >lebbd; we hare reforme l. The
suggest that you go to the
Another lighthouse
CHRISTMAS 8KRVICES.
of this section.
s
Maim
again, rolling along through
Shelby vide lioMf be* c forth flaunt* aa its
bank and borrow the money,
recommended by the department is at rocky farms, her little villages and cities motto: *Th«
was
observed
at
The
Christmas
season
truth, the whole truth and nothBuckle Island harbor at the entrance to I love to look out of the window upon ing but h truti." *f you don’t like the result, the churches here by appropriate sermons which will cost
you no more
the York narrows, near Vinalhaven.
blame Sbeloyvtll*. not us.
New England fields.
by the pastors on Sunday and special than you are now
to
music.
aay wnii you wiu oi our v.«iuornH
ruuunui^ iuis iruiai kbuir ruiuuiai ■
the
it
will
A Buck*port seminary girl has tackled a 1
save
pay
do
not
New
church
Christmas
At the Episcopal
equal
England the local items, among them these:
day
summers, they
tough proposition out in Colorado, if press j summers in that which is beautiful in
the expense of
Llute Johnny Stereo*, the seven-year oil ton there were services at 7 JO and 10JO a. m. yon
dispatches from Denver are to be credited. field and woods; in stream, river and sea- i«f *Htr esteemed friend, Wllow Stereos, fell The Christinas tree for tbs children of
lien
claim
attachmenta
Miss Gertrude Smith, of Steuben, a grad- shore. Of course we do not have as
many j fmm a tree while attempting to steal appe*. the Sunday school will be held Thursday
on
uate of Bucksport seminary, has taken i
The
bis
arm.
fracture
was
your
property, or the unright
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
mosquitoes, so much thunder and light- breaking
charge of the Colorado state industrial ning to scare the life out of us, norsuvh skilfully reduced by H. Wellington Welch, M.
of my commitAt the Congregational church Sunday
is termed the
school for girls, which
D Doc remarks that the case eras bis, all rich*,
sultry, depressing beat as they have in- and that we needn’t
morning there was special music, and in
to
in the country”. There
about Dr.
you
‘‘worst school
say
anything
land in New England; bat where can you
the evening a Christmas concert.
Gained, of West Holway.
have been
many insurrections in the J find
this your imThe Christmas tree was held Saturday
anything here like the bays, lake*,
The tier Horace Walpole Smith, M A
D. D
f
school, when armed guards have been j
mediate attention.
promontories, points and headlands, to wUnes us to
that a large congregation ap» evening.
overpowered, buildings burned and every- which to flee from heat, as you will find unrelated his say
At the Baptist church there was a
eloquent arraignment of Ananias
J. H.
thing but murder committed, according to ail along the rock-bound coast of Maine. I tat Sunday morning, or wont to that eff'd. Christmas sermon by the new pastor, Rev.
announced
on
Smith
Miss
dispatches.
Collector.
Our Venice of America, with all its en- He says, further, that be will buy a dozen Charles F. McCoy, and music by a mixed
her arrival that she intended to abolish
terprise and sand, cannot givs to the tired copies of the Banner in case he Is pleased with choir. The Christmas tree was held Sat- Office in Cushman block, Franklin St.
the cell houses and corporal punishment
he
Is.
brain and worn-out body the sweet rest this notice. We hope
Dec. an, IMS.
urday evening. Sunday evening there
at the school. It was predicted by Mrs. <
Deacon Colwell, whose woodshed burned last
that Old Orchard can. Give me California
was a Sunday school concert.
Taxes went on interest Au#. J, 190J,
he
week, estimate* his loss at #3 0
A. M. England, secretary of the board, j
Privately
in winter; but in summer let me visit New
as per rote of City Government.
u Us us that #50 will come nearer the marts
We
that her death would be the result. Mrs.
England, and Maine especially, the home would hare valued the shed at # 5—before the
we travel the world over to find
Though
of
the
R.
J.
Donnen, president
England,
of my boyhood.
O, but I want to rest lire. But of course you can't always tell about the beautiful, we must carry it with us or
JLrgai ^fotitta.
board, and A. J. Paddleford, the successthere; I do not want to pick up stone or such things.
we find it not— ft. W. Emerson.
ful superintendent of the boys’ reform
KxectrruK's salk.
as I did in that other
drive an ox-tea
Eugene, eldest son of the Her. Icbabod Lea^
school at Golden, all have failed to control
I >L'RSf A.NT to » llctnM from Hod. O. P.
•
vens, Is said to have accepted a foe position In
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
day*
JL
Cunntrgbam. Judge *»f the probate court
the inmates of the girls’ institution. All
There is not much there in the way of 1 the West. We are credibly informed that the with LOCAL APPLItJATIOVS, as they cannot for the county of Hancock, issued at the DeIt waa expensive reach the «e*t of the disease. Catarrh is a Mood cemocr term of said court, held at Bucksport
resigned when they heard of Miss Smith's business that I would care to
town got too hot to hold him.
engage in,
and in order to cure it on the fifth day of December, a- d. 1905. I shall
intention. Miss Smith has been assistant
business ke< ping him out of j iU, as everyone or conetUuiloaal dl ease,
I you must take Internal remedies.
Hull** Ca- sell at public auction at my office in Caatine.
take it the year round; but I like to go
Massachusetts ]
in said count y. on the 77th day of Janaary,
taken tnu-rnaily, and acta dlrertte
tarrh Cure
superintendent of the
there and see the folks, the few who are
on
the
htoed
and
macons
surface*.
II it'« a. d. 1900, at ten of the clock in «H» forenoon,
lames
Hon.
bf
the
Grafton,
Eureka
proprietor
home for incorrigible girls, and enters
I Catarrh Cure Is not a quack medicine
It was the following real estate situated in said Casleft of those I knew so well so many are •hoe
»c*t* u* to *ay nothing about
factory,
req
and
Bounded on the southwest by
I prescribed by one of the best physicians In tbU tle e, to wit:
upon her new task with a bravery
dead, so many have taken Greely’s advice the three bosses be brings here from out of town, I country
tor rears and U a regular prescription
Dyer street; on the northwest by land of Wilconfidence which deserve success.
liam Colson; on the northeast by land of A.
and gone West.
because they oome cheap
He thinss that It * it t« ro'mpoaod of the be*t tonic* known, com
Mood with the best blood purifiers, acting W. Clark and on the southeast by the salt
It is getting along toward evening and might hurt him locally. We t* Ink so, too
directly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect water, same being the homestead of the late
Maine Men in
Hiss Grace Grumbling has turn appointed j combination of the two Ingredients is what Robert P. Dyer.
Oto. M.
we are in Bangor.
About forty-two years
Executor.
Dec. 77,
The party of M line men, including Col.
teacher In the Gooserllle district.
She doesn't
produces *uch wonderful results In euriog
1906._
ago I saw' Bangor for the fim time. I had
for testimonial* free,
S*ad
Catarrh
know mneh and the coiumLtee luted to appoint
C. C. Burrill, of Ellsworth, who are on a
aubactlber hereby gives notice that
r I < HENRY A Co. Prop*., Toledo, O.
staged it from Hancock to Ellsworth, 1
he
has
been
duly appointed executor
A«.|d br iiromi*t>. p*ice. TV.
trip to the Pacific coast, caused a sensa- changed at Ellsworth and staged it again er, but oid Grumbling U a trior in politic*.
of the laat will and testament of Mary P.
Take Halt*# Family Pill* for const 1 union.
•Xuf sed
tion in Balt Lake City, where they stopped
late
in the county of
Willard,
of
Orland,
to Bangor; but now I take the train right
Hancock, deceased, no bond* bring required
en rt*.:.,
at the hotel with ‘*17.
the terms rtf said will. All persons having
by
through to Haooock. Instead of taking
Ghosts would frtghtcn mnnv people «•*,„ «ie
gfataitificmciKts.
S. A.” after their names and addresses.
.:r msnd* against the estate of said deceased
Ytl the germ Is a real
many hours to make the trip as it did the not afraid of germs.
are desired to present the same for settleImmediately the newspaper men jumped old way, I now make it in about an hour. tisNnr. If this micro c >p'c oMui i.Imi* c*»u‘d
ment. and a 11 indebted thereto are requested
U m -gn fl d to a *1* 1 ptop-rtl n to Its dead*
to the conclusion that “U. 8. A.” meant
!
"-.••••k otvrncnt immediately.
I have a good reason for remembering Il»-e^-, 't w »ul 1 show lUe a glam ythi.n. o< flr-Theodobk H. Smith.
D.e mb.r S, J«5.
United States army, and sized the distint>r«athlHg dragon. 1’iie o»«e tael to remcm er
Bangor and my first trip to it. There H tb.nt me germ Is poWt,rle»» lo h rm tne i>ody
I'll K AuWiPler hereby five* notice that
guished looking crowd up as a party of were three or four of us, neighbors, going I m ben the Moo • la pure li I* far e« J**r to ieep
»»e has been duly appointed administra
1
the g**rm out than to drive It out after H obtains
army officers. Interview's were then in to
of
Isaac Cloaaou. late
tor
the * state of
Gloucester, Mass., expecting to get on 1 a hull
in the sy-um.
Dr Pierce's Golden
of
B u hill
io the county of Hancock,
order, and the result is told in the Salt some mackerel catcher of a fleet
MMl i.! Disc*, very Is the most powerful at d
bonds
as the law directs.
sailing
and
dsteawii.
givru
Lake Herald as follows:
rfect of i»lo* «i-purity! g m tilcibes.
It InAil person* having demands against the esout of that port. We were obliged to stop pe
ceaa s the quantity as wed as the qu Uty of
are deal red to present
istr
of
**id
deceased
“The army officers developed into a gro p of over for the
night in Bangor, and so we the blood. and ua* V* ih Im dy to reid-t dl*.
tbs- same Ik*f settlement, and ail indebted
seven of Maine's best known badness men out
ease, or to throw It off If disease has oi-t dned a
iherru> are requested to make payment lm*
put up at the Penobscot Exchange.
vi'h r ver the
lootl»g In *ome weak or*an
on a bn loess and pleasure trip io the coa-i
lurrftsirly,
I was very young and inexperienced. dlget-tlon Is Impend. tt*s utiltlon of the body
Hbwby B. Dabuwg.
December 5. IM
Mr. Shaw Is a lumber man, hating large intei
1- diminish* d. for the M m! Is nude from the
frls In Maine
II II. Tauen is county attorney How anxious I was as to the outcome of food which Is eat* o, *n<: half dig- ated f od c*ube.
or
roKKctosi
NimcK
AT
not si pplv the body with blood In quantity and
of Fencbco t county, Maine, and ha- the record this trip. When I left my house in HanEverett U L>robarner, of
ad* q ste to Us needs
for this condiMaine, on
of
Haucoct.
Kdea.
>t having k< pt the prohiol ion lid on lighter cock, I put into zpy pocket all my wealth, qualit)
c*ruty
tion there 1* no rcrotdy tqual to •‘Golden %l«di
the seventeenth day oJ f* pirn the/, a. d. 19W,
than 1. ever has been k« pt in that prohibition so far as greenbacks contributed to wealth cal D! covery
It cure* ninety -cl* hi out of
of that dat»*. lecorded
bis
i.eed
mortgage
by
every hundred pcr~oi s who *lve It a fair trial.
stale
C. C Bor rill ts president of the Furrill at that time, which was the sum of fl6. I
in Burelr county re istry of deed*, in book
When there l« ronattpa*Ion, Dr Piece'* Pleas
nail *n«l bank, of Ellsworth. f. O Beal b
8W. page *41, conveyed to the under*)*ned.
found by the time I had reached Ban- aid Pellets wl l promptly relieve and permaRobert H. Bennett, of said Eden, a certain lot
strviug bis'eighth term' as roay**r of Bangor
nent! cureor
ar el of laud sftualvd in that pari of *aid
gor that a good deal of my money ha 1
or t-o alleges and affirms.
L K Wiley Is pre-i
Edeu. tuown »• Btr Harbor, and bounded
been used up in fares and hotel bills, and
Beginning
tent uf the Big Cm k
ao.i
Ofkcni ed a* follows to ail:
of
mining company,
Advertisers in TUB AMERICAS a §
I was getting farther away from home all
at a a. ke *•*» the r*.ai Hot O' »p(iv*trw*y
Tuotu'i ne cou»»y, California, and an lure tigaBarrel Warranted,
capturing the trade.
sixteen and five ten(bs feel aide it aim.# Irojt
the
time.
lot; of Mr " Hey's Interests will be one of the
Eagte Lake road, and at the a-»nihweat corner
At borne 1 bad been resile, s and thought
o
a lot of land numbered St on a plan <>f
way* In which the patty will put In Us time on
ffoiius.
Sprtial
Snow
and Morse, recorded in Hancock county
W.
K
the coast.
lion U one of the lar, e that there were better places outside, aud
registry of teed*, in plan book one. page 52;
woolen manufacturers of Maine.
I had heard the story about being tied to
STOCKHOLDERS' MKKTINO.
Cash Paid for Hides and Pelts. tbence
following said line of said private way
“Am! last, but i>y t.o means leart, is one of
south 29de«rees *1 minutes west eighty-one
KU»worth Lo*n ft Building: Aiiociatlon.
your mother’s apron strings a good many
(si) feet to a stake; tbence north 58 we*i “ftyI will pay 9 l-2c per lb. cash for
the fuur deQvcraiic re.-t touts of
annual meeting of the Ellsworth Loan
Bangor, times, from my schoolmates, who had
four and four-tenths (54.4) feet to a «take;
ft Building Association for (be election
former Congressman J. X. Dunning, demo
tbence no*tb 4 degrees 51 minutes east one
all hides brought In.
been away from home and seen some of of officers will be held January 15. 1906. at 7-30
cratic candidate for guvi rnor at the last state
hundred feet and five tenths (100.fi) to a stake;
m
at
the
of
rooms
tbe
First
National
p
Bank
world.
thence north 86 degree s 9 minutes west fourMr. Dunning slated last night that the
election
of Ellsworth.
tSigred)
teen feet to the |rf«ee ot beginning: being lot
But now I was beginning to value home
Hk.NET W, Ct-IHMAH.
for a number of years democrats in Maine have
dumbered 98 on aaid plan of Snow and Morse.
Secretary.
bern allowed ail p lv leges accorded to tho>e as never before. I was thinking of how
Meaning and intending bereby to convey the
same
premises conveyed to George W. Doiliver
»bo.*e vot s count In that xtpablican tiron^- foolish 1 was to leave home. The old
COMMISSIONER*’ NOTICE.
Edward 8. J. Morse by hi# warranty deed
by
bo<d
H jfCOCK sa:—December 1*. a. d. 19C5.
rocky farm which had caused me so much
dated
May 25, lfltO. and recorded in Hancock
Water Street,
Ellsworth.
i®;
•*tEi- party of 'heavy weighin'- the sevea to- trouble looked so pleasant to me as I 'll f E. tbe"underslgned, having been duly
county registry of deeds in book 84page
and subsequent mortgage conveyed by said
fT
be the Honorable O. P. Cunappointed
gether upped the ►ca es je u nl*y at
seemed to see it, and I wondered why any- ningham, judge of probate within and for
Doiliver by nis warranty deed, dated June IS,
"
pounds-left Dec. 16 for California
1903. to be recorded in said registry. together
county, commissioners to receive and
body would want to leave home; why not said
with the buildings thereon; and wherea* the
decide upon the claims of the creditors of
stay there and be contented and happy.
condition of said mortgage is broken, now,
Dsvid F. Tribon. late of Ellsworth, in said
Canadian Church Combine.
therefore, by reason of the breach of the com
And then when we failed to accomplish county, deceased, whose estate has been repditioc thereof, I c*aim a foredoaure of saw
resented insolvent, hereby give public notice
The central c jinmittee, composed of repwhat we had sH oat to do, because the agreeablv to the order
Robbbt H Bbbwbtt.
of the said judge of
mortgage.
resentatives from the Presbyterian, Meth- whole fleet of fishermen were out on
By T. H. Bmith. his attorney.
its probate, that six months from and alter DeThe
and
business
of
the
December
1905.
cember
a. d. 1905. have been allowed to said
28,
and
5.
odist
plant
churches
Congregational
chase after schools of mackerel, and my creditors to present and
their claims,
throughout Canada, has agreed upon a friends and I parted company, aud l found and that we will attend to piove
Llooa B. Ralph, aow ot So»ththe duty assigned
counwest Harbor (then of Tremoi
us at the office of William E.
code of doctrines that will unify the
Ellsmyself in the great city of Boston with worth. Maine, on January 5, Whiting.
and
State of Maine, and John
of
Hancock
a. d. 2906. and
ty
denominations
three
into one great
0. Ralph her husband, who Joins in
only two cents in my pocket, here was the June 4. a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in the
b day or
forenoon of each of s*id days.
chur. h, which it is proposed should t« outcome
by her mortgage deed dated the
Hancocx
fully realized. But somehow I
William E. Whiting,
Consisting of the ice-house at Ells- November, a. d. 1909, and recorded551.in conveyed
kno A-n as the “United Church of Canadu
Ralph E. Mason,
registry of deeds, book 866. page
found help in this time of my need, and
worth Falls; 1 ice-cart, and all
Mount Desert, in said
to O bad lab Allen. of --»
The revised confession of faith of the
Commissioners.
or
opportunity to work my passage back
county and Slam, a certain lot or parcel
American Presbyterian church will be
tools used in ice-cutting.
land situated In aaid Tremont, at a place
TAKE NOTICE.
home on an old coaster.
»nd debonnded
Harbor,
called
boutbwest
used. The new' church is to be governed
we. the undersigned citizens, offer
Now we are neariog Ellsworth in the
scribed as follows, to wit: Commencing on toe
the sum of one dollar (it) each affixed to
by the “general conference” after the cool of this August day, 1905, and I begin oar names
county road leading from Mount Desert to
as a reward for the apprehension
<»
Harbor at the port beast corner of a lo*
Methodist form, with a president as the
and bringing to Justice the miscreant who
ho feel very near the old borne again. I maliciously
owned by Deborah A. Clark, for a right ox
damage3 the door in a bouse, the WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN. land and
chief officer. Below is to be a council,
the northerly aide of said
following
am thinking of Ellsworth as it looked to
way
of
Professor Butler, situated at Butproperty
after the Congregational idea, with a
right of way north seventy-four and one-nau
wFoPOlkf
point. Hancock county, Maine:
iron
me when my big brother took me there to
degrees west about sixty-eight feet to an
chairman at the head. The next body is
Mary C. Fretz Austin. Frank A. Hodgkins,
bolt at the soot beast corner of a lot of
a
a
time
and
when
1
w,,/iam F. Jordan.
W. E. Savage.
to be a “Presbytery” governed by a modcounty fair, long
ago,
s land
Clark
said
and
•aid
running
For further information inquire of
Clark,
by
E. 8. Coombs,
A. W. Lorimer,
erator.
was too small to be trusted alone in the
northerly tuitiy-one feet to an iron bo«‘»
C. J. Smith.
F. Way land West,
C. L. Wttham, Ellsworth Falls, or thence south seventy-seven and o»e-b*lf de8. 8. Seammons,
great crowd, and was led by the hand. Barney Malian.
leet
to an iron boitoa
east
grees
The Berwind Mutineers.
sixty-nine
E. E. Scam mo dh,
James W. Clark.
A. L. Wltham, Ellsworth.
Ah, this was a big day to me, the biggest, Percy
the west side of laid county road; tbenje folT. Clark.
Howard E. Hodgkins,
Arthur Adams, one of the three negro
said
the
bf
county road thUJ
week
aide
lowing
I think, that I have ever known. And the G. A. Linscott,
W. B. Clark,
at an
mutineers of the schooner Harry A. Berty-three feet to the point commenced
F. Clark,
“*.A. Clark.
Rotten.
city of Ellsworth to-day does not meas- John
£prrial
two thousand one hundred and
containing
H.
8.
F.
Savag
wind under sentence to be hung at WilSavage,
George
Jordan,
thereon,
all
the
buildings
and
feet
fifty-two
ure up to my dimension of it at that time.
N. Clark,
Frank Jordan,
n»s
and for a further description reference
mington, K. C., on Jan. 26, is seriously ill
NOTICK.
Theo P. Austin.
Now we are rolling on toward the
in
tl.
be had to Hancock county, Maine,
E. G. Burnham,
U. B. Cimccrr Co cut. Mums Dirrmicr, # deeds as follows: book 289. pegs 8*Lnjihrtryo*
book Su,
ice
“corner”
at
and
in
making application fox a new
L. B. dark.
Hancock,
fog ia coming
John L. York.
Pobtlasd, Dee. ». 1906.
(
trial Adams and Sawyer appear very from seaward
or wd
bringing with it a chill
to the rules of the Circuit
SPECIAL NOTICE.
hopeful, but with Scott it is very different. that is not at all
Court
the
of
for
Dishas been broken and remains so. now ihtrt
United
State*
the
agreeable to me; but in a T'NO not trespass in Cunicnlocas Park. 1 trict of Maine, notice is
He seems to be resigned, and says he is
hereby given, that. fore by reason uf the breach of tke oonditkn
KJ demand protection to life and property Henry M. Ball, of Ellsworth, in said district, thereof, I claim a foreclosure of Mjj ■orl
prepared to meet his fate.
Hancook, tke State of has applied for admiaaioa as an attorney and
OaxniAH ■AU.I.V.
Scott has broken down rapidly sine# the
v*
Read Clement's Co-operative Club from the count/ of Hancock
and the Unite* States c,
Maine,
ef America.
Maiae,
counsellor of said Circuit Court.
Jbtr bis attorney. Geo. R- ruuer.
trial, and now has but very littfe to say.
advertisement.
Mast C. Fairs A nan*.
Jaxu E. Hb.vky, Clerk.
December nr, ^906.
American home.
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•atMrnptioa Price—*2 00 a year; $1A0 for six
monks; 80 cents for three months; If paid
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A Tribute to Senator

Hale.

city;

having

( Waahlpgton, D, C. Po»t, Dec. to )

prominent part which the Hod.
Eugene Hale ia now taking in the
The

deliberations and the acts of the Seu
should furnish occasion for general gratitude and reassurance. It is
BOt only that Mr. Hale is a public servate

of long and honorable service—
covering a period of nearly forty
years—nor does the significance of his
ant

present activity culminate in the fact
that be is a man of special courage
and intelligence. The equation is
completely formed only when we inthe factors of his demonstrated

sert

probity

and patriotism.
We have in public life unlimited
material of eloquence, integrity, de-

votion, high purpose, and energetic
application. Compressed into Mr.
Hale’s single personality we have almost, if not quite, all the qualities of
wise and patriotic statesmanship.
We congratulate the country, therefore, upon the evident intention of
this distinguished Senator to play a
leading role in the drama of nation*!
Hairs upon wnicli inc cut .am has just
been lifted.
The future does not present itself iu
particularly alluring garb. In one
way or another, we nave blundered or
•

been

betrayed

into all sorts of siuister

complications. The Panama canal
enterprise has resolved itself Into a

deplorable

and

bewildering

muddle.

The Santo Domingo imbroglio Lakes on
more and more t breutening terms «ith
VV e have gradeach succeeding d •).
) ieided l > the beckoning of
strauge adventure aud succumbed to
the blandishments of a feverish ambi-

ually

tion.
Millions nave been

expended

one

in

visible resnlis.
without
direction
Grave responsibilities have been as
sumed in another direction without
sanction of precedent or law. With

the Hon. Elihu Root in charge of the
portfolio of stale, we have already
seen onr mischievous policy in respect

relegated to the 11 in no ot
Under ibe Root dispensa-

of Venezuela

obscurity.

tion, moreover,
no

we

ebuii

probably

near

of fooiisii swaggering in tarwaters and cosily junketings on

more

off
Pickwickian com merciai propagand s.
But there are earning proulems here
at home, as well as in our own immediate ueigoorhood, and here is the
arena for a mm of Eugene Hale’s pe
ouliar moral anil iuietectual equipment.

He is

no

time-serving trimmer,

no

■natter what illustrious wind
may
blow. He is a brave and honest
gentleman, who gives enlightened
service to bis country without fear or
It is good to find him to the
fore at such a time. He makes for
strength and refuge in mis hour of
favor.

evil

possibility.

Bhesxahan,

..

THE

<

SNOWFLAKE

i

FLOUR

WHEREAS

$4.95 per bbl.
Evciy

THE

0. H. GRINDAL,

FOR sale:.

Ellsworth Ice Co.,

WHEREAS

«

know Mr. Andrews—we don’t want to
know bim. If he is the father of the
slander on Americanism which is attributed to him, he is not fit to bear

dignity of the tj^,

pleasant duty
ting
jail.
Kindly give

j

..

Under the beading “The American
Circus”, a toast attributed to W. R.
Andrews, of Grand Rardds. M'ch., hits
W« don’t
been given some publicity,

the

placed

‘‘an American

The so-callad toast is the
most outrageous irwiilt to American
manhood sad womanhood ever pub-

citizen.”

lished—the foulest smirch sver aimed
at the American flag. His couched
in language too vile for any paper
with a pretence for decency to reprint. It reeks with the stench of the

THAT

--•—

PURSUANT

__

«*££

< The Club and
The Sisterhood

>

<

V. S.
SANTA

J

end. Our quarters are altogether too
small. We have no funds for building,
and there is no suitable house to be
laid."
“I move,” said Sister Florence Linu,
“that a committee of three be appointed with power to secure quarters by
some ordinary woman's method."
“What do you mean?” asked the
president, “by ordinary woman's method?”
"By book or by crook."
The explanation being deemed satisfactory and to all present perfectly lucid, the motion was put and carried.
The president appointed Sister Florence Linn, chairman, and Sisters Sura
Prichard anti Ueuevleve Seroude. Miss
Linn was a tall brunette, with u superb figure and snapping black eyes.
.Miss 1’rlebatd was fair, with brown
eyes and Titian hair. Miss Seroude
was a languishing blue eyed blonde.
The meeting adjourned, aud the committee remained for consultation.
"I have a proposition to make,” said
the chairman. "You know the octagon
house up on the hill? Well, It is just
whut we want."
“We are too late for that property,”
Interrupted Miss Prichard. “It has
been token for a man’s club.”
“On the contrary, the club Is too late.
I hud some talk with the owner about
leasing his building to us.”
“How long ago?"
“I think It was a year ago this summer.
They say a verbal lease is as
good as a written one.”
"Uhl you agree to take the house?"
“I am quite sure I said something
UlKlUg

CHRISTMAS

in

ing

aud

distributing

BAPTIST.

|

the Baptist church Sunday morning,
the pastor, Rev. P. A. A. Killam, preached
a sermon
appropriate to the day. In the
evening the vestry was well filled with
people w ho came to enjoy the recitations
and music that were rendered. Following
was

the

programme:
Angel's ton*".Chulr
Scripture and prayer
Duet and uultun, "The Bells are Ringing,”

"Hark tbe

Recitation,
Recitation,

Choir
"Welcome Christ man." Ida Morrlnon
"The Little Brown sparrow,**
Muriel Byjrd
Vera Anderson
If ole Morrison

Son*, "Hark, Hear the Soria"-•
Recitation, "V\ hat l can do”
Keciiaiiou, "Haa Sunia a Middle Name,”
...

*

Recitation,

"A

Ainy llelatty
Child's Chi lamia* Thought-,”
Della Saliauury

Song, "Rejoice”.Choir
Recitation "Christmas”.Eunice Higgins
ExercDe, "Telling the Story,”
Beulah and Gladyt Jordan
Recitation, “The Lesson of Christmas,”
Olive Mor> Ison
Dialogue, "A Christmas Sermon”. Nellie
Treworgy, Vera Anderson and Lucy Stevens
Unl-on horus, "Hear tbe Bells". Choir
Address.
Pastor
Full chorus "Lead on” ........Choir

Monday evening

the Sunday school celetree—two of them in fact—
and enjoyed a visit from Santa Claus.
A
crow’d that filled the vestry enjoyed the
programme that was presented. The little
folks were out in full force. The exercises
consisted of the following:

brated writh

a

Recitation “The Wisdom of

a

Smile,”
Hazel Novels

ExercLe, “The Message of the Trees”.... A my
Belatiy, Ida Morrison and Eunice Higgins
KecUallou, “The Empty Stocking,”
Muriel Byurd
Recitation, “Our Chrlsimus” ...Alice Bloudeilc
KecUallou, “The Christmas Story,”
Maud Belatty
Kecliailon, “A Visit from Mrs Saint Nick.”
Eva Leighton
Exercise, "The Children of Old Mother Goose,”
By eight boys and gins
Then came the grand entree of Santa

Claus,

and distribution of

presents.

of

the present year, Mr. Laiidcia had
stated to him that the club was doing a
made
liquor business,
request
for a license; that he had also tilled out an
for
the same, signing it and
application
filling i.i the name of the club, lie further said that in August, w'hen he saw'
Mr. Landers, that gentleman had wanted
the matter to go by until after court time.
That he had seen Mr. Landers again on
Nov. 28, and that on that occasion he .had
promised to send the necessary check
within a few days, but that it had not
been received.
own

behalf, and after giving an outline of the
objects of the order of Eagles, and the
rules under which the lodges were operated, his testimony took the form of a
complete denial of the testimony which
had been given in by Mr. McCausland.
Commissioner Burleigh found probable
cause, and held the defendant in the sum
of |300 for appearance at the February

of the United States district court at
Portland.

term

Fred H. Gerry
bor Monday.

was

from Bar Har-

home

and wife.

Miss Ashie M.

spent

Cottle

where she has

is

home

from St.

been employed for

months.

A. D. Archer, of Amherst,

was

here

Tuesday, the guest of C. P.
Smith and family.
R. F. Remick and wife, of Bar Harbor,
Monday

and

Christmas

with

Mrs.

Remick’s

GO-OPERATIVE CLUB PLAN ?
That for

E. W. Hill and family were over from
Bar Harbor to spend Christmas. J. S.
Lord and wife went to West Gouldsboro.
The sympathy of the town went out to
Noyes family in their sudden sorrow',
the death of their brother, Leonard Noyes,
in Steuben, Dec. 23.

by paying $5

a

full house.

a

box of

was

candy through

the young

men

spirit shone
Dec. 26.

appreciated by

Each child presjnt received
of

the kindness of

Rtciiatlou—“Christmas

Morning

Martha MUllken
Recitation—“Everywhere Christmas To-night,'*
Auoa Cushman, Margaret Hall, Ella
Goodwin, Martha MlUlken
Song—“Jingle Bells’*.Kenneth Royal
Recitation—'‘Christmas”.H»zel Giles
Recitation—“Krlss Krlngle”. PaulTapley
Recliatiou—“God Rest ye Merry Gentlemen,”
Harry Kitts

Song.Philip Grows, Frank Grows,
Charles iiayues, Harry Flits, Fred
Parser

At the close of this programme Santa
made his appearance and distributed
presents.
In the church Sunday morning, the pastor, Rev. J. M. Adams, preached a Christ-

and wife and B. S. Jellison^
A. C.
wife and child spent Christmas in Bangor
with Mrs. Mary D. Jordan. Four generations were present, Mrs. Jordan, the greatgrandmother, being the oldest, and Miss
Marjorie Jellison the youngest.

have the best
friends here.

wishes of the bride’s many

gramme follow’s:
.School
J P Simonton
Recitation—Christmas Belle
Lucy Stevens
Santa Claus Accident. Lida True
.Alvin Barron
Recitation
Walter Barron
Recitation— Chrl-tmas carol
The Judgment of Time.Hazel Moor
School
..
Singing

Singing.

Prayer.Rev
—

the end of the entertainment, Santa
came in to the delight of the young
folks.
At

Claus

UNITARIAN.

The Unitarian Sunday school had its
Christmas entertainment Saturday evening. At 5.30 a supper was served for the
school, after which the children were entertain ed for a short time by stereoptlcou
views by Fred L. Mason. There was also
a recitation by Elizabeth Morrison and a
solo by Erva Giles.
Then the children gathered a boat the
Christmas tree in the middle of the vestry,
while gifts were distributed by Santa
Claus.
At the Sunday morning service the pastor, Rev. S. W. Sutton, preached a Christmas sermon on the subject “Christ in the
Lite of To-day.”
In place of the usual Sunday session of
the Sunday school, there was a Christmas
service with short address by the pastor.
MOHRS, ILOBIHT,
BAR HARBOR.
Open ali the year 'round.

get

you

BACH

a

PIANO worth
by paying

Piano to be de-

paid.

15 down and *1 each week unt'l the whole is
livered when the first money is paid.

THE

many kindly deeds.
H.

BACH

______

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
The opening of the New Year at Keith’s

PIANOS

have a warranty stamped on each piano to be first-class in every particular.
They have elegantly designed cases, double veneered and beautifully finished.

Good action and fine tone. Our club price does not represent their full value.
You should see them to appreciate this extraordinary offer. Call and examine
them or write for further particulars. We have also the Weber, the Iyera &
by James Forbes, w hich presents in twen- Pond, Merrill, Poole, Crown, H. M. Cable, Kohler & Campbell and other wellty minutes all the features of a musical known makes at equally low prices and easy terms.
comedy production. The lyrics are ty Jerome D. Kern, and the costumes, which
are unusually
appropriate, were designed
of the man who advertises at ridiculously low prices goods which he does not
by Will B. Barnes.
The Sunny South, a song-story of Dixie, handle and will not furnish at such
prices. I have never yet found it necessary
presented by a double sextette of colored to commit piracy in advertising, nor to resort to false statements and misrepsingers and dancers, depicting the old- resentations, either
verbally or by newspaper advertising, in order to meet
time plantation scenes, is said to be the
S. J. CLEMENT, Bar Harbor, Me.
best act of the sort that has ever been put competition.
together.
The surrounding show includes several
European entertainers and well-known
w'ill

be

inaugurated

with

an

unusually

strong variety programme. The top-line
feature will be “The Poster Girls”, written

vaudevillians of this country. Prominent
the list are the Pichianis sisters, a sextette of European female acrobats who
work in full dress; Frank Gardner and
Lottie Vincent, in a spectular fantasy,

If you have

Coat

a

You have

a

I have

a

or

Robe

guarantee against discomfort from the

coldest of weather

large

the hardest of winter storms.

or

assortment at

Nature itself is not the same to the unas to the spiritual.
To one, it is
spirituala field
for the senses; to the other,
chiefly
it is a school and a temple of power and
order, of grace and beauty—a revelation
of things unseen, a book of parables, rich
with divine meanings.—Charles Gordon

Sleighs,

Carriages,

The true source of all that frets and irritates and wears away our lives is not in
external things, but in the resistance of
our wills to the will of God expressed by
external things.—Alexander MacLctren.

prices that

will suit.

Miss May French is in Bangor

on

busi-

ness.

Miss Lizzie Frost has purchased
able horse.

a

valu-

Among visitors here over Christmas
were B. J. Franklin and wife and Frank
Wilbur and wife, of Green Lake; Miss

Mary Garland,

of

Lamoine; Harry ^Rollins

and Lawrence

commendation,

especially

Miss

Bessie

Garland, who rendered a solo. Following
is the programme:
Singing, quartette;

ment.

Read Clement’s Co-operative
advertisement.

Club

MARINE LIST.
Hancock County Port*.
Cast ink— Dec 26, ar schs Phlneas H Gay,
Y McFarland, Portland
Nelson
Boston;
Stoninoton, Mb—Dec 28, ar *chs F'orence
South
Amboy; Lucy E Friend, Bot-ton
Ltlanti,
Domestic Porta.
Brunswick, Ga—Dec si, cld sch Stanley 11
Miner. N Y. 8ld sch Inez N Carver. Providence
Dei*. 22, Bid *ch Stanley H Minor, N Y
City Island—Dec 22, bounl south, sch
Florence and Lillian, Bangor via Port Chester
lor N Y. Bound east, sch Island City, South
Amboy for Lynn
Deo 23, bound east, sch Abble C Stubbs, Ho
boken for Camden; sch Izetta, South Amboy
for Rockland
New York—Dec 20, ar sch F C Pendletou,
Georgetown, 8 C
Dec 22, ar sch Harry W Haynes. Aqulo, Hay tl,
26 days. 8ld schs Georgia L Drake, Key West;
William T Donnell, 8atllla River
Portsmouth. N H—Dec 22, aid sch Lucy E
Friend, Newport News. Passed sch Florence
Leland, South Amboy for Btonlngton
Salem, Mass—Dec 22, aid aehs Maud Seward,
N Y; Jennie A Stubbs, Washington
Vineyard Haven—Dec 20, sld rch Miranda,
Baugor for N Y
Wilmington, S C—Dec 18, ar sch Carrie A
Bucknam, N. Y
t
Alice J Crabtree. N Y

Decjjftar acjt

El.

(OUIGINAL
FRANKLIN STREET,

Lap Robes.

DAVIS,
MAN.)

BUCKBOABD

ELLSWORTH.

...

CLARK & WITHAM,

MOSES’ FLORAL WORK Is widely knoan.
Address—HAK HAKHOK only.
Open all the year ’round.

BOWLING ALLEYS
AND

BORN.

POOL ROOMS.

BRIDGES—At West Brooklln, Dec 4, to Mr aud
Mrs Frank T Bridges, a daughter- [Dorothy

Marie.)

CROCKETT—At Ellsworth, Dec 19, to Mr and
Mrs Wilbur G Crockett, a daughter.
HASKELL—At Deer Isle, Dec 21, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur B Haskell, a daughter.
MARSHALL—At Deer Lie, Dec 21, to Mr and
Mrs William R Marshall, a daughter.
M’KEOWN—At Southwest Harbor, Dee 18, to
Mr and Mrs Henry J McKeown, a daughter.
80PER—At Penobscot, Dec 17, to Mr and Mrs
Marahah Soper, a son.
SPRINGER-At Franklin. Dec 10, to Mr and
Mrs Calvin B Springer, a daughter.
STINSON—At Sunset (Deer Isle), Dec 21, to Mr
and Mrs Alphonso It Stinson, u daughter.
WELCH —At Stonlngton. Dec 15. to Mr and
Mrs WH lam Davis Welch, a son. [William
Keuuetn J

BROWN—ABRA M—At Ellsworth. Dec 27, by
Rev J D O’Brien. Mian Ha H Brown, of
Indian Point, to John Abram, of Ellsworth.
CANDAGE— WEBB— At Stonlngton, Dec 9, by
I^afayette Collins, esq, Mias Helena Candage
to Stephen Webb, jr, both of Stonlngton.
COOMBS—BRAGDON-At Ellsworth, Dec 23,
b.v Rev .1 P Simonton, Mi 8 Mina V Coombr,
of Franklin, to Roy L Br&gdon, of Ellsworth
FULLER—WILSON—At Ellsworth, Dec 21, by
Rev J P Simonton, Miss Marion DeWolfe
Fuller, of Ellsworth, to Walter Wilson, of
Calais.
HANEY—SPRUCE—At Ellsworth Falls. Dec
by Rev .1 P Simonton, Miss Ethel Haney,
of Elleworih Falls, to Frank D Spruce, of

Bradley.

JON ES—F A RNIIA M—At West
Brooksville
Dec 20, by Rev E P Green, Miss Bes le .lores
to Charles O Farnham, both of Drooktvllle.
LINDSAY—RICE—At Birch Har»>0r, Dec 19,
by Rev G Mayo, Miss Fannie B Lindsay to
Edward N Rice, both of Birch Harbor
MOORE—ROBBIN8-At Stonlngton, Dec 19,
bv Lafayette Collins, esq, Mrs Alice Belle
Moore to Stephen Maurice Robbins, both of

scripture reading, May French; prayer;
Stonlngton.
singing, quartette; recitation, Mae GarLL—At North
land; solo, Ernest Moore; recitation, POWERS—SiMA
25, by Rev C W Robinson,
Geneva Webber; solo, Bessie Garland;
Powers to Grover C Small,

Hollis
Bernice
Garland,
recitations,
Garland. Ernest Moore, Eulalie Finn,
Wesley Moore: singing, quartette; recitation, Eulalie Finn. Then followed the
“Grefcchen’s
Dutch Christmas dialogue,
Shoe,” which was full of life and merri-

Whips,

Harnesses,

HENRY

Ames.

MARRIED.

Moore, of Ellsworth, and
Sidney Moore, of North Ellsworth.
The Christmas exercises Saturday evening were largely attended. The church was
prettily decorated. The tree was especmas sermon, his subject being: “The Sigially attractive, and was loaded w'ith many
nificance of Christ to the World.” There useful
presents. Those who took part in
was special music by the choir.
the programme are deserving of much

In the Methodist church Sunday morning, the pastor, Rev. J. P. Simonton,
preached a Christmas sermon from the
text: “Where is He who was born King of
the Jew s?” Choir rendered special music.
The Sunday school had its Christmas
entertainment Monday evening. The pro-

for

the town. The Christmas

out in

LAKEWOOD.

Claus

METHODI8T.

a

down and II per week,
or

The Sunday morning service w'as very
enjoyable, with a most excellent Christmas sermon by the pastor, Kev. O. G. Barnard, and special music by the choir. The

evening

get

STUART PIANO worth

the

concert in the

can

you

Flood

Saturday evening at the home of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. Mary J. Haney, the
wedding of Miss Ethel Haney to Frank
CONGREGATIONAL.
Spruce, of Bradley, took place. Rev. J. P.
The Sunday school of the Congrega- Simonton performed the cere mony, using
tional church had its Christmas enter- the ring service. At the close of the ceretainment Saturday afternoon. The pro- mony a reception was tendered the new’lywedaed couple, and refreshments were
gramme follows:
served. Mr. and Mrs. Spruce were the
Divine.
School
Song—“Love
recipients of many pretty presents. They

[

Miss Clio Chilcott is spending her vacawith her mother, who is boarding at
Miss Clara Chilcott’s.
tion

Leonard

In the afternoon at 2 the children of
the Sunday school assembled in the chapel
for their Christmas tree.
In the evening at 8 there was a vesper
service.

|

from Massachusetts for the winter.

CLEMENT

_

Christmas carol

Sanctua.Leonard
Agnus Del.
Christmas hymn
Miss N M Dutton, organist

:

the advantages of tlie

Carol Clark is home from the E. M. C, S.
for the holidays.
Miss Agnes L. Patten is at home for the
holiday vacation.
Mrs. Fronia Martin Cummings is at home

Thoroughly Understand

Do You

EAST SULLIVAN.

“Winning a Queen”; Taylor Holmes,
monologuist; Celina Bobe, in the comedy
sketch, “Always in the Way”; Tom
F. J. Penney, of Clifton, was here Friday
Moore, strenuous “coon” shouter, and'the
and Saturday of last week on business.
Pelots, comedy jugglers.
Hermany’s troupe of trained dogs and
Miss Sadie Jordan spent Christmas with
cats will be the special attraction for the
her parents here, returning to Bangor tojuveniles.
day.
What disturbs us in this world is not
E. A. Flood spent Sunday and Monday
but our opposition to trooble.
at West Tremont with Dr. Thomas Tapley trouble,

parents, Moses Cottle and wife.
Gloria.
Mrs. Mary J. Dunham spent Christmas
Venl Creator.Stearns
with her grandchildren, Charles W. Curtis
Mr Hatpin
and wife, of Brewer, and Dr. E. E. Jordan
Credo............Leonard
and wife, of Bangor.
Offertory— A dealt Kldcles ..Portugal

to

paoeg

Mrs. C. M. Witham and Miss Susie
Smith are visiting relatives in Boston.

several

Kyrle.

County Aewn,

nee othe*

on

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

St. Joseph’s Catholic church Christmas Day, Rev. J. D. O’Brien preached
Christmas sermons at both low and high
mass.
The musical programme at high
mass was as follows:
At

a

Mr. Landers took the stand in his

fo* Additional

the

Aerie at Bar Harbor.
United States Deputy Marshal Hasty
swooped down upon the aerie of the
Eagles at Bar Harbor last week, and took
into custody the secretary, Thomas H.
Landers, on the charge of selling intoxicating liquor without having a United
States license. The arrest was the result
of an investigation made by M. C. McCausland, of Old Town, United States
deputy collector of internal revenue, acting under the direction of the collector.
The defendant was arraigned before
United States Commissioner Burleigh in
Augusta, and was represented by W. H.
Pattengall, of Machias.
The two first witnesses for the defense
wrere Otha Jellison and Reginald Ingalls,
of Bar Harbor, the bulk of their testi
mony being a denial, as far as their knowledge went, that liquor had been sold in
the <.lub room or used except by such
ir.embi rs r.s kept a supply in their lockers.
Mr. MoCausland testified that on July 5,

and had

atJbtrnermnU*

COUNTY NEWS.

Deputy Marshal Invades

Stephen,

cath6uc.

the occupancy of the Calumet club.”
“Then you are having your pains for
nothing. This building is leased to
!
our sisterhood.” ..
^
The men looked at each other and
smiled as if greatly amused.
They
knew they had a lease duly signed,
sealed and witnessed. The girls said
no more, but sweeping by the Intruders
as though worthy of no consideration
they passed to the read of the building. The men coy Id hear them consulting us to how they would arrange
matters as they hdd Just beeu doing
At Igst the girls reupthemselves.
peared in the hall, and as they did so a
brigade of scrubwomen came in.
"Sorry to trouble you, gentlemen."
said the chairman, "but we must ask
you to vacate. Our house cleaning is

wither the
men with their contemptuous remarks,
the chairman. Miss Linn, proceeded to
distribute the scrubwomen In the different rooms. Mr. Curtis went to bet
and politely asked to see a copy of the
sisterhood's lease. He was Informed
that they held a verbal lease. When he
asked for the date she turned upon
him Impatiently and said:
“We are In possession of these premises; you are intruders. If you continue
such ungentlemanly conduct we
shall sue you for trespass.”
The next morning the Chronicler
published an Item mentioning the fact
of there being two claimants for the
octagon house and expressing a hope
that the sisterhood would win. The
building would be of fur more credit
to the place us a home for merciful
girls than for roysteriug men. It was
to be hoped that the club would not
stand In the way of the sisterhood.
Since both parties could not occupy
the same house, the men proposed a
compromise. It was agreed that the
matter should be left to the two committees that had once met. The clubslstermen were invited to meet tic
hood coiyniittee at the home of Miss
Linn. The girls wore arrayed In their
most becoming costumes and hud a
dainty table set fot* the club eommi.
tee. Miss Linn had apportioned off the
men, taking Mr. Bob Curtis to herself.
After a long term of conviviality, during which the glfj* made themselves
as attractive ns they knew how. the
two committees proceeded to business.
The men asked the, girls to propose a
compromise. Then Miss Linn, acting
■*
as spokesman, said:
“We propose as a. conjprpndse that
yon give up the house-to us.”
The clubmen looked at each other,
.then necepted the term i.
WILL ARB C\ .IRVING.

denominations

At

The men’s hats came off one by one.
■“Muy I ask," said Miss Linn, "what
you are doing here?”
"We are preparing the building for

to

all

his bounty with lavish hand.

ously.

girls

Christmas Day brought its usual cheer
Ellsworth, with celebrations of the joy-

festival in church and Sunday school.
Santa Claus was impartial as usual, visit-

her soft voice, "let's go to the octagon
bouse and”—
"Settle," supplied Miss Prichard.
At 2 o'clock lu the afternoon the
house committee of the Calumet chib,
consisting of Messrs. Bob Curtis, Jack
Brewster and Howard Merltt, were in
the new clubhouse consulting how they
should apportion the room when In
walked the three young ladles.
On
■seeing the men stalking about with
their hats on Misses Prichard and Seronde shrank back, each with a faint
Miss Linn advanced imperishriek.

two

TREES BEAR FRUIT BOUN-

ful

phantly.
"Very well,” said Miss Seroude In

the celling.
Leaving the

ELLS-

THE CHURCHES.

11.

.to

VISITED

TIFULLY—SPECIAL SERVICES IN

"Bravo!” exelnimed the other members of the committee, clapping their
bands. "We’ll claim it by law.”
"And nine points of the law are possession,' said the president trium-

begin.”
"You art* fortunute, ladles,
replied
Mr. Curtis, bowing very low. “We bave
had the house cleuued for you.”
The girls looked at each other and
"Look at the
Amlled sarcastically.
windows," said Miss Prichard in a
stage whisper. “And the stairs,” from
Miss Seronde In a musical voice. At
the same time she threw up a pair of
shapely arms nnd raised her Ijlue eyes

CLAUS

WORTH SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

lOrlglnal. J
“Young ladles," mild the liend ot the
sisterhood, an organization within the
Episcopal church, “we are at our wits'

atLHJUl

AFTER THE EAGLES.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Deer Isle, Dec
Miss Cecil H
both of North

Deer Isle.
ROBERT8—HOWARD-At Penobscot. Dec 25,
by Rev James C Gavin, Mi-s Phila C Roberts,
of Penobscot, to Marsion F Howard, of Blue
hill.
SPRINGER-JOY-At Franklin. Dec 22. by
Rev A E Lorrlmor, Miss Agnes Sprluger to
Seth Joy, both of Frauklln.
THURVTON—ALLEN-At North
Sedgwick.
Dec 25, by Rev S M Thompson, Miss Keuiah
Ms ide Thurston to Roy Parker Allen, both of
North Sedgwick.
W A RD W EL L—O A K ES-A t Castlne, Dec 19, by
Rev A E Luce, Miss Maud M Ward well, of
Penobscot, to George A Oakes, of Hancock.

3

CASH

FIRST PRIZE, $3. SECOND PRIZE, $2.
THIRD PRIZE, $1.

[east eni> bridge]
ELLSWORTH, ME.
(Formerly occupied by Wm. Coggins.)

COOMBS’ BLOCK,

You'll be Surprised
to learn what

lots of

■M-i-l-

FLOUR

things

We have a large
high-grade flours
want to dispose of

may be found a stove store
suitable for Holiday Presents.

Goods

are

to

the

thrifty

house-

wife.

That Leak
in the water pipe must be attended to.
Telephone me.
Don’t wait.

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street,

we

Do you realize you
here in Ellsworth
as well as at
points farther
away, and at

once.

useful, and many of

can

them are ornamental—and all
of them are sold at prices that
defy competition, and thus

appeal

etock of
that

At

ELDRIDQE’S

JORDAN,

1H-M

M-H *

buy

WHOLESALE
On

equally

favorable terms?

H. P. BAILEY CO.
Storehouse and Mill,
WATER ST.,
ELLSWORTH.

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date denlol
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for I'ainless Extraction.

H.

GREELY,

FURNITURE

DENTIST.

DIED.
BILLINGS— At I.title lH*er Isle, Dec 19, Infant
son of 51 r and Mis Elmer J
Billing aged 5
BUNKER—At Franklin, Dec 1ft, Lucy, wife of
Pearl bunker. Hged 59 yuars, 7 days.
COOK—At San Francisco, Cal, D c 18, Lerter 8
of EllsCook, sou of Mrs Gideon 8 Coo.
worth, aged 48 years, 10 months.
DODGE—At Stonlngton. Dee 12, Mrs Lizzie
Rebecca Dodge, aged 57 years.
DOUGLASS —At Castlne, l*ec 21, Solomon
Douglass, aged 73 years, 4 months, 6 days.
EATON—At West Brooklln, Dec 21, Miss Alice
M Eaton, aged €0 years, 2 months, 26 days.
GRINDLE—At Brewer, Dec 17, Mrs Frances E
Grlndle, of Uluehlll. aged b2 years, 8 months,
18 days.
JELLISON—At Mount Desert Ferry, Dec 22,
Nahum Jellison, age 82 years, 10 months.
JORDAN—At Waltham, Dec 27, Gilman 8 Jordan, aged 71 years.
MACDONNELL—At West Brooklln, Dec 22,
Owen MacDonnell, aged 24 yeara.
TREWOBGY—At BluehlH, Dec 19, MrsZelpha
Treworgy, aged 94 year?, 8 months, 14 days.
TRIPP—At Lamolue, Dee 28, JabezTripp, aged
72 years, 5 months.

3

PRIZES

offered for the highest string rolled at'
CANDLE PINS. Contest to close Christmas night.
are

UNDERTAKING.

Stain Street,

FJiswai I>.

FOR

SALE

At HANCOCK HOD8K STAHL. K.

I hare leased the
floor of the Eno
on

ground
building

Several good business Horses, new and seeoua.
band Carriages. Harnesses. Amnt tor II. a.
Mover's Flue Carnages. Everything as represented or no sale. Terms reasonable.
r. H. OODLU.

State street, and have

moved from my temporary
location

on

Main street.

ESTABLISHED

WM.

IMS.

FARROW,

SAI L-MAKE R.
DRftlertn Duck. Bolt-Rope tod toil
kinds

riLSON'8

L. W, JORDAN,
j Ellsworth,

Maine.

rtTrimMia|i» used In nut* ms
WHARF.

ROC ALAN TV

MR

Trac Ellsworth Amkmcan
(The only

cocntt

paper.]

1*1

iekicax

o’clock.

subscribers at 107

has

7 post-offices in Hancock county.

</

ladies in

papers in the County com>ot reach so many. The Ameri-

All

her

bi

be,
cHt

erdv local papers.

fast

The circula-

j

Leo M. Sellers, of Boston, is the guest
Dr. and Mrs. M. A. Wardwell.

j

W. B. Clement has a crew chopping for
him on a lot recently purchased.

barring the Bar
ecord's summer list, is larger
of all the other papers printed
ek county.

.'he American,

rs
**

th
in

i'NTV

t

>n*u

ct*e*

A Bank Account is

isugm

HjKNCOCK.
THE OMAHA TRIBE.

Saving.

a

days

A person with

A person without a Rank
wishes

who

Account

D. C. Littlefield is spending a few days
his family, after an absence of several months at Honlton.

Account has

to

Christmas concert was given at the
Methodist church Saturday evening. The
was
church
appropriately decorated.
Two well-filled trees and a fireplace and
chimney made of candy boxes gave a
pleasing effect. The pastor. Rev. C. H.
A

buy

a

money

keeps

iret a check from some

or

friend who has
Rank Account.

already

for

a

your account, cares

jour

money, and

nishes you

This causes

a

check

furbook

ilowing parody on the American Bryant, and his committee have every
written by A. B. Crabtree and read reason to be well pleased with the results
India:
at the recent entertainment by the Omaha j of their labors. •
Tii

The farmers’ telephone line went into
V
in
muoinffo, *h-w tod now sit elr | service
Tuesday, Dec. 19. Central office is
*11 that exalt-a"d emlielUbes civilized at South
ded«i
Penobscot, W. H. Welch in
Itfr. Of o uatia I*rl e of Red Men came into ex
charge. The following are subscribers:
S. Gray, lumber; Miller A Littlefield; A.
Bc».
tue •••»€ sun that fol»s over ▼our
H. Hutchins, general merf.
Ren
stealthy Madison and the ca; tlous E. Vamum, A.
m. Mowed »»y the couraeeou* Henry and
chants; A. C. Condon, knitting factory;
!**)»<•
C.O. Hutchins, egg merchant; H C. Perry,
i-tent John K, pursued the psntlmt
the |..
deer.
zing on the wme moon that smile# on superintendent of schools; W. L. Grindle,
the
and
lsrenee
ubarr-halred
eaglt
Mrs. Ada Joyce, Dr. M. A. Wardwell.
j oa
ert J. w. oes, and perchance may win.
ere' M
St'BA.
Dec. 25.
Here the wiewain
their » (>fnt ey*d maidens.
INDIAN POINT.
m- on the tender Orln and the helpless
|>hx b
WUhan
'Char
Wow
~

council fire glares oo the wise
and dating Charles P.
ta'l and stately Ernest paddle# hie
e along your rocky shores (selling

; the
H

The frostfish

THE FIRST NATIONAL
ELLSWORTH,

COUNTY NEWS.
*r>r

additional

County Netet

tee other

pngei

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Lucy Freeman has returned to her
home in Mil bridge.

plentiful in the brook

are

written Hie laws for them on tables of
»*i*! He has traced them on the tables of
their heart-*. They know not on'y the God of
vegetation, but *he God of the universe they beRol In every living person.

school

•ton

was

held

by
Sunday
Saturday evening. Owing

j

the stormy weather, few were present,
but the exercises were especially good.

to
;

j

L. Leland and daughter May, of Bar
Orren Fernald, wife and little
son Arthur Wendall, of Manset, and Miss
Jessie Leland
with
spent Christmas
Samuel Leland and wife.

to

behind the western hills; Herbert
In
H., Tike tbf* run that flames on all from M» n Id
n*
thr
;
Percy, like the flower that snap* In
day
the morning hreexe; Augustus M., like the lofty
Mrs. Belle Heriihy and son Walker and
plm- th««t defies a thousand whlrlwlnds;Wlll, like
the tlmlo warbler that never left his mother’s Edward O’Hearn, of Bar Harbor, ppent
whose
un.
Christmas with Mrs. W. C. Higgins. Mrs.
lap: dose h. like the fearless e gle
ftred Hnlnn Is w**t In cl>ud*; and Augustus I
Higgins returned with them to Bar Harwhose fo*-m glows with a spark of that light to
bor to sp»»nd the winter with her daughwhose «ou ee he bends In humble adoration.
ter, Mrs. C. H. Norris.
And a'l this has not passed awav. but acr s« !
Dec. 25.
H.
the war fume* another tribe called Pocahontas. !
►earing the •<“'d« of Freedom. Friendship and
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Charltv. w Ich they are sowing that they mar
A little stranger cam;? to the home of
spring ut> Into your every-day life; years canwot change the character of this noble council
Guy Cleveland and wife Dec. 17.

Joseph Bye
news

daughter

in

Canada.

Ddc. 22.

H.

Harlan Hodgkins is at home from BosChristmas.

SOUTH PENOB8COT.

Homer Wilbur has been confined to the
house the past week with the measles.

William Gray arrived home from Stockton Springs Saturday for the winter.
A few smelting tents can be seen on the
fee, and some good cat^*h°s am reported.

Dec. 26.

ARE.

Grindle and Fred White arrived
Dec. 22 from Isles boro for the holi-

Miss Nan J. Grindle arrived home Ds®.
13, from Whitinsville, Mas3., where she is i
teacher.

Grindle.
spending

W.

VT and ’09, G. S. A., Bluehill, are
their Christmas acation at their homes
here.
vcrv

pleasant surprise pun? wjm given
tt. Grindle by the school children

Thomas
on the evening of Saturday, Dec. 16. Games
were plaved, but. to the disgust of one
youngster, not “kissing games”. Refreshments were served, and all were happy, to
Mr.
juoge from outward aopen ranees.
Grindle received manv oresents. which he
reatly appreciates. Mr. Grindle has been
teaching here for fifteen weeks. The term,
which is two weeks longer, will be finished by Miss Estella P*»rrv. of Penobscot.
Mr. Grindle will attend th? E. 8. N. 8. at
Casting.
Dec. 23.
Nemo.

:

Miss Anna M. Gott is spending the winGertrude Knowlton has returned
winter.

to Portland for the

Miss Bessie Eaton,

academy,

a

experienced farmer
has learned that some
grains require far different soil than others;
some crops need different handling than others.
He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in the spring.
Decide before the seed
is planted.

student at

is at home for the

Hebron I

holidays.

A social dance is billed for Jan. 3, at Mt.
Desert hall. Kelley and Ray’s orchestra.

and
Richardson
William
Douglas
Thurston, of Westbrook seminary, are at
home for the Christmas vacation.
j
The ladies of this place who are interested in the Mt. Desert Hall association !
held a very successful sale of useful and ;
fancy articles at the hall Tuesday afternoon. Ddc. 19.
The fancy table was in
V
charge of Mrs. Cummings Martin and 1
Mrs. Everett Stanley; the apron booth was
presided over by Mrs. O. L. Bragg, while
Miss Maude Chaffey dispensed, in short
time, the assorted home-made candies at
the confectionery booth.
Mrs. Charles
Martin solicited nickels for the “grab
bag”. In the evening Kelley and Ray, of
Bar Harbor, furnished excellent music for
the dance, which was thoroughly enjoyed
by the large number present. Mrs. F. L.
Manchester and Mrs. Leslie Wilson were
in charge of the supper served at 12

j
j

"

"

■—

..

Be

sure

There was a Christmas tree at the church
A. C.

Saturday evening directed by Mrs.

Miss Florence Bowden returned to Castine high school Monday.
Mrs. Amber Smith, of Bucksport, is visiting her parents, Amos Perkins and wife.
Miss Helen F. Dunbar, who is teaching
in Chelsea, Mass., is home for the holidays.
Charles F. Wardweli, schooner Marion
!

Xenophon.

Misses Annie and Grace Leach came
Saturday from Portland to spend Christmas with
their mother, Mrs. Augusta
Leach.
John Dority and wife, E. C. Bowden and
wife, C. M. Leach and wife, J. W. Bowden
and Bradlev Morgra»re attended the State !

EASTBROOK.

ence are now

Frank Haskell and wife,
Richardson and son Forreat

Mrs.
are

friends in town.

Celia

Dec. 25.

YORK

have

been

making sad

It is

a

fearful fate to have to endure the
terrible torture of Piles.
44I can truthfully say,” writes Harry Colson, of
Masonville, la., “that for Blind, Bleeoing,
Itching and Protruding Piles, Buclden’s
Afnica Salve is the best cure made.” Also
best for cuts, burns and injuries. 25c at
a

E. G. Moore’s, druggist.

employed

on

are

due

'*1 had a running. Itching sore on my leg.
Suffered tortures. Dean's Ointment took away
the burning and Itching Instantly, and quickly
effected
Lcnha-t,
permanent curs." C. W.

Rowling Green, O.

—

Advt.

f&rth'ral.

Cored to
Such Cures

Stay Cored.

are

the Cures that Ells-

worth Sufferers Want.
The sufferer from backache, urinary ills,
headache, dizziness, any form of kidney

disease, wants
Only

turn.

Pills.

ney

a

the trouble

cate

one

medicine that will eradiso

that it will

never

re-

Doan's Kid-

such remedy

Ellsworth testimony proves it.

Mrs. 8. A. Moore, proprietor of restauWater 8t., Ellsworth, Me., says:

on

*1 wish I could express my
Doan’s Kidney Pills.

of

pain

in

head

and

a

year

my back,
an

using

aud

much

half.

a

1 hail

distress in my

almost continuous aching in

the loins and
loaded

appreciation
Before

suffered everything with kidney

them I

much

weariness, which

I kept trying different remedies, but nothing did me
me

down all the time.

Finally I

any good.

was

advised to try
box.

1

few doses when I felt

re-

Doan's Kidney Pills, and 1 got
had only taken
lief to

a

extent

an

to obtain in such

which I
a

a

never

expects:

I

was com-

short time.

pletely cured. I give Doan’s Kidney Pills
me a new

For sale by all dealers.

lease

of life.”

Price 50 cents.

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

first-class

to-day.

what

they

large

fire-box has

sion

on

are

the

end,

The

extenmaking it
an

very desirable for burning
wood. Coal linings with the
Dock Ash Grate can be furnished if desired.

LfTTLE DEER ISLE.
S. G. Hutchinson, who has been in
command of the schooner Penobscot, hat
purchased an interest in the schooner
Carrie E. Look, 157 tons net, ol Rockland,
and will go in command of her.

wishes

Sherman McFarland and bride. Mr. McFarland is one of our most highly respected young men. Mrs. McFarland,
whose former home was in Boston, ha*
many friends here. They will reside at
the old borne.
Dec. 23.
Sumac.

[have

the fruit

25._

!

was much enjoyed.
Congratulations and best

material
used in construction which
made the Kineo* Ranges

Charles King has recently completed a
convenient slaughter house and storage
shed. He does moet of the butchering of
hogs in the neighborhood.
Dec.
S.

Capt.

Mrs. Lovell gave a housetheir friendsTuesday evening.

to

ship aiul
are

trees in

•*

warming

Quality count** every time.
It is the first-class workman-

Higgins, who is seriously ill, has
the Bangor hospital.
Quite a large number of nests of the

high school closed Friday for
the holiday recess, after a successful term
ol fourteen weeks. The principal H. W.
Hall, of Brooks, a graduate of Colby, is
doing excellent work. The attendance is
the largest since the school was estab-

and A. E. Foren were
from Winter Harbor for Christ-

mas.

no

Ebec

Sullivan

Irving McFarland
at home

credit for giving

A Fearful Fate.
It is

gone to

brown-tail moth are found
this vicinity.

havoc

J. A. Harriman
G. R. Soper ten.
question of the survival of the flt-

H.

Fred Dinsmore and wife
by D. G. Hall.

The Christmas tree and concert at the
church Dec. 23, was much enjoyed. The
concert was especially fine. Much credit
is due the teachers of the Sunday school.

Tug Phillips Eaton, Capt. A. W. Gordon,
was hauled up Saturday, after successfully
doing the largest amount of towing for a

Dogs

among the sheep here.
had nineteen killed and

EDEN.

Mrs. Treadwell, of Augusta, gave an
interesting talk to the children and their
parents Sunday evening, in the interest of
the children’s home at Augusta.

WEST HANCOCK.
Melvin Smith is at home.

visiting complaint for
B.

and wife.

Herbert Ashe, of Ellsworth Falls, spent
a few days last week with his
parents,
Simon Ashe and wife.

lished.

at home.

Nathan Hodgkins, dentist, Watertown,
N. Y., and Miss Clara Hodgkins, teacher,
Beverly, Mass., will spend the holidays
with their parents, Frank L. Hodgkins

The Pythian sisterhood gave a dance
and supper at K. of P. hall, Dec. 25.

Street

for

Mrs. Annie Linscott has returned from
a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
Raymond
Hodgkins, in Portland.

James Scott, who came home from Bluehill last week, is on the sick list.

CHEMISTS

home

a

John Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, is the
guest of his father, D. D. Hodgkins.
Capt. Jefferson Smith has completed the
season’s casting, and be and his son Clar-

ladies’ guild gave a sociable at
Hooper & Havey’s hall Dec. 20.

SCOTT C&
BOWNE

is

bride and groom have the best wishes of
friends.
Dec. 23.
R.

rant

Measles is prevalent.
Mrs. Etta Goodins is very ill with pneumonia.

shot.
seen in E. A.
Lowell’s field a few days ago.

LAMOINE.
Miss Olive Coolidge
Christmas.

The

*1

from Pittsfield

many

Turner, has closed the season's shore-fishing, and is at home.

Dec. 25.

Williams.

Miss Lydia Perry, of Steuben, is visiting
her niece, Mrs. Nellie Cook.

label is on the
wrapper of every
bottle of Emulsion
you buy.

50c. and $1;
all drugf iota

Miss Annie Dunbar is at home from
Penobscot for the holidays.

Fred Driwoll, of Seal Harbor, is visiting
relatives and friends here.

James Havey is at home from North Jay
for the holidays.

a

NBW

Charles Sherman and wife have gone on
visit to Boston. They will probably
isit New York before returning home.

WEST SULLIVAN.
R. F. Gerrish is at home from Macbias.

that this

409 Pearl

Bangor.

Miss Rubie Jordan, of Waltham, was
chapel Sunday evening. The
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
concert was organized and conducted by the guest of her cousin, Miss Nellie Butler, last week.
Henry Or indell and Mrs. Annie Dodge.
There was a supper and sale at Grange
E. G. Burnham and a gentleman from
ball Wednesday evening, under auspices
Pleasing features were the address of welBar Harbor have closed a contract with
come by Lucy Allen, declamations by Leon
of the ladies' aid society.
for stumpage for
Mrs.
M.
C.
Austin
Roberts, Freddie Cole and Roy Tyler, and
of ten years, the lumber to be manDeer have been quite numerous hererecitation by Ruth Roberts. The solos by period
ufactured at Egypt.
abouts during the game season,and several
Hazel Holden and May Redman were also
Dec. 25.
Ch’k’er.
have been
Four w'ere

picture in the form

of

in

month.

very fine.
Dec. 25.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Leo Blaisdell t* at home
M. C. I.

vis-

school in the

sample free.

a

organize
presented

to be

A very pretty and interesting event was
he Christmas concert by
the Sunday

should be taken immediately. There is nothing that will repair
wasted tissue more
quickly or replace lost
flesh more abundantly
than Scott’s Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
fail.
We 'te’fff send you

being

entertainment

a

port.

Scott’s Emulsion

ter in Fox boro. Mass.

a

home.
for

in

are

Friends of George Haven and wife, of
South Hancock, are pleased to note that
grange at Bangor last week.
they are both improvi ig. Mr. Haven
At tha horn? of Burton Wardweli last
broke his leg, and Mrs. Haven has been in j
the hospital at Bangor, for an operation. Tuesday afternoon Miss Maud M. WardTheir only son has receutlv arrived at San well was married to George A. Oakes, of
Francisco, Cal., after a trip around Cape Hancock.
itev. A. E. Luce officiated.
Horn from New York, being out only
Mrs. Oakes has n.any friends here, where
fifty-three days.
she has always lived, and the kindest
M.
Dec. 25.
wishes go with her to her new home,
WEST FRANKLIN.
L.
j Dec. 23.

to transact

George M. Giles, who has been employed during the past season on the
John T. Clark and wife arrived home
steamer J. T. Morse, came home Sunday.
from Wafcerville Saturday.
Capt. Leroy Flye has arrived home, havPearl Day, of Ellsworth, visited his sising hauled his vessel, the schooner W. T.
Mrs. Ella Smith, recently.
Emerson, into winter quarters in Bucks- ter,

best time to remedy wasting conditions in
the human body is before the evil is too deep
rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

M’KINLEY.

Miss

Christmas entertainment at the
Methodist church Saturday night consisted of music, vocal and instrumental,
recitations, drills, etc. A song by Mrs. J.
much appreciated.
K. Mitchell was
Much credit is due Mrs. Flora Abbott and
Mrs. Elia Havey.
The

The North Brooklin Wharf Co. met Fri-

taken to

iting

Miss Madge Moon, of Ml. Desert Ferry,
visited Mrs. Albert Jewett last week.

NORTH BROOKLIN.

are

a

It

Misses Eliza and Adele Wescott

John Mortimer is banner huntsman this
having killed his two deer.

Fred Hamilton and wife have gone to
Hopedale, Mass., for the winter.

day evening at Henry Grindle’s

became

Mr. and

Earl Hutchins, of Bucksport, Is visiting
relatives here.

season,

C.

Dec. 25.

ibout

time!

Th° new ’phone* which have been delayed have b**"n set up at last, and are
gr°a*lv srvoreciated.

A

!

Steps
comedy

SEED

Flora Bowden sty»nt her Christmas
vacation at the home of her uncle, A. M.
Crindle.
Miss

Ray

\

turned

days.

Wade L. Grindle and

f

the wife of Edward Rice.
few intimate friends wore present.
After the oeremony, hich was performed
by Rev. Q. Mayo, the happy couple left for
their new home previously made
ready
for occupancy. They are popular
young
people, and their many friends are pleased
that they are to reside here.
Dec. 25.
C.
sey,

Only

Penobscot.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

The McKinley school league elected the
following officers for the ensuing term:
President, Miss Dodge; vice-president,
Bernice Over; treasurer, Gertrude Bick-

Henry Grindell has completed his job of
vork carpentering at Sargentville and re-

L. M.

as a

j

a

with

B.

Dec. 25.

business.

ia&orrtisnnnufi.

The many friends of Mrs. W. H. Sargent, who was injured by a fall as noted
in last week’s news, will be pleased to
learn of her somewhat improved condition.

direction
Edith DeBeck. The last evening Mrs.
Grace Butler French very kindly assisted
in rendering “On Christmas Day in the
Morning” with tableaux.

MARLBORO.
ton for

employed

Mrs. S. O. Moore.

car

a

ford; secretary, Sybil Cole; librarian,
Hattie Hutchings; entertainment comMiss Della I. Hooper, who has been emThere will be no school next week. The
mittee, Sybil Cole, Marion Pike and Ida ployed at Portland, arrived home Saturday.
teacher, Miss Mertica Snail, is to g > to
Stinson; executive committee, Genevieve
Sears port to attend the wedding of her
Lloyd Blaisdell, of East » Fran kiln, has
Susie Over and Gladys Hutchings.
brother. Dr. A. M. Small, of Freedom. Cole,
been the guest of Ralph Springer and w'ife
The bride is Miss Edith WillLims, of, Preparations are being made for an enter- for a few
days.
tainment the last of the term.
Searsport.

their hunting grounds.
Cet thorn he falthfal to the’r virtues, and
tkankf 1 for tbelr success as a council.

liotn0

home from Ellsworth

W. F. Bruce
entertained on SunW. Cleaves and family and Capt. 8.
O. Moore and wife were the dinner guests.
In the evening the party was increased by
others until about twenty enjoyed the fine
Christmas tree and the other festivities.
Dainty refreshments were served.

of

Mrs. Walter Seeking, with her two
children, Flossie and Bertie, came from
Belfast Saturday. Mrs. Seeking, who ha*
been in poor health the past year, is much
better.

came

day. E.

received the
his youngest
Hamilton
hospital.

the

Mrs. Grace Trundy, of Bor
route, is visiting her mother, Mrs. J. W. P, tte».
Tuesday evening, Dec. 19, th re was a
quiet wedding at the home of Mrs. C. A.
Crane, when her ni ■ce, Miss Fannie Lind-

Fay F. Larrabee, a medical student at
son,
the University of Maryland, Baltimore, lin have availed themselves of an opporFrank Douglas, and one daughter, Mrs.
arrived home Saturday for the Christmas
tunity for securing desirable reading by Perkins.
vacation.
making application to the traveling
G.
Dec. 25.
Wilbur Cole and Clarke Blance, students library with headquarters at Augusta.
from Coburn classical institute, are spendEchoes from the Christmas sale by the
ing the Christmas recess with their pa- ladies’ aid society recently give no unNORTH CAST1NE.
rents. Alfred Wass, another student, is 'a certain sound
regarding the entertainCapt. Ezra Conner is home from sea.
at
Dr.
Larrabee’s.
guest
ments for the three evenings, under the
Miss Estelle Perry la teaching at South
and wife
of Mrs. Delle Fickett and Mrs.

Tuesday,

on

of the death

M. Moore

spend Christmas with his parents, Capt.

and

j

sad

Miss Annie Handy returned to Steuben
Sunday to spend the winter with her
sister, Mrs. Marcus Cleaves.
L.

R.

blot from memory Its noble purpose.
Her® »hev ren.aln, how like their hoH, untamed. or tameable progenitors! Myra, wl»h fal
eon glance. and f.ydla of lion bearing ; the Maud
cf the t unhlng ba’lad. and Clara, the heroine
«*f Ice ere m They are not degraded, but like
Bessie and Eflle they wa'k In rn»jesty to remind
w* bnvr miserable Is man 'when the foot of the
eomrneror Is on h!a reck. As a council they are
turreaslns on every hand; their council lire
Burn* bright, and the war cry of Cad la echoing
«>n the shore of the future.
Swiftly and gaily
Adefma and Emma F chase the aqulrr* 1. while
and
their
Tire
Alice
Cam
stng
pra*§ea.
They are marching before the mighty tile
whtch is pressing them onward, and Nancy and
PTeTTte will soon gather In the last pale-face near

John W. Blaisdell is loading
box boards for Lowell, Mass.

on

Harbor,

mvr

winter.

Stanwood has gone to Steuben
to

R.

Christmas trees Monday night at the
Miaa Myrtle Svammon ia home from
Congregational and Unitarian churches Bangor and Mis* Vivian from Burksport
were much enjoyed.
A Christmas concert
seminary, for the holiday*.
at the Congregational church Sunday
Theodore Bragdon had a hog killed
Frank Clark is clerking for Henry Jelli- evening was much enjoyed, especially the
which weighed nearly 800 pound*. Loren
son during his absence at East brook.
solos by Miss Phil brook, Mr. W’alker and
Wentworth had one weighing 5S0 pound*.
|
Mrs. C. E. Petersen returned from New Miss Jones. The church was prettily
Rally and aupper at the Baptist church
decorated.
York last week, after an extended visit.
were postponed on account of the atorm
William F. Cook, of Brooklin, with a
ne many irienas oi ooiomon uougia*
Thursday last, until Rev. Mr. Lorrimer
span of horses, is
employed by H. C. were shocked to learn of his death Thurs- returns from a week’s visit to his former
Bunker.
had
for
Mr.
time
been
day.
Douglas
along
pastorate.
George A. Martin, of Calais, is with his a sufferer with cancer on his hand, but
Miss Agnes Springer and Seth Joy, both
as
a
shock
his
his
death
came
to
friends, of this
family here, on his way east ffom Boston,
place, were married Friday evenhad
him
on
the
street
of
whom
teen
where he spent a part of his vacation.
many
ing, Dec. 22, by Rev. A. W. Lorrimer, at
held
before.
The funeral was
Mrs. James Swan is slowly rallying from the day
the Baptist parsonage in Franklin. The
the home of his daughter, Mrs. Sew
a protracted illness.
Mr. Swan was unfor- at
bride wore a tailor-made suit of blue
all Perkins, with whom he had lived since
tunate in cutting his right leg recently.
broadcloth, with white silk waist and
the loss of bis wife. It was conducted by
white velvet hat. The popular young
The enterprising people of West Frankthe Odd Fellows. He leaves one

here.

only

Mrs. J. F. Dolcn bss returned from
visit in Boston and vicinity

E.

FRANKLIN.

P. T. Moore went to Mil bridge Saturday
Miss Cassie Higgins returned to her i to spend Christmas with friend*.
<an.
light
Miss Julia Guptill was a guest last week
home at the Narrows Sunday.
•Ira h r Us.)
f?. rc th y war' The echoing w*oop of Fr*d j
Seth Harding recently killed a hog, ten of her aunt, Mrs. John Coombs.
mvtl Pa* Id the bloodies* gra4p of O W. and the months
Miss Isabel Cleaves came from Bar Harold, weighing SIS pounds.
ng of John R.- *11 are here, and j
defylnv
bor to spend Christmas with her parents.
During the month the fine was off on
when th- -trlfe Is over, here circle0 the sn*oke of j
Lula Bunker has returned from Lubec,
'r»>m the dears of the tribe).
Here. too. deer on Mt. Desert island, three were
where she has been teaching since Septhey wo- -fdp; and fmm the lips of onr Prophet killed near here.
tember.
«or° *i|* «* prayer to the threat Spirit He has not
the
The Christmas concert
■

A. F. Adan.sand w ife left Tuos lay for
Massachusetts, where they w ill spend the

winter.

number of years. Although business has
been dull on the quarries during the past
season, the granite dealers in town filled
many orders from their stock, thus making a very busy season of shipping.
A. B.
Dec. 25.

W. F. Davis and wife have returned
from
visit in Steuben.

spend Christmas.

Mrs. C. J. Whiting, who has been visiting her niece, Mrs. George Hatch, in Medford, Mass., has returned home for the

MAINE,

.....

M. H. Winslow and wife
spent Christin CberryHeld.

mas

here.

M. Gus Perkins, who is employed at
Rumford Falls, is spending the holidays
here with his parents, B. D. Perkins and
! wife.

BANK,

BIRCH HARBOR.
Alton Bunker has bought the
Corbett
house.

a

|

tribes is of local interest:

„ho£

time, be a thing of the past in this
State
Dec. 36.

Miss May Porter and brother William
are spending the holidays at their cottage

Mr*. W. H. Hooper, who has been in the
hospital at Portland for some weeks ter
an operation, arrived home Saturdsy.

without cost.

delay.

a

and

The Hank

write a check.

order

Miss Anna Witherle, who has been away
I teaching, returned home last week.

dip

to

his pen into the ink

send mouey away, has to
either

only

sheep. Unless the legists
to the rescue
with more
laws
tor the protection of
stringent
sheen
the
sheep industry will, in
or

comes

with his father here.

Rosntan Devercux, who is attending the
U. of M., is home for the holidays.
Miss Susie Conley left Wednesday for
Massachusetts to spend the winter.

Hank

a

test—dog*

ture

a

Will Chamberlain in spending the holi-

—

with

KBVH.1

.Vf**

Ormni/fi

w

CASTING.

I

Sellers and wife are at home
Waterville for a few days.

Preston
from

l»wi

Mu.Nowii

A>*ON.

PENOBSCOT.

only paper printed
'ounty. and has never claimed to
mt the onlv paper that can prop
ailed a COUNTY paper; all the

Ha’

fi»

charge.

Dec. 22.

in

ot the

ca >

COUNTY NEWS.

at>btrti*nnmt«.

financial result of both fair
‘was very gratifying to the

The

and dance

for

hale

by

F. B.

AIKE3V, Ellsworth, Me.

UAMTACTUHEU BY

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co., Bangor, Me.

Vincio Trask; keeping Christinas,
(COUNTY news, j; tation,
class of girls; singing, two girls; time of
O

9,

*»'••*’*

'•

•****»«

••

rejoicing, class of girls; recitation, Marion
Sawyer; singing, school; recitation, Fredrecka Norwood; offering, Clayton Wal[ lace; singing, young ladies.

BROOKLIN.
Darius Herrick is quite ill.
A. H. Sherman has been to Boston

Dec. 26.

on
(

business.
J. F. Staples is drawn to
traverse
A.
west

serve

on

the

jury.

E. Farnsworth has returned to SouthHarbor.

Parker Bridges, who has been quite ill,

improving.

is

Capt. M. A. Flye, of Stonington, spent
Christmas at home.
The missionary circle sent a barrel
valued at|25, to Good Will farm last week.
Farther Lights held

chapel

a

meeting

Friday evening,

in the

followed

by

a

gone to

Miss
Austin
school
Winter Harbor, and is home.
James Norwood has moved his family to
Bar Harbor, where he is employed.

Robert B. Bates, of Portland, has been
his parents, B. L. Bates and wife.
The Lizzie and Annie, Capt. Candage, is
loaded w'ith freight for Buck’s and Orcutt’s Harbor.
Dec. 24.
C.

visiting

Mrs. Frank E. Wall, of Bar Harbor
spent last week at the Homestead.
L. Tripp was called here on Saturday
death of his father, Jabez Tripp.

E. E. McFarland and wife and W. H.
Cousins and wife attended the State
grange in Bangor last week.

M. A. Blake, of Cipe Rosier, has
Hartford for the winter.

Here to There
BY WAY OF

W. E. Harvey, who has been at Intervale
for the past few' months, is at home.

at

Miss Alice Eaton died Thursday, Dec.
at West Brooklin, aged sixty years.
Services were held at her late home Saturday. Interment at Sedgwick.

From

enter

has closed her

Mrs. George Haskins, of Bar Harbor, is
her parents, E. E. McFarland and
wife.

<kf’

Howard Bates has gone to Portland to
the law office of 8. L. Bates.

Frank Robinson has closed out his busihere and gone to Boston.

A.

er

Lizzie J. Clark.

Mrs.

ness

Miss Wilson, teacher of the high school,
is spending the Christmas vacation at
Winter Harbor.

21,

in the

NORTH LAMOINE.

by

()'ntiwttp \etrt.,

SOUTH BROOKSVXLLE.

There was a Christmas tree at Mascot
hall Christmas night.

social.

Additional

Capt. L. F. Gray is in hie new store.
Capt. J. E. Coudins has gone to Portland

D.

Emma

'atJbtrtiBemfnta.

COUNTY NF.MS
Bn

the

BLUEHILL FALLS.

visiting

B. A. Gray is out again.
Mrs. L. P. Candage is very poorly.

Mrs.

Warren Duffee is at home for Christmas.
Pierce Candage is chopping
North Bluehill parties.

wood for

JOHNSON’S
LINIMENT
From a bruised foot, sprained ankle, strained tendons, or rheumatic lameness to a sound and "fit” condition, is a short road and
quick trip, if you treat your infirmity with that famous old remedy—

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Reduces inflammation, internal or external, quicker than anything
else. Discovered by an old family physician 95 years ago, it has been,
and still is, the best known of all household remedies. Allays all
pain, heals all wounds, relieves the pain of strains, sprains, wounds,
cuts, scalds, burns or insect bites. Taken on sugar cures a cough,
cold, croup, cramp, colic or diarrhoea. Does it quickly. Does it surely.
Keep it where you can put your hand on it day or night.

pig reported last week as weighing
Raymond Charter will spend the winter
pounds, belonging to W. R. King,
with his grandmother here.
weighed 460. Of a family of five, this one
Lester Conary is home from Portland,
included, ten months old, the net weight
when slaughtered was 1,876 pounds, an where he has been employed as carpenter
for three months.
average of 375 pounds each.
Philip Burns went to Bass Harbor (east
Robie Norwood and wife, of Southwest
Harbor, Capt. Fred Hodgkins and wife side) Saturday. They have lived here five
and little daughter Hope, Henry Clark years, and will be missed.
All druggists; 25 cent and 50 cent sizes—large size most economical.
Dec. 26.
Crumbs.
and wife, of Southwest Harbor, Alvin
Lord
and wife, of Ellsworth, and G. B.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
family.
SEDGWICK.
Hodgkins were the guests of Mrs. George
Dec. 25.
UKB Femme.
H. Coggins on Christmas.
Capt. Y. H. Cain has arrived from Isle
WINTER HARBOR.
au Haut to spend the winter with
his
DEATH OP JABEZ TRIPP.
HITTERY TO CARIBOU.
John Mattherson is quite ill with the
family.
Citizen-Wliat possible excuse did jon
part of passenger ser i e from Boston to
On Saturday, Dec. 23, Jabez Tripp, an
measles.
Mrs. John Hall left last week for MassMaine, by which Charles W. Morse, of fallows have for acquitting that murderer?
Carieton
P. Merrill, of Farmington, has
died
about
and
citizen,
aged
respected
New York, obtains more complete control Juryman-Insanity.
Citizen—Gee! Tjo
achusetts to care for her daughter who is
Mrs. Anna Bickford is visiting her son
been nominated by Gov. Cobb as a trustee
noon at the age of seventy-tw’o years and
of the company, was
at Ogunquit.
dangerously ill.
announced last week. whole twelve of you?
of State normal schools.
five months. Mr. Tripp, though in failing
Last summer Mr. Morse purchased the
C.
Gapt. Elisha Bickford and wife are visit- health for some time, was not thought
N. C. Fletcher, who recently purchased
Metropolitan ste^msnip line, whivh does
before
hours
his
a
few
ing relatives at Gouldsboro.
ill
until
the
and
franchise
electric
seriously
lighting plant
business between Boston and New York,
STATE GRANGE OFFICERS.
shock
to
the
comas
a
which
came
will
at
once
erection
at
the
H. E. Harrington and wife are keeping death,
Dexter,
hansom B. Fuller has resigned as presi- ; To all persons interested in either of the esbe^in
hereinafter named.
of
of
a
new
at
a
cost
house in the Lewis Foss house.
power plant
f10,000. dent of the Eastern Steamship Co. He : Attates
munity.
|
Obariiuh Gardner Re-elected Master
a probate court held at Bucksport, in
ad
for the county of
William Warren, of Brewer, for many has been the head of the company since
He was a kind husband and father and a
Mrs. C. E. Smith is spending the ChristHancock, on ih> fifth
With Unexpected Opposition.
day of December, a. d. 1905.
mas vacation with relatives in Boston.
genial, kind-hearted neighbor, and will
At the session of the State grange in years in the ship-carpentering business, Ls organization.
matters
'I'HE following
having been prenot alone in the home 1 ut
JL sented for the action thereupon heieia*
Bangor last week, Wednesday was devoted died Saturday, aged seventy-four years.
George W. Pendleton, who has been be missed
He leaves a
fowl is about ten alter indicated, it is hereby ordered that noFirst
Boarder—This
friends.
He was a native of Freedom. After sevhis
many
among
of
to
the
election
of
others.
The
be
to
all
lice thereof
surprise
given
persons interested^
away several months, returned Saturday.
widow and five children Ivy and Charles, the day was the strength developed by the eral years in business in Searsport, he years old. Second Boarder How can you by causing a copy of this order to be pubEdward Noyes went to Steuben Sunday
in the Ellalished three weeks
of California; Mrs. Nellie Brackett, of opposition to the reelection of Obadiak moved to Brewer nearly thirty years age. tell? First Boarder By the teeth. S?<- worth American, a successively
newspaper published at
to attend the funeral of his uncle, L. B.
Boarder But. a fowl has Uu teeth.
1 ond
Ellsworth, in said county, that tney may »pLake Sebago; Alton, of Waterville, and
a
of
of
as
Thomas
master.
Pillsbury,
Rockland,
Capt.
Gardner,
Rockland,
First Boarder Just so; but 1 have.
Noyes.
pe.«r at a probate court to be held at ElfaNewell, who resided with his father and
The opposition to Mr. Gardner was retired ship master and cipitalist, agel
w
ith, in said county, on the second duj off
‘•Which weeds are the easiest to kill?” ; »a
D. D. G. M. Eben Whittaker will pub- cared for him in his last hours.
iuary, a. d. 190H, ui ten of ihe clock in thm
front
died
due
to the sentiment that Mr. eighty-ssven years,
Thursday
largely
f. renoou, and be heard thereon if the* see
asked young Flickers of Farmer Sassafrrs,
licly iustall the Masons Wednesday evenThe funeral services were at the church Gardner had held the office
n
Prior
1866
wht
of
a
shock.
to
the
effects
long
enough,
man
his
work.
that
at
a3
he
watched
good
>□11 O
ing:, Dec. 27. Refreshments will be served. on Christmas at 2 o’clock. Rev. Thomas
Moore, late of Mariaville, in said
having rounded out eight years, and that he retired from the sea because of n sc- ( Widow’s weeds,:: replied the farmer.
A certain instrument pur.aty, deceased
The Christmas tree and concert at the McDonald, the pastor, officiating.
vere illness, he was master of some of the
no one man, however popular or
You have only to say ‘wilt thou,’ and they
ti, g to he the last will and testament off
\
capable^
-.,i J deceased, together wnh petition for proY.
town hall Monday evening was largely
wilt.”
Dec. 28.
«On
vessels
afloat.
the
should hold the office for so many years. largest sailing
n
e of same, pre*euted by H. T. Silsby, the
attended, a bona fide Santa being the chief
maiden trip of the Rockland ship Martha
The depth of this sentiment, however,
named therein.
rxuctu
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mad Chase.
In
tana S. Lee, laie of Bucksport, in said
attraction.
in
which
lasted
h d been underestimated by aspirants for Cobb
twenty months,
1SG3,
_■
nuty deceased. A certain insi runieni j>uris home for the
rush in mad chase after health,
E.
Martin
Millions
C.
Cant.
for
the
owners.
Since
he
cleared
Mr. Gardner’s office.
The
result was
Mrs. Nancy Joy and daughter Helen,
$2D,000
p rting to be the 1-st will and testament off
from one extreme of fadaistn to another,
s
id dtceastd, together with petition for prolack of organised opposition, and the his retirement Capt. Pillsbury has devoted
who have been occupying the Winter winter.
when, if they would only cat good food, ha e of same, piesented by John J. Lee, one
at
home
from
is
in
interests
Misl Mircia Young
and keep thjir bowels regular with Dr.
d
cl e *-x cut r3 named therein.
Harbor house, went to Bar Harbor Saturdelegates were not able to concentrate on his time to large property
vbti: E. J>>y, late of Ellsworth, in said
King’s New’ Life Bills, heir troubles w’ould
Rockland.
Everett, Mass., for the holidays.
any one man.
day for the winter.
A certain iustrumem p«eini>, deceased.
lvli f and quick
all pass awa>.
Prompt
Two ballots were necessary before a
rung to be the last will and testam> ut of
The transfer of stock of the Eastern cure for ii. er and stoma; h trouble. 2bc at
Mrs. I. H. Coggins, of Malden, Mass.,
The Odd Fellows will have a private in(
d iKceust d together with petition lorprochoice was made. O.i the first ballot,
stallation Friday evening, Jan. 5, D. D. G. was a guest at W. T. Coggins’ Saturday.
Bertha Joy
Steamship Co., which controls the greatest j E.G. Moore’s drug store; guaranteed.
L> te of same, presented by
269 votes necessary to elect, Mr.
I\ ompson. «he executrix named therein.
M. Jos. W. Small installing officer.
Rewho has been em- with
William Bishop,
Zulma M. Haruing, late of Lamoine, in
Gardner received 260, and C. S. Stetson.of
freshments will be served.
A certain instrument
S3 > 1 county, deceased.
ployed in Vermont, is at home for the j
purporiing to be the last will and testament of
Greene, his most prominent opponent, 152.
S
DecTZr
winter.
si'.d decea.-ed. tog.ihc-r with petition for j-coOn the second ballot, Boyden Beurce, who
b.ue of same and to. the appointment of *a
J. P. Walker returned from Bangor FriWEST BROOKSVI 1J.E.
will annexed, prea.i miuistraior w.th the
had twentjr-three votes on the first ballot,
He was accompanied by Mrs.
noon.
s< u ted by Charles H. F. Haruitg, a sou of said
day
Ralph Farrow is dang' rously ill with G. P. Haven, who has been in the hospital drew out in favor of Mr. Gardner. The
d. ceased.

J. McDonnell died at his home at
West Brooklin Dec. 22, after a long illness.
He was the eldest son of J. J. McDonnell,
He has
of Bath, formerly of this place.
always made his home in this town, w here
he leaves many friends, as he was universally loved by all. He leaves a young
wife, a mother, father, three brothers and
five sisters. Sympathy is extended to the
Owen

The

400

4

j
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WHO SHE WAS

the croup.
Gilbert
also has

several weeks.

Jones is ill with the grip.

a cancer on

his

He

lip.

proved

Margaret A. Grindal, late of Penobsc t, fn
snid county, deceased. A certain instrument
pur porting to be the last will and Ustaiuent
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate of same, presented by Walton O.
tirindal, the executor named therein.
George H. Gouldsboro, late of Gouidshrro.
A certain instruin said county, deceased.
ment purporting to be the last will aud testament of said deceased, together with petition
for
probate of same presented by Abbie
Gouldsboro, the executrix named therein.
William P. Smith, late of Mt Desert, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petitiou for probate of same, presented by Bloomfield EfcSmith, the executor named therein.
Clarissa O. Coggins, late of Lamoine. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testameut of
said deceased, together with petition for probate of same, presented by Frank L. Hodgkins. the executor named therein.
Lula E. Rice and Gladys Rice, minors, of
Gouldsboro, in said county. Petition filed by
Daniel Deasy, guardian, for license to sell
certain real estate of sai minors, as described
in said petition.
Ernest D. Gordon, minor, of Eden, in said
Petiiion filed by Melvin F. Emercounty
son, guardian, for license to sell certain rea
estate of said miuor, as described lu said p«-

second ballot resulted in 289 votes for Mr.

Mrs. Haven is much im-

214 for Mr. Stetson.
Following are : he officers eleected:

Gardner and

in health.
1

Sketch of the, Life of

Lydia

E. Pinkham

G. W. Colwell, of Prospect Harbor, has
Master, Ubadiah Gardner, of Rockland;
purchased of C. H. vv oosterthe late Isaiah overseer, Boyden Beane, of East EddingWooster homestead. Mr. Colwell intends ton; lecturer, \V. J. Thompson, of South
holidays.
to enclose the cove at the shore by a water China; steward, C. W. Benson, of West
Edward K. Tapley and wife, of Brook- tight dam, for the purpose of empoundDurham; assistant steward, E. C. Patten, And a True
Story of How the Vegetable Compound
lin, have been in town the past few days, ing lobsteis through the summer. Mr. of Topsham; chaplain, B. M. Titcomb, of
an
will
build
relatives.
ice-house,
Colwell
packing Farmington; treasurer, E. C. Additon, of
visiting
had Its Birth, and How the “Panic of ’73” Caused
whole involving
Miss Etta Richards, of Rockport, who is house and wharf, the
Greene; secretary, E. H. Libby, ot Auburn;
of
of
$2,000.
upwards
gatekeeper, S. K. Cushman, of Steuben;
attending the Castine normal school, is an expenditure
it to be Offered for Public Sale in Drug Stores.
W.
Dec. 25.
the guest of Mrs. Herbert. Wescott through
Ceres, Mrs R. G. Pease, of Cornish; Pomona
The three sons and the daughter, with
This remarkable woman, whose maiden
Mrs. Boyden Bearce, of East Eddington;
the holidays.
their mother, combined forces to restore
was born in Lynn, Mass.,
WEST TRENTON.
Mrs. Obadiah Gardner, of Rock- name was Estes,
Flora,
from
Mrs. Hattie E. Tapley has received
They argued that
9th, 1819, coming from a good the family fortune.
Ja nes Gates is visiting Miss Mary Mc- land; lady assistant steward, Mrs. E. C. February
the medicine which was so good for their
For some years she
old Quaker family.
her son Robert Ellis, of Norfolk, Va., a
Patten, of Topsham; executive committee, taught school, and became known as a women friends and neighbors was equally
barrel of peanuts to be distributed among Farland.
good for the women of the whole world.
Miss Nora Emery is visiting at the home Columbus Hay ford, of Maysville Centre;
the Sunday school children.
The Pinkhams had no money and little
ww
Edward Evans, of Belfast; R. D. Leavitt,
McFarland.
Their first laboratory was the
Richard
credit.
of
Omar W. Tapley, of Ellsworth, and Dr.
herbs w'ere
where roots and
and
L.
W.
of
Woodof
kitchen,
Auburn,
Dyer,
at
Mrs.
CarThere was a Christmas tree
Eugene D. Tapley and wife, of Belfast,
on
the stove, gradually filling a
steeped
fords.
rie McFarland’s, all her family being preswere in town last week visiting their pagross of bottles. Then came the question
of selling it, for always before they had
ent. Richard McFarland acted as Santa
rents, Oipt. Thomas Tapley and wife.
Peace Overtures.
given it away freely. They hired a job
Mark I. Smith, minor, of Penobscot, in aid
Dec. 25.
Tom son.
to run off some pamphlets setting
There was blood in the eyes of the two
Petition filed by Ruth F. Smith,
Kerthe merits of the medicine, now county.
There was a family gathering at Mel- suburban housewives as they glared dagfor license to sell certain real estate
guardian,
Pinkham’s
called Lydia E.
SURRY.
Vegetable
of said minor, as described in said petition.
burn Rinalda’s Christmas, all of both famgers at one another over the whitewashed
l>e Gra se Pox. late of Eden, in said county
Compound, and these were distributed by
There was a ChristFred Fobs and wife are taking care of ilies being present.
fence.
the Pinkham sons in Boston, .sew York decea»e~. First account of Franklin A. Wa
sou. executor, tiled for s-ttlement.
while
house
the
in
the
is
evening.
and
mas
tree
family
Capt. McKay’s
Brooklyn.
“As for you,” hissed the one in the red j
Be-sie A. Clark, late of Eden, in said ManThe wonderful curative properties of
away.
deceased. First account of William CTlurk,
Edwin Hopkins, wife and little daugh- knit jacket, “I don’t know what I could j
the medicine were, to a great extent, self- t>.
administrator,
filed for settlement.
The Christmas tree and concert at the ter Dorothy came from Bar Harbor to say that would be sufficiently severe. I
advertising, for whoever used it recomJohn F. Pherson. a person of unsound mind,
Henand the demand formerly oi Sullivan, now of Franklin in said
mended it to others,
Methodist church did not have so large an spend Christmas with her aunt, Mrs.
hate you!”
count\.
First account of Charles T. Bunker,
gradually increased.
McFarland’s
Mrs.
McFarland.
attendance as usual on account of there rietta
“And you,” retorted the one in the blue
In 1877, by combined efforts, the family guardian, filed for settlement.
Ira Lesure. a person of unsound mind, of
being a concert at East Surry and one at mother, Mrs. Abigail Cousins, also spent shawl, “are really not worth wasting j
had saved" enough money to commence
F.libwortn in said county. First account of
newspaper advertising, and from that time Albert F. Buruharu, guardian, filed for settleMorgan’s Bay church. Those who at- Christinas with her.
your breath over. So there!”
Spec.
the growth and success of the enterprise
Dec. 25.
tended were generously remembered by
There was a painful pause and then the
were assured, until to-day Lydia E. PinkJo-hua L. Marshall, late of Southwest Harone in the knit jacket continued:
Santa Claus.
ham and her Vegetable Compound have i bor, in said county, » eceased. Petition filed
DEDHAM.
“I would say a great deal more were it |
become household words everywhere, and by Mary r. Marshall, widow, for an allowauce
At the regular meeting of Arbutus
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Calvin Billington is in town.
not for your sweet little baby.”
many tons of roots and herbs are used anO. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
grange Friday night, the following officers
woman of an alert and investigating mind, !
in its manufacture.
A true copy. Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
is visit“Do—do you really think he is sweet?” ail earnest seeker after knowledge, and nually
of
Mrs.
Brewer,
T.
Mary
were elected:
F.
Turner,
Master,
Jellison;
E. Pinkham hcrs.lf did notlite
Lydia
“I do, and I am not backward about say- above all, possessed of a wonderfully sym- to see the great success of this work. She
NOTICK OF l-OKKCLOSCKK
overseer, E. D. Smith; lecturer, Laura ing friends in town.
nature.
passed to her reward years ago, but not AlftiiillEAb Willard A. Gardner, of
ing it, although I despise his mother. He pathetic*
dg
Walter Fogg is attending Dow’s busiTreworgy; steward, Albert Treworgy;
In 1843 she married Isaac* Pinkham, a
ided
means
for
wick Hancock county, ami State of
she
had
continutill
▼V
pro\
is the prettiest little boy in twenty j
assistant steward, Otis Carter; chaplain, ness college in Bangor.
builder and real estate operator, and their ing her woi'h. as effectively as she could Niitine. by bis mortgage deed dated the twenblocks.”
ty third day of January, a d. 1H04, and reRosa Carter; treasurer, H. J. Milliken;
early married life whs marked by prosper- have done it herself.
Mks Lora Kenney has returned to
corded in tire registry of detds for said Han“Then—then let’s make up.
Neighbors ity and happiness. They had four chilDuring her long and eventful experience cock county, in
u ok 403, page 23T, conveyed to
secretary, Ella Jarvis; gate-keeper, E. C. normal school at Castine.
and
a
three
sons
daughter.
dren,
Bhe was ever methodical in her work, and the undersigned. Henry W.
I’ll hand you a
be enemies.
shouldn’t
Sargent, a certain
Rosa
Withee; Ceres,
Carter; Pomona,
In those good old-fashioned days it was she was always careful to preserve a record i lot or
Lewis Blood and wife, of Bucksport, dish of stewed
parcel of laud, with all buildings
over the fence.”
own
prunes
their
make
for
to
Mabel Withee; Flora, Evelyn Bellatty;
mothers
common
of every case that came to her attention, i thereon, situaie in raid Sedgwick, in the
have moved here for the winter.
Then they kissed.
home medicines from roots and herbs, na- The case of every sick woman who applied couuty of Hancock, aforesaid, described ■*..<!
lady assistant steward, Georgia Gasper.
|
ture’s own remedies—calling in a physi- to her for advice and there were thou- bouuded as follows, to wit:
Mrs. Joseph Webber is in Brewer with
Officers will be installed at the first meetBeginning at a slake at the highway leading
cian only in specially urgent cases. By sands-received, careful study, and the de- j|
Manzer
Mrs.
her
to Herrick postRaymond.
in
daughter,
ing
January.
tradition and experience many of them tails, including symptoms, treatment and front Sargentvill* postotfice
Steamed! Brown Bread.
office, Btook'Ville, at junction 01 land of
curof
the
wonderful
a
are
home
knowledge
Dec. 26.
S.
Johnson
Edna and Charlie
were recorded for future reference,
Harold A. Young and J. B. Chat to, running
results,
Sift together 2 cups of corn meal, 2 cups gained
ative properties of the various roots and and to-day these records, together with j southwesterly ou said Young’s line
inttyfrom school for the Christmas vacation.
of rye meal, one-half level teaspoonful of herbs.
hundreds of thousands made since, arc t three (93) feet to a stake and stones; thence
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Pinkham took a great interest in available to sick women the world over, ; northwesterly sixty (60) feet to astake&ndl
Among those spending the holidays in salt. Mix with 1 cup of hot water in
stones: thence northeasterly ninety-three (93)
Miss Elsie Robbins has returne'd to Seal town are Mrs. Flora Dorr and
herbs, their char- and
daughter which is dissolved a level teaspoonful of the study of roots and over
represent a vast collaboration of in- j feet to the aforementioned
disease. She formation
and power
highway, to a stake
Harbor to teach school.
of and
the
treatment
regarding
Bertha, of Orland, and Miss Ethel Rowe, soda, 2 cups of sour milk and two-thirds acteristics
|
stones; thence following said highway sixbountiso
maintained that just as nature
woman’s ills, which for authenticity and ty (60) feet to the first mentioned bound conJ. Benjamin F. Ransom arrived from of Augusta.
of molasses. Beat andpour into a fully provides in the harvest-fields and
cup
in
liany
taining twenty (20) sqnare rods, more or Ick*.
accuracy can hardly be equaled
B.
Dec. 23.
And whereas, the condition of said ni rV
Malden, Mass., Sunday for a few weeks’
buttered mould and steam five ..hours, or orchards vegetable foods of all kinds; so, brary in the world.
if we but take the pains to find them, in
With Lydin E. Pinkham worked her gage has been and now is broken, now thereand
stay for his health.
tins
one
into
baking
powder
pound
FRANKLIN.
NORTH
the roots and herbs of the field there are daughter-in-law, the present Mrs. Pink- fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortW. C. Bartlett, S. G. Leonard and E. C.
steam two hours. The smaller loaves save remedies expressly designed to cure the ham. She was
Mrs. Eva Scammon is quite ill. Her
carefully instructed in all gage, and give this notice lor that purpose.
various ills and weakneases of the body, her hard-won know
time and cut in good shaped slices.
Robbins went to Bluehill Saturday and
and for years
Henry \V. makolnt.
ledge,
mother is caring for her.
out
these
and it was her pleasure to search
she assisted her in her vast corresponSedgwick, Maine, Dec. 12. 1905.
brought over four yoke of young steers
and prepare simple and effective medicines dence.
Mrs. Hudson who has been living here
for A. P. Loriug.
NO TICK OB' FORECLOSl’HE.
for her own family and friends.
Cheese on Toast.
with her daughter, Mrs. Laforest WoodTo her hands naturally fell the direction
Dec. 23.
L.
Chief of these was a rare combination
Willie C. Bates, of BtooksOne cup of cheese crumbs in one-half of the choicest medicinal roots and herbs of the work when its originator passed
worth, since last spring has gone to Maville, Hancock county. Maine, by bis
WHEREAS
chias to visit her son.
For nearly twenty-five years she
aw-ay.
BASS HARBOR.
deed
dated
the twenty-fifth dav of
season
ills
cure
of
the
of
boil
until
for
the
found
best
mortgage
melted,
pint
milk,
adapted
has continued it, and nothing in the work
1903, and recorded in the registry
Hervey Murch, wife and two daughters with salt and pepper, beat up 2 eggs and and weaknesses peculiar to the female sex, shows when Lydia E. Pinkham dropped September.
The Sabbath school gave a Christmas
of deeds of said county, book 395, page S*.
and
friends
E.
Pinkham’s
and Lydia
and the present Mrs. Pinkham, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot
her
concert Sunday evening. Over 200 were came up from Bar Harbor Saturday to add, stirring constantly. When cooked,
neighbors learned that her compound re- nowrpen
the mother of a large family, took it or parcel of land situated in said Btooksvttfe,
spend Christmas with Mrs. Murch’s par- spread on slices of hot toast.
lieved and cured, and it became quite poppresent. The church was prettily deco- ents, W. F. Cousins and wife.
being the southwesterly half of lot No
women assistants, some as capWith
up.
and twenty-two on the plan of Sedgular among them.
rated. Much credit is due to Mrs. Fred
able as herself, the present Mrs. Pinkham hundred
Mae.
Dec. 26.
wick, of the first division, and bounded son? •»All this so far was done freely, without
continues this great work, and probably westerly by lot No. one hundred and twam yRich, who prepared the programme and
Magazine and Book Notes.
of
love.
as
a
labor
and
without
price,
money
from the office of no other person have so three of th* first divfsion; northwesterly f
drilled the children, also to Mrs. Leslie
The Portland Argus daily and weekly,
But in 1873 the financial crisis struck
TRENTON.
lot No. fifty-four of the third division; no
women been advised now to regain
the staunch old democratic paper of Lynn. Its length and severity were too many
Rich, organist. The programme follows:
Sick women, this advice is “Yours easterly by land of Abbie L. Roper, and soot
of
Bar
Phemelia
Miss
Harbor,
Stafford,
real estate interests of health.
will enter upon the new year, one much for the large
for Health”, freely given if you only w*rite easterly by the Bagaduce river, contain'!
Singing, school; prayer, pastor; recita- was the
Maine,
of
busiMiss
Natalie
last
class
of
I
as
this
Young
the Pinkham family,
guest
fifty acres, more or less; excepting from sa.-I
of political interest, with new vigor. The I ness suffered most from fearful depres- to ask for it.
tions, Bernice Dix, Ralph and Clayton; week.
premises ibe land sold to Alice E. Bate*, J «.
Such is the history of Lydia E. Pink- Walker and Oscar Lymeburner; and where .«
is a representative ..Maine paper, sion, so when the Centennial year dawned
singing, girls; the Christmas C’s, children;
Argus
of
Miss Maude and Bernice Jordan,
the condition of said mortgage has beej
made
from
ham’s
Somo
Vegetable
it
found
their
Compound;
away.
swept
property
and by reasou of the breach of tho
drill, five girls; singing, young ladies; Searsport, and Edward Jordan, of Boston, and though in the minority politically, it
simple roots and herbs; the one great broken,
other source of income had to be found.
condition of said mortgage I claim a foreclosrecitation, Dot Sawyer; message of th*? spent Christmas with their parents, Ben- has always been true to its standard, a
w
for
omen’s
ana
the
m^i.icine
E.
Pinkham’s
ailments,
At this point Lydia
Vegeure of the same, and give this notice for that
Christmas hells, class of children; recita- jamin Jordan and wife.
Geo. M. Warrex.
good, clean fighter and a worthy opponent table Compound was made known to the lilting monument to the noble woman purpose.
whose name it bears.
Dec. 20, 1905.
world.
M,
of the republican journals.
tion,' Grace Gott; drill, young ladies; reci- Dec. 26.

John S. Tapley and his bride of a few
weeks are here from North Anson for the
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A FASCINATING MAN

I

DON’T NEGLECT A COLD.

(Original.)
Douglas ModWajr and Ills sister Clara
were orphans.
Douglas was urnbitious lioili for himself and his sister.
He wished to become a merebaut in
j the city and was desirous that Clara,
w ho was u <. harming girl, should marry
I
; a city mail. His piau wa> to sell the
j farm and set up a country store. This
would take him to the city to buy
goods, where he would make the acquaintance of business men through
whom he would gradually work his
Some of these
way into a wider Held.
acquaintances lie might Introduce to
Clara, and among them she might find
a husband.
Douglas carried out his plan. Before
starting to the city his sister warned
him to beware of city people and remember that he was not versed ill city
ways. To (liis he replied that he had
letters to the lirr.i of IJurt A. Iiieaardaou and would rely on them for advice.
Burt & Richardson were wholesale
grocers.
Douglas was received by Mr.
U.cUur Ison, who said to him:
"You Lave goods to buy to so many
different lines that you had be ter take
oue of our clerks to show you where
At the same
you can buy cheapest.
time you can sound the market for
your groceries, and we will do as well
j or better than you eon d > elsewhere.”
Douglas g’adlv ncreptc 1 tiie o'Tor.
and tie clerk who was scut with him,
Klbert A'lams, pnt him right Into the
way of securing bargains, r.u 1 by 4
o'clock ail but the groceries ha.l been
purchased. Douglas had found Adams
strictly a business nan and was much
relieve 1 oti returning to tfSe store to
be Introduced to a Mr. Merrlman, avho
he undoes, o ld had just dropped In and
whose geniality captivated the young
countryman at once. Mr. Merrimnu
seemed to take to Douglas and sat
chatting with him while the others attended to business.
“Menimau,” said Mr. Richardson,
"we arc very busy Just now and can't
give Mr. Medway the attention he
needs. Can’t you devote yourself to
him this evening?"
“I slic.il be most happy,” said the
genial Mcrrlmnu.

Neglected Colds Lead to Consumption.

|

HOLIDAY SHOPPERS.
We have made our two buildings groan with the enoimous stocks
bought this season—vastly more than we should have assembled had
hold hardly as much—we
we known that our two buildings could
llut w hat a magnificent Holiday store they repreare overcrowded,
is
find
the
wanted
to
things, the unusual things,
sent! How easy it
the apprcpi iate'gift things at M. Gilbert's.

A GREAT HOLIDAY STORE
filled with a most elaborate display of
gitts for men, women and children,
WHAT A ITARVELOUS COLLECTION !
nm I C
Lfv/L,L.c>—bring the children to see them.
P1CTITES FOR YOUR HOME, CHINA WARE, LEATHER OOODS,
as Pocket Books, Hand Bags of the newest designs and
■IK
quality, MIRRORS, BRUSH and COMB SETS, FANCY
BACK and SIDE COrtBS, PAPER in FANCY
BOXES, HAT PINS, NECK WEAR,
and all kinds of

NOVELTIES

AND

KNICK-KNACKS.

Each group of above articles has a multitude of subdivisions. We
might rvrite a long story about each of them, but where would it etid if
we' told it all ? The only way for you to know all about them is to
come and see them.

Sensible Holiday Presents.
There are many people who do not like to buy Holiday presents
for tl>eir friends that are not useful, therefoie not appreciated ; for
them we hare a store full of useful sifts. Why not give them a Fur
Coat. Fur Piece for the Neck, Muff, Coat, Skirt, Shirt Waist, or a Silk
Petticoat ?

A

large

line of Children’s Furs at

Special Low

Price?.

WE HAVE MARKED DOWN OUR LADIES’ FUR COATS.
Tiie #30.00 kind to #25.00. The #40.00 kind to #35.00.
**
"
**
50.00
40.00.
30.00.
35.00

OUR MISSES’ and CHILDREN’S CLOAKS.
We have also marked down and made a reduction on Ladies’ Garments, Eiderdown Dressing Sacks, Kimonas, Bath Kobes and AVrappers.
The holiday assortment of these goods is extensive and the most
attractive that can be found. Made from the latest colorings and
designs, in Eiderdown, Floccone and Flannelette.

CHRISTMAS

HANDKERCHIEFS.

public knows what Handkerchiefs mean at this store, and our
Holiday displays will bring hundreds to see our choice assortment of
these dainty goods where more Handkerchiefs are sold and shown than
anywhere else, where varieties are greater, styles better and prices
The

lower.

UMBRELLAS.

GIFT

Stunning assortment of Gift Umbrellas for both Ladies and Gentlemen in all newest handles and reliable materials. Prices from $1 to $8.

SHOE DEPARTMENT.
In connection with our usual large stock of Boots and Shoes for Men,
Women and Children we are showing Slippers for men, 75 cent*
and
Children’s felt Romeos, all colors, fur
to #2. Women’s
trimmed, Jamb's Wool Soles, Leggins, Overshoes and the largest asGaiters
and Lumberman’s Rubbers in the State.
of
sortment
Rubbers,
We are sole agents for the best Rubbers in the world, the GOLD
SEAL RUBBERS. They cost but a trifle more, aud will outwear
three pairs of any common Rubbers.

The Holiday touch is in evidence all over our store! Every department has tire Holiday spirit, aud form the grandest Holiday
stocks we have yet shown.
Dolls, Pictures, Fancy Goods, Crockery, Handkerchiefs, Gloves,
Hosiery and Underwear, Bath Robes, Leather Goods, Silks, Dress
Goods, Table Linens, Towels, Bureau Scarfs, Pillow Shams. White
Goods, Notions, Bed Spreads, Blankets. Lace Curtains, Portieres,
Couch Covers, Table Covers, Sofa Pillows, Bags, Women’s, Misses'
and Children's Cloaks, Furs and Fur Coats, Women’s Waists aud
Skirts, Wrappers and Sacques, Underwear and Corsets, Shams, Aprons,
Shoes, Slippers, Gaiters and Rubbers, Umbrellas, Combs and Belts,
Carpets and Rugs. See the most completely equipped holiday store at

COUNTY NEWS.
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SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Daniel Sinclair, Henry and Herbert Lnrvey are cutting wood lor E. D. Lurvey.
John Carroll will move his family into
Mjggpfcen OiUey’s cottage for the winter.
Jesse Meader, of East Surry, was in
town last week selling beef and buying
bides;
Joseph and Nahum Norwood, who are
working at Northeast Harbor, spent
Christmas at home.
expect to spend
the winter at Northeast Harbor with their
son, Pedrick Gilley.

Stephen Gilley

and wife

John Tinker and family are living in
near
camp Sunlight at Trundy farm, to be

a&Drttisnnrma.

,4Hea.rt Burn”
An Early Form of Dyspepsia
But It Is

a

Warning That Should
Be Heeded
January 6, 1904.

Dear Sirs:—

My husband was troubled with heart
bum and could find no relief until I
friend advised him to take your “L
F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
Since taking it he is entirely cured
Gratefully

yours,

MRS. MELISSA MERCHANT,
Fall Quarry, Mt. Desert, Me.
is

Don't neglect your digestion until i
too

late.

depend upon “L. F.” At
An old established
Bitters.
family remedy of merit
You
wood’s

can

Subscribe

for

The

American

'win

u
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Douglas, huving completed his purchases. hurried home to tell Clara that
he had made the frieud of his life, who
had fallen in love with her picture nud
was dying to see her.
He was to come
up soon, when Douglas would return
the favors he bad received, but must
necessarily do so iu his own house.
This would throw MeiTlman

ancl, Clara

together.
was

|

Develops.

Nlne cases of consumption out of ten
occur in this way.
A person catches cold. The cold la not
properly cured, and another oold la

j caught.

!

This cold Is dilly-dallied with, either
no treatment whatever or some treat; ment that is Ineffectual, and the cold
continues.
Then another cold la caught and a
cough develops. J'ough syrups are resorted to, but they give only temporary
relief.
By and by the patient gets tired of
taking medicines and cough syrups and

:

by

gives up

in

despair.

The cold continues to

congh grows

develop and

fao

worse.

Then the doctor is called in, only to
! discover that the patient is in the first
stages of consumption.
| It was Just in this way that Miss
Powell, of Aurora, lnd., became sick.
She caught a cold, and not considering
j it serious, neglected it, thinking as
many others do, that it would “wear off.’*
However, It clung to her tenaciously,

W&yr/js
yfLfLLIAN

f

POWELL

Aurora

>

and in two weeks she found her health
Id a serious condition.
Fortunately,Perunahad been brought
to her notice, and she took a course of
this remedy before it was too late.
In • week the congh and cold were
broken, and a three weeks’ treatment
completely restored her to health.
This is what Peruna is doing all the
while. Not a day, and probably notan
hour passes in which some one does not
hav|i a similar experience with Pernna.
Care the Slight Colds and Avoid

Consumption.

PERU-NA
CURES
COLDS
AND
COUGHS.

lUv

He saw the sights
3*M1113 merchant.
of the Ity in the most delightful fashion.
He tried to pay his share of the
expense' but Merrlman would wink at
the cashiers and remark to Douglas.
“Walt till l go to your place, then it
will he you who shall do the paying."
Dougins became confidential, showing his now friend a photograph of
his sister.
Merrlman at once went
into raptures over It. declaring the
face to be the most heantful he had
ever seen.
Then a secret desire crept
into Douglas’ breast.
Merrimau was
Just the match he would like for Clara.
The next morning Merrlman spoke
of the picture In such terms that Elbert Adams asked to see it. He gazed
at it f >r some time, then hanbe l it
hack without a word. Douglas would
have been disappointed had he not
been satisfied with Merrluinn's enthusiasm.

Week after week passed, but nothing
heard of Mr. Merrimau.
Doug
las was disappointed.
When October
came he wrote inviting Merrimau to
come up and make them a visit.
The
letter was aaswered by the firm, say
ing that Merrimau was very busy. A
few days later young Elbert Adams
walked into the store in shooting costume and said he was on his way to
his shooting club.
Douglas invited
him to supper, and from the moment
he and Clara met they seemed desper
his work, as he and his son Everett are
ately pleased with each other.
cutting wood for E. D. Lurvey.
Adams uid not pet nwuy to Ilia shootDec. 25.
Spec.
ing for several days, remained there
but a short time and when he came
BUCKSPORT.
back spent several days more In the
NICHOLS-NICHOU5.
Douglas
The wedding of Miss Maud Eveline eompany of Clam Medway.
He did not relish the
Nichols to Joseph Field Nichols took was troubled.
idea
bis
of
sister
a
taking
fancy to a
place at the residence of the bride’s
mere clerk.
He wished to keep her
mother, Mrs. E. P. Nichols, Saturday
the fascinating Merrlman
for
afternoon in the presence of relatives
During the winter there was not a
and a few friends. The house was beaulint Adams did not appear
tifully decorated with palms, ferns and holiday
and spend the whole of It with Clara.
holly. Edward Billings, of Lynn, was
The more Douglas- thought about the
best man, and Miss Grace L. Nichols, a
mutter the more he was surprised. Tinsister of the bride, was maid of honor.
man who had f. lien in love with the
The ceremony was performed by Rev. T.
bad not taken the trouble to
W. Hunter, the bride being given away by pleture
see the original.
The wan who had
l
her mother.
made no comments on the picture had
The bride was attired in a beautiful 1
fallen in love with the original.
traveling gown of blue velvet and carried
One evening Douglas went home
a shower bouquet of white roses.
! from the store and found Adams and
After the wedding delicious refreshClara together. Indeed, they were very
ments were served to the guests, Miss
: near together—they were In each othF.
and
Miss
Nan
Mary
Genn,
Godfrey
er’s arms. Adams on beeomlug aware
Mrs. Oscar F. Fellows assisting.
of Douglas' presence said to him:
and
Mrs.
Nichols
evenleft on the
Capt.
"Do you remember showing me your
ing train for Boston and New York. sister's
picture In tin city ou your
Nichols
is
an
officer
one
of
the
.on
Capt.
visit there?"
steamers
of the American
&
large
“Yes, and you made no otgseut on
Hawaii S. 8. Co., which ply between New
it.”
York and Honolulu, and expects to sail
“Still waters run deep: I fell In love
the last of January. Mrs. Nichols will not
with It.
I vowed that I would seek
accompany Capt. Nichols on the voyage.
out Its original and win her If possible.
I have done both and nothing remains
MT. DESERT FERRY.
but your consent.”
Deacon Nahum Jellison died at his home
“Clara can speak far herself—that Is.
here on Friday, aged nearly eighty-three if you are able”died
several
His
wife
“I am now a member of the firm of
years ago,
years.
since which time he has made his home Burt & Blehardson."
He leaves
with his son, W. W, Jellison.
“I confess,” said Douglas, “that I
two other sons, Frank N. Jellison, keeper always hoped that Mr. Merrlman”—
“Merrlman!
of the St. Croix lighthouse near Red
Why Merrlman Is onr
Beach, and J. W. Jellison, keeper of the professional entertainer. The firm pays
Funeral
him a salary and all he spends on onr
Tenant’s Harbor lighthouse.
services were held Monday forenoon at eustome-v
Pee'des, br\« a married
the house, Rev. P. A. A. Killana, of the r»—
Ellsworth Baptist choreh, officiating. In“Well, I'!! bo hanged!” exclaimed
terment was at HahvucL.
HARRIET CAWLEY.
Douglas.
Sprc.
Dec. 26.

M. GALLERT’S.
for additional Count* Jfl.i
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How Consumption

\How Pretty Miss

by Pe-ru-na.
Him Lillian PowelL, Aurora, IncL, writes :
••Last spring I caught m severe cold from getting my feet wet and being
out In the ruin, and In a day 1 had a most miserable cold, but / neglected It,
thinking It would soon leave me. But It hung to me for two weeks, when
I felt something must be done, as my condition was serious.
“I had beard so much about Peruna and In Its pra’se that I bought a bottle
and began taking It regularly. I was gratified to find that In a week the
cold and cough was broken up, and three weeks' treatment completely restored my usual good health. "—Lillian Powell.
_

Ask Your Druggist for
COUNTY NEWS.
For

a
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Kenneth
is home, having
Bragdon
his school at Sorrento Friday.

closed

Miss Ethel Martin came from Brewer
to spend Christmas at her home.
Dec.
B.

E. F. Hinckley is home from New York.

Saturday

Bob Hinckley returned from Etna last
week.
of

Boston,

26._

Miss Josie Sweet, who has been spending
uome time in Boston, has arrived home.

selves in the ditch with their numerous
bundles scattered tq the four winds. It
took them some minutes to collect themselves, but sfter looking around to see if
they were observed, no bones being
broken, they proceeded on their way.
Dec. 34.
ID.
_

CAPE ROSIER.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

spent

Miss Minnie Chase and Norman Mayo
arrived from U. of M. Dec. 22.

for Peruna.

free Peruna Almanac for 1Q05.

the high school. Owing to an epidemic of
measles, his vacation was extended.

get

BLUEHI1X.

Lestir Hinckley,
Christmas at home.

a

The Arid step toward consumption is
acold. The next step Is a failure to r unit promptly. The third step is the development of catarrh, which gradually
becomes chronic. The fourth step, the
catarrh begins to spread from the head
to the throat, then to the bronchial
tubes, and finally into the lungs. It la
then consnmption In the first stage.
At any time during the progress of catarrh, from the first onset of the oold to
Its final settlement In the lungs, Peruna
can be relied upon to stop the disease.
If yon have taken a cold, buy Peruna
without delay. Ope bottle In the tieginning will do more good than a half
dosen bottles after tha catarrh has
fastened Itself on the lungs.
thousands of Testimonials.
We have on fllo thousands of testimonials from people who have been
cured of catarrh of the lungs by Peruna.
We can give our readers only a slight
glimpse of the vast array of unsolicited
endorsements we are receiving every
month. Noother physician in the world
has received such a volume of enthusiastic letters of thanks as Dr. Hartman

schooner

Mrs. M. A. Blake, of Cape Rosier, who
has been in Brewer for a few months, left
that place for Boston Dec. Zl. She will go
to Hartford, Conn., later.
wife will occupy
J. P. Stubbs and
have
this winter.
Fairview
They
their daughter and son from Bucksport,
with them for a visit.
BDec. a.

Winsor Torrey, who has been on the
schooner Elm City, came home from Bos-

Happiness is increased, not by the
largement of the possessions, but by

Miss Lucy Howard is employed at the
Ark.

|
I

Dr. Henry Stevens had the misfortune
to fall down the steps at Mrs. Morton’s
and dislocate his shoulder.

Burton Haskell arrived-borne Saturday
from New York.
is

Miss Effie Boynton, of Medford, Maas.,
visiting Miss Lena Hardy.
Chester Small, who has been in the
L. T. Whitmore, is home.

The services in the church Sunday were
to the season, with special
music and sermons relating to Christmas.

ton

heart.—John Ruafctn.

Misses Gertrude, Elizabeth and Daisy
came from Boston to spend a week
with their parents, C. C. Clough and wife.

has hauled up the
schooner L. T. Whitmore for the winter,
and is at home.

Read Clement’s Co-operative Club
advertisement.

appropriate

Clough

meeting of Ira Berry
M., the following officers
B. W. Bowden, W. M.; B.
were elected:
E. Sylvester, 8. W.; F. B. Snow, J. W.;
W. M. Howard, treasurer; F. P. Greene,
secretary; W. W. Wescott, S. D.; C. E.
Greene, J. D.; George G. Long, proxy to
grand lodge; Otis Littlefield, F. B. Snow
and E. C. Barrett, finance committee.
At the annual

lodge, F.

and A.

Zelpha, widow of Capt.
Spencer
Treworgy, died Tuesday, December 19, at
the advanced age of ninety-four years
and eight months. She had enjoyed good
health most of her life, but having lost
her bearing some time ago, she had been

Saturday.
Capt. Frank Haskell

!

I
J
i
j

A Sunday school ha9 been organized.
The children meet at the home of Mrs.
Alonzo Hutchinson, who is superintendent.

Capt. George L. Holden arrived home
Saturday. The schooner Florence Leland,
which he commands, is in Stonington
The puolic Christmas tree and Bupper at
by the ladies of the sidewalk society, Saturday evening, was well
attended and fairly successful, although
the weather was very disappointing.
Capt. Jack Stinson proved a very entertaining Santa Claus. Among the articles
sold by tickets from the fancy table was a
handsome sofa pillow' awarded to Frank
E. Hardy; a toilet set to Mrs. George Le
Holden; kimona to Mrs. Frank Haskell;
night shirts to Capt. George Holden and J*
M. Ellis. Clam chow'der, cake and coffee
were served.
A recitation by Miss KathThe
ryn Weed was much appreciated.
proceeds of the evening were about $21.
E.
Dec.

|

but little in the later years of her life. I
Before that she was a helper iu the church }
work of the Baptist society, where she
had been a member since early life. She
leaves one daughter, Sarah, wife of Kev.
C. G. Harwood, and one son, Arthur, nowin Massachusetts.
out

|

The remains of Mrs. Ira Grindle,, who
died in Brew-er, Dec. 17, were brought here
26.___
Funeral services w*ere held at
for burial.
WEST SEDGWICK.
the home of her daughter, Mrs. W. G
Greene, Tuesday, Dec. 19. Mrs. Grindle
A. R. P. Blodgett is quite ill.
was a most estimable woman, loved in the
Ira Durgain is at work in his father’s
home and respected in the community.
8 tore.
She leaves a husband and four daughters,
Lee Lord has gone to Bucksport to visit
and one son—Mrs. Everett Johnson, of
his parents.
Portland; Mrs. Clarence Stevens, ol |
Lowell; Mrs. W. G. Greene and Miss Liz- I Mrs. Willie N. Gray’s father from St.
zie Grindle, of Bluehill, and Thomas, ol John is visiting her.
Ellsworth. They have the sympathy ol 1
Bernice Gray and Geneva Connor are at
1
home from Bluehill for their vacation.
many friends.
Dec. 26.
M.
Curtis Durgain and wife, Mrs. I. M.
Allen and Ella Thurston went to the State
ASHVILLE.
grange at Bangor last Monday and reMrs. Sarah J. Hill is quite ill.
turned Thursday.
Wylie Hall has been afflicted the pasl
A ba l place in the road here has brought
w eek with neuralgia.
several teams to sorrow. One was a fine
E. H. Smith will return to Deer Isle thit span of houses. The two ladies and a
week to resume his duties as principal ol
gentleman in the carriage found them-

the

SUtturtwruunts.

Women

as

Well

Men

as

Are Made Miserable

by

Kidney Trouble.

with coal.
the schoolhouse

en-

Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soon'
disappear

when the Kid-

neys are out of order
^ or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
ii
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidurinneys. If the child
.TTT--

"M

»

4iW

IW

urine scalds the flesh or if. when the child
to
reaches an age when it should be able
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
or
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the causefirst
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the
cf
step should be towards the treatment
This unpleasant
these important ergsns.
tne
cf
trouble is due is a diseased condition
as
kidneys and bladder and not to a habit
most people suppose.
rr..sWomen aa well as men arc mads
erable with kidney and bladder trouolc,
and both need the same great remedy.
ot
The mild and the immediate effect
is coon realised. It is sola

Swamp-Root

by druggists, in fifty-

cent and one dollar i
sices. You may have a |
sample bottle by mall
n»m» ot s",*“"v,R"h'
free, also pamphlettellmany of th
lng all about it. including letters
re°®.
thousands of testimonial
Dn
from sufferers cured. In wrmng
be sure
Y..
N.
It Co.. Binghamton.
mention this paper.
—

Dob'i make any

botlls.
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